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Abstract 

 

This thesis confirms empirically that a pairs trading strategy can act to enforce a market 

price ratio between two closely-related securities, thereby behaving like arbitrage 

enforcing the law of one price. 

Any empirical study of arbitrage and pairs trading is difficult because security 

exchanges report trades anonymously. Trades in two securities cannot be identified as 

originating from the same trader, nor can the entry and exit trades of a strategy be 

matched. Much of this thesis is spent designing a methodology for detecting pairs 

trading through statistical techniques and testing its accuracy in situations where pairs 

trading can be anticipated. The approach works pleasingly despite being imprecise. It 

can isolate closely-related pairs in pseudo-random sets of similarly-traded pairs and 

locate fundamentally similar pairs among large sets formed by pairing index 

constituents. It can even detect pairs involved in merger arbitrage many months ahead 

of company mergers. 

The evidence then shows pairs trading in the twin depositary receipts of BHP Billiton 

(the world’s largest mining conglomerate with dual-listed company structure) act to 

push the prices apart when the difference falls below a recent measure, instead of 

reinforcing their trend towards equality. The detected pairs trades enforce the price 

difference: reducing it when it becomes too large and increasing it when too small. 

Evidence rejects a trading history of restoring price equality even though these security 

twins seem to offer identical dividends, risks, and entitlements. 

Pairs trading may be enforcing the market price ratio as a proxy for an incalculable 

valuation ratio underlying the law of one price. 
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1 Introduction and overview 

 

Some relationships in the stock market make for very profitable trades. 
 
 – Stéphane Reverre in Pairs Trading (2001) 

 

The Law of One Price (LOOP) is the enticing proposition that identical and fungible 

items should trade at the same price. The LOOP is enforced by arbitrage, the practice of 

exploiting price differences for profit. When a price difference is sufficient to overcome 

trading frictions, arbitrageurs should have a financial incentive to trade by purchasing 

the underpriced item while simultaneously selling the overpriced one until the price 

balance is restored. 

The scope of the LOOP includes goods, commodities, and financial securities. The 

distinguishing feature of financial securities is they are typically not fungible. 

Instruments exist with different codes precisely because they are not exactly the same, 

even if substantially similar and issued by the same company. Financial securities are 

treated as being identical for the purposes of the LOOP if they are equivalent 

financially, meaning they offer identical dividend streams and equity entitlements while 

carrying identical risks. 

Persistent deviations from parity 

Prices often seem not to conform to the LOOP. There is documented evidence in many 

markets (including goods, commodities and financial securities) of significant price 

differences that have persisted for long periods of time. The literature typically treats 

these deviations either as being anomalous mispricing by the market (the market is 

seemingly irrational) or as evidence against the LOOP (the law is seemingly wrong). 

In contrast this thesis contends the market may in fact be enforcing the law of one price, 

and doing so at an equilibrium market price ratio that approximates the fundamental 

valuation ratio which is unobservable. 
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The twin ADRs of BHP Billiton 

One pair of seemingly-identical securities trading with an economically significant 

difference is the twin American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) of BHP Billiton, the 

world’s largest publicly listed miner. BHP Billiton has a dual-listed company (DLC) 

structure, meaning there are two separate listed companies that have agreed to work 

together and share their profits. One company is listed on the Australian Securities 

Exchange (ASX) while the other is listed on the London Stock Exchange (LSE). Both 

companies have American depositary receipts (ADRs) listed on the NYSE.  

From a New York perspective, these two ADRs appear to have the same intrinsic value 

under the dividend discount model, no currency risk as the dividends of both are 

calculated in US Dollars, and they trade on the NYSE during the same hours and with 

low transaction costs. These securities seem perfect candidates for the law of one price. 

The LOOP predicts these two securities should trade at the same price on the NYSE 

with that price being enforced by arbitrage. 

In practice the BHP Billiton ADRs have been trading at a price difference of between 

10% and 20% for many years with one ADR consistently trading at a premium to the 

other. Are these securities violating the law of one price? An American investor might 

think so based on the prices observed prima facie. A more complete view, and that of 

this thesis, is these securities do follow the LOOP based on a fundamental valuation 

ratio that is unobservable or incalculable. The fundamental valuation ratio of the BHP 

Billiton ADRs is incalculable because of the lack of information about the numbers of 

investors in each taxation regime and the numbers trading at any particular time. 

An equilibrium view of the law of one price 

If a persistent and large price difference is not violating the law of one price despite 

seemingly similar fundamentals, the LOOP must have a way to accommodate it. This 

means two things should be happening. First, there must be a fundamental explanation 

to justify the price difference. Second, and simultaneously, traders should be acting to 

enforce that price difference through arbitrage. 

Reasons for the first aspect have been proposed in literature surrounding other closely-

related security pairs. The primary reason is speculated to be tax-induced investor 

heterogeneity, and this also seems likely with the twin ADRs of BHP Billiton. The 

relative tax treatment of dividends of these twins differs between tax jurisdictions 

internationally. To an American investing on the NYSE, the two BHP Billiton ADRs 
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pay identical dividend streams in US Dollars with the dividends taxed equally, so the 

securities appear to have identical value under the dividend discount model. To an 

Australian tax resident investor, the Australian stock can be up to 43% more valuable 

than the London stock because the Australian dividends receive favourable tax 

treatment. At equilibrium the market price ratio can be expected to settle somewhere 

between these extremes depending on the numbers of investors in each group and their 

respective trading needs. Indeed a premium of 20% is in the middle of this range. 

The second aspect requires demonstration the price difference is being enforced by 

arbitrage, and this challenge takes up the majority of this thesis. Detection of these 

trades begins with the most general case before returning to the specific situation of 

BHP Billiton. There is a general mean-reversion trading strategy that can seek any 

predictable price difference between two securities, including enforcement of the law of 

one price. That strategy is pairs trading. 

Pairs trading 

Pairs trading involves buying an underpriced security while simultaneously selling short 

an overpriced security in such proportions as to create a market-neutral position. The 

idea is to hold the combined position until either the price difference restores to a target 

level, or moves apart exceeding a stop loss. The literature on pairs trading evolved 

independently from that on the law of one price which considers arbitrage toward a 

price difference of zero or price ratio of one. Pairs trading is the more general strategy 

because it can handle any predictable difference or ratio. 

Security pairs are suited to pairs trading if their price ratio tends to revert to any kind of 

predictable value. It is a mean-reversion strategy. The securities in BHP Billiton are 

suitable candidates because their price ratio can be expected to hover around a 

fundamental valuation ratio, even if unobservable and incalculable. 

Can pairs trading behave as arbitrage in enforcing the law of one price? 

Arbitrageurs should have a financial incentive to enforce a relation between the BHP 

Billiton ADRs just as they do with other pairs of closely-related securities. This thesis 

supposes that when the law of one price is viewed at equilibrium, pairs trading is the 

transaction that acts as arbitrage in maintaining the price ratio. 

The difference between pairs trading and LOOP arbitrage is in the type of price ratio 

targeted. Pairs trading targets an observable or calculable ratio for mean-reversion while 
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the law of one price targets a fundamental valuation ratio even if it is unobservable and 

incalculable. The way to unify these approaches is to recognise the market price ratio 

can be a proxy for the fundamental valuation ratio. This unification follows the doctrine 

of market efficiency or the intuitive notion the market knows best. 

When the market price ratio is treated as a proxy for the fundamental valuation ratio 

between the twin ADRs of BHP Billiton, pairs trading becomes the proxy for arbitrage 

trading enforcing the law of one price. The challenge remaining for this thesis is to 

investigate and confirm empirically whether trading of this type occurs. 

Detecting pairs trading 

There is plenty of anecdotal evidence pairs trading is a popular and profitable strategy 

used by professional traders, but there is very little information about the trades. Traders 

have financial incentives to keep their best strategies confidential, and security 

exchanges collaborate by concealing the traders’ identities. Trades are reported 

anonymously. Researchers cannot match the legs of a pairs trade involving multiple 

securities, nor the entries and exits in each security. In the absence of identifying 

information, it is impossible to state with certainty that any two trades are part of the 

same pairs trade. 

Much of this thesis is devoted to developing and testing a methodology for detecting 

pairs trading given anonymous trading logs of two financial securities in an order-driven 

market. The approach is necessarily statistical and imprecise, but nonetheless it shall be 

shown to work effectively for the purposes of this thesis. 

The detection works by differencing the cumulative density functions (CDFs) of the 

time differences between trades. Differencing these CDFs has the advantage of being 

independent of their shape, so it does not matter exactly how much time elapses 

between the trades in the two securities. It matters more there are excesses of trades 

occurring at particular time lags apart, or perhaps excesses of one security being traded 

before the other. These situations imply there is related trading occurring between the 

securities regardless of the speeds of the different traders. 

Two styles of detector are developed. One looks at the difference between the CDF of 

the time differences and a uniform CDF representing unrelated trading between the 

securities. This approach is labelled DU meaning difference-from-uniform. It can be 

implemented using either the Cramér von Mises (CVM) criterion or the Kolmogorov-
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Smirnov (KS) distance. The second approach compares the central region of the 

empirical measures (or slopes of the CDFs) with the outer regions representing large 

time differences that are unlikely to arise from related trading. This is labelled CO 

meaning central-to-outer. It can be implemented using either a symmetric (S) or 

asymmetric (A) approach. 

This methodology leads to four indicators termed the related trading indicators (RTIs) 

and denoted RTIDU.CVM and RTIDU.KS, RTICO.S and RTICO.A. These all perform a similar 

job but with slightly different characteristics. Importantly the RTIs rely solely upon the 

time differences between trades. Incorporating price information enables a further 

distinction between purchases and sales, leading to aggressive pairs trading indicators 

(APTIs) being RTIs applied to the subset of aggressively priced trades, and passive 

pairs trading indicators (PPTIs) being RTIs applied to the subset of passively priced 

trades. Pairs trading is classified as aggressive when a trader places simultaneous 

market orders in both securities, and passive when a trader waits for a limit order in one 

security to be filled before placing a market order in the second. 

The RTIs, APTIs, and PPTIs each pick up slightly different information from the times 

and prices of trades, but they all work the same way. A security pair with a larger 

indicator value is claimed to be exhibiting more related, aggressive, or passive pairs 

trading than a pair having a lower indication. 

This methodology for detecting pairs trading may seem elaborate with its twelve 

competing detectors and the complexities of their calculation, but substantial work is 

needed to get around the anonymity of the trades with an acceptable degree of accuracy. 

A reliable process to verify that accuracy also involves considerable work. 

Verification of the methodology 

There is an inherent contradiction in any claim to have developed a pairs trading 

detector in the context of anonymous trading. On one hand, the anonymity is the 

motivation for needing such a methodology, but on the other hand it renders the 

methodology impossible to prove. The accuracy of such a pairs trading detector cannot 

truly be verified without confirming the identities of the trades are related. 

A gated sequence of experiments is devised to build confidence the methodology works 

in the manner expected. Gating means the pairs trading detector must pass each stage of 

testing before proceeding to the next. The first stage involves verifying it can detect 
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pairs trading in closely-related pairs where such trading is anticipated. The second stage 

applies it to all combinations of pairs formed from constituents of broad stock indices to 

investigate whether it can rank the pairs in a manner consistent with expected pairs 

trading. Only after it passes these tests can it be applied to the main task of investigating 

whether pairs trading is behaving as arbitrage in selected closely-related security pairs. 

The results from these verification tests show the RTIs can discern pairs where pairs 

trading is anticipated from randomly chosen pairs of similarly sized and traded 

securities. When applied to the large combinational sets the APTIs find closely-related 

pairs involving multiple share classes as well as fundamentally-related securities such as 

those with similar businesses. They also find pairs involved in subsequent company 

mergers and takeovers, many months before the transaction. These findings provide 

confidence that the methodology is accurate in detecting pairs trading, even though it is 

imprecise. 

The final stage is to apply the pairs trading detection methodology to the core question 

of this thesis. 

Result and interpretation 

The pairs trading detected in the twin ADRs of BHP Billiton is found to reinforce a 

recent price difference rather than restore price equality. By contrast, the pairs trading in 

the twin ADRs of the two share classes of Royal Dutch Shell focuses on reversion to 

price equality. Both cases are consistent with their fundamentals. The persistent price 

premium of one BHP Billiton ADR is fundamental rather than an anomaly. 

Investors can have different perspectives on interpreting the law of one price in security 

pairs such as BHP Billiton, just as they can have different relative valuations of two 

securities from fundamental reasons such as taxation heterogeneity. At equilibrium the 

market prices are a weighted combination of the valuations by different investor groups, 

so a ratio of market prices of two closely-related securities can be considered as a 

market consensus of the weightings needed to maintain the law of one price in those 

securities. If the market tends to be right, a moving average of the price ratio can proxy 

for a possibly incalculable fundamental valuation ratio between the two securities. In 

this way, pairs trading can act as arbitrage enforcing the law of one price. 

The twin ADRs of BHP Billiton may look identical from an American perspective, but 

from a global perspective there is a fundamental difference in their valuations. Pairs 
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trading enforces a market proxy for this difference, thereby acting as arbitrage enforcing 

the law of one price between those twin ADRs. 

Organisation of this thesis 

Chapter 2 provides a broad review of the literature of the law of one price and of pairs 

trading, providing a framework to unify the literature and show where the ideas in this 

thesis fit in. 

Chapter 3 develops methodologies for detecting pairs trading in an anonymous trading 

environment, first by considering solely the time differences between trades in section 

3.3, then by incorporating price information from section 3.4 onwards. Inferring pairs 

trading based on the reported times and prices of trades is imprecise but possible.  

Chapter 4 sets out a gated sequence of experiments to verify the methodology works as 

can be expected to build confidence in its behaviour before applying it to the core task. 

The data sets include four closely-related security pairs, pseudo-random sets of similarly 

sized and traded pairs, and large sets of pairs formed by combining index constituents. 

Chapter 5 presents results from the experiments to verify the methods work. It confirms 

the methodology finds pairs which are suitable candidates for pairs trading, even finding 

unexpected pairs such as companies involved in merger arbitrage many months before 

the transaction. 

Chapter 6 presents the results from inferring the dominant trading strategies in four 

twin-listed pairs including the twin BHP Billiton ADRs. This shows traders are keener 

to enforce a price difference than price equality with BHP Billiton, while maintaining 

price equality in Royal Dutch Shell post-2005. 

Chapter 7 reviews the results and discusses opportunities for further research. The pairs 

trading detection methodology designed to help answer the question on pairs trading 

and arbitrage may have applications beyond this thesis. 

Chapter 8 speculates the reasons for the BHP price premium and develops a model 

based on tax-induced investor heterogeneity. 

Chapter 9 presents a summary with conclusions. 

Around 200 references are cited, followed by a glossary of acronyms. 
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Quick overview 

Readers interested in the research design and key findings may wish to skip ahead to the 

relevant sections. 

For a quick overview of this thesis: 

• The methodology developed for detecting pairs trading is summarised in Section 

3.8 on page 113. 

• The experimental design is summarised in the tables of Section 4.5 on pages 140 

and 141. 

• The key results from inferring the dominant trading strategies in BHP Billiton are 

presented in Section 6.1 on pages 207 to 210 with visual confirmation of the 

methodology in Figure 6-1. 
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2 Pairs trading and the 
law of one price 

 

The markets are a very big place with many hidden pockets of inefficiency. 
 
 – James Altucher in Trade Like a Hedge Fund (2004) 

 

Pairs trading is a market-neutral strategy, meaning it aims to make a profit irrespective 

of the market movement. Jacobs and Levy (2005) describe several such strategies 

including market-neutral equity, convertible bond arbitrage, government bond arbitrage, 

mortgage-backed securities arbitrage, and merger arbitrage. A market-neutral equity 

strategy can involve any number of long and short positions provided the overall 

portfolio ideally has no expected net exposure to risk. Pairs trading is a special case 

because it involves exactly two securities. 

The Handbook of Pairs Trading (Ehrman, 2006) defines pairs trading as: 

“a non-directional, relative-value investment strategy that seeks to identify 
two companies with similar characteristics whose equity securities are 
currently trading at a price relationship that is outside their historical trading 
range”. 

A pairs trading strategy involves buying the undervalued security while simultaneously 

short-selling the overvalued security, thereby maintaining market neutrality. The lecture 

notes of Skiena (2008) detail the trading process. 

The idea of analysing two stocks together is not new. Long before the era of computers, 

Livermore (1940) described a method of analysing two related stocks to determine their 

common trend. The focus was on the common trend, and it was a laborious process to 

calculate by hand. Half a century later the emerging computer power could automate the 

pair trending analysis, and it was in this environment that the idea of pairs trading 

evolved. Bookstaber (2007) describes how a young programmer at Morgan Stanley 

named Gerry Bamberger started to think of the pairs not as a block to be executed but as 

two sides of a trading strategy. By going long in one and short the other, the net position 
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was market-neutral. Morgan Stanley allowed Bamberger to test his strategy, and it made 

six million dollars in the first year. Nunzio Tartaglia took control of the trading group 

and reportedly made 50 million dollars for the firm in 1987 (Gatev et al. 2006). 

There is an inherent conflict between the desire to publish and the desire to profit. A 

successful trader is unlikely to publish details of profitable strategies. The result is the 

literature can be expected to suffer a selection bias towards less successful strategies, 

and articles are more likely to theorise and simulate than discuss the actual trading 

strategies employed. Indeed, simulation studies such as Bogomolov (2010) document 

trading strategies that are expected to be unprofitable in practice, while articles such as 

Fu, Huang, Lai, and Losyev (2008) theorise profits in the absence of trading costs. 

The literature surrounding pairs trading seems to have evolved from two directions: 

fundamental and quantitative. From the first side come theorists who select pairs based 

on known fundamental relations that help predict the relative price behaviour. From the 

other side come practitioners whose sole aim is to find any security pairs that can be 

traded profitably. The literature in the first branch tends to observe the historical price 

behaviour to decide whether the law of one price (LOOP) holds for the fundamental 

relations. The literature in the second branch tends to analyse the historical price 

behaviour using mathematical techniques such as cointegration, pattern recognition, 

covariance matrices, and energy minimisation to find security pairs for trading. Both 

branches include studies of simulated trading performance. 

This thesis tackles a question that has not been addressed adequately by either branch of 

literature: the study of the actual trading, rather than simulations and theory. Studying 

the real trading appears to be a space wide open for research. The consequence for this 

literature review is it must be broad enough to show the opportunities for this kind of 

work, rather than narrowing the focus to a specific area from which an incremental 

improvement can be made. The first step is to provide a structure. 

2.1 Taxonomy of the literature 

There are many ways the literature could be classified. The approach taken here is to 

divide it at the highest level into two branches according to the way pairs are selected 

for study: by fundamental or quantitative analysis. In other words, when a particular 

pair of securities is being considered for long-short trading, the distinction is whether it 

is selected as a result of having fundamental or quantitative relations. 
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While this highest level distinction is presented here as a division of the literature, it 

also serves as a way to unite two distinct branches that have developed independently. 

The fundamental branch evolved from studies of the law of one price (LOOP) many 

years before pairs trading became known. The LOOP predicts a fixed relation between 

prices in the presence of fundamental relations, while the quantitative branch looks for 

any pairs that can be traded profitably by any algorithm for the price ratio. 

The highest-level distinction between fundamental and quantitative approaches also 

corresponds to the way any fundamental relationships are found between securities. 

When pairs are selected through fundamental analysis, the fundamental relations are 

sought a priori meaning only pairs having such relations are studied. When pairs are 

selected by quantitative analysis, the paper can study any pairs that exhibit desired price 

relationships, and fundamental relations between them may be discovered a posteriori. 

 

Figure 2-1  Taxonomic classification of the pairs trading literature. The highest level of 
classification is based on whether security pairs are selected on fundamental or quantitative relations. 
Particular pairs may be studied in both branches if they exhibit both characteristics. The opportunity 
for this thesis is to study the actual trading, which belongs in the more general branch. 

Figure 2-1 presents a taxonomic classification of the pairs trading literature. It begins at 

the highest level by classifying the selection of pairs by fundamental and quantitative 

relations then proceeds to classify further the experimental style and mathematical 

techniques. The research opportunity for the thesis is located within the quantitative 

analysis branch. 
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pairs trading
and the Law
of One Price
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A particular security pair can be studied in both main branches of the literature if it 

exhibits both fundamental and quantitative relations. Many of the pairs studied in the 

fundamental branch can also be studied in the quantitative branch because their prices 

are naturally cointegrated. This means a quantitative price relationship exists between 

the securities although not in the way predicted by the law of one price. On the other 

hand, an observed quantitative price relation can arise without there being an apparent 

fundamental relationship, so the quantitative branch tends to study more pairs than the 

fundamental branch. 

Literature in the fundamental branch includes tests of the law of one price (LOOP), 

hypotheses for mispricing, and simulations of arbitrage. In the quantitative branch, the 

literature includes techniques of pairs selection and simulations of pairs trading. The 

two branches have developed separately. The literature on LOOP developed many years 

before pairs trading began to emerge and there is a risk the newer pairs trading articles 

may overlook much of the wealth of knowledge developed around the law of one price.  

The terminology and methods used in the two main branches are often very different 

even though the goal of trading to exploit price differences is the same. For example the 

LOOP literature uses the word “arbitrage” to imply a riskless profit from exploiting 

price differences, while the pairs trading literature refers to it as “pairs trading” or 

“statistical arbitrage” acknowledging the risk involved. The term “pairs trading” is 

rarely mentioned in a LOOP article, and similarly the term “law of one price” is rarely 

mentioned in a pairs trading article. Table 2-1 summarises the main distinctions. 

 Law-of-one-price literature Pairs trading literature 

Method of pairs 
selection 

Fundamental analysis Quantitative analysis 

Fundamental relations Determined a priori Discovered a posteriori 

Term describing trades 
that exploit deviations 

“Arbitrage” “Pairs trading” or 
“statistical arbitrage” 

Price targets Based on the fixed 
fundamental relation e.g. 
price equality 

Any mathematical relation 
e.g. a moving average 

 
Table 2-1  Distinctions between the two main branches of literature. The law-of-one-price 
literature uses fundamental analysis to select pairs and suggests risk-free arbitrage will maintain prices. 
The pairs trading literature uses quantitative analysis to seek any potentially profitable trades and 
refers to trades as “statistical arbitrage” to acknowledge the risks therein. 

 

The LOOP literature documents many persistent deviations from the expected price 

relationship, and this has an important implication for linking the fundamental and 

quantitative branches of literature. It means risk-free arbitrage might not work, but the 
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opportunity remains for statistical arbitrage or pairs trading. Security pairs with 

fundamental relations are typically good candidates for pairs trading because of their 

cointegrated prices, even though arbitrage in the pure sense may not work. 

This literature review is organised as follows. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 review the literature 

in the fundamental and quantitative branches respectively, then section 2.4 looks at the 

relatively sparse literature on actual trading, the opportunity for this thesis. 

2.2 Fundamentally-related pairs 

When securities have a fundamental relationship such as similar equity interests and 

dividend rights, it seems reasonable to expect their prices should follow a predictable 

relationship. The literature on the law of one price (LOOP) studies such securities. 

2.2.1 The law of one price (LOOP) 

The law of one price (LOOP) is the intuitive proposition that identical goods or 

securities ought to trade at identical prices enforced by arbitrage. It has become an 

essential concept in econometrics. Lamont and Thaler (2003a) call it the second law of 

economics after the law of supply and demand. Derman (2009) goes further suggesting 

it is the only genuine law in quantitative finance, and anything else is merely a useful 

principle. 

Laws in econometrics are not as convincing as those in physics because they involve a 

human element. Market prices are determined by people. This introduces an aspect of 

unpredictability into the prices observed, but laws can still describe predictable 

characteristics, just as the laws of physics can handle uncertainties in the speeds and 

positions observed of sub-atomic particles.1 Rachev, Mittnik and Fabozzi (2007) 

express this idea in their textbook on financial econometrics as: 

“The basic tenet of quantitative science is that there are relationships that do 
not change regardless of the moment or the place under consideration. For 
example, while sea waves might look like an almost random movement, in 
every moment and location the basic laws of hydrodynamics hold without 
change. Similarly, asset price behaviour might appear to be random, but 
econometric laws should hold in every moment and for every set of assets.” 

                                                 
1 Under the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, the more precisely the position of an electron is known, the 
less precisely its speed can be determined at that instant, and vice versa. This illustrates how the laws of 
physics can be useful despite uncertainty. For more see: http://www.aip.org/history/heisenberg/p08.htm 
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One consequence of unpredictability is such laws may appear violated from time to time 

when the extent of seemingly irrational behaviour cannot be measured, and such 

evidence may be termed an “anomaly” or a “puzzle” in the literature. Alternatively it 

may be that the law has not been applied with a correct measure of rational price 

deviations. The tests of the law of one price often suffer from a joint hypothesis test 

with the model of the price relations. 

Another consequence is the laws may be interpreted in more than one way by the 

literature in an attempt to accommodate the variations. Examples include the distinction 

between long-run and actual prices in Protopapadakis and Stoll (1986), and the strict 

and weak versions of the law in Pippenger (2008). McChesney, Shughart and Haddock 

(2004) review the internal contradictions of the law of one price and suggest it is a more 

subtle proposition than many writing about it have grasped. 

Three broad strands of research on LOOP have evolved: 

• empirical studies that observe the relative pricing and test the law of one price, 

• theoretical articles that explore and test the reasons for mispricing, and 

• simulation studies to test whether profitable arbitrage trading opportunities exist. 

These are shown in Figure 2-1 in the second level of the fundamental branch. 

An empirical study of LOOP typically starts by selecting a market having an inherent 

rule for price equality then investigates the deviation from that equality over time. A 

theoretical paper hypothesises rational reasons why prices are not identical and may test 

the theory by redefining the price relation so the law of one price can hold. A simulation 

study will typically test one or more algorithms for arbitrage, meaning the rules for 

timing entries and exits, and calculate whether it could have been profitable at enforcing 

the law of one price. 

There are limitations with all three types of study: 

• An empirical study typically suffers from a joint hypothesis test between the law 

of one price and the model of the expected price relation. 

• A theoretical study attempts to address the joint hypothesis problem by 

remodelling the price differences, but no amount of remodelling can remove the 

joint hypothesis. 
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• A simulation study relies on observed market prices which arise from the actions 

of all market participants including arbitrageurs, so an unprofitable simulation 

may conceal the real news that there has been plenty of profitable arbitrage 

already exploited by traders. 

These limitations have provided opportunities for publications of many examples and 

counterexamples, each making an incremental contribution without any significant 

paradigm shift. The pairs trading branch is different because it overcomes the first two 

limitations (it removes any expectation of a fixed price relation) but it too suffers the 

challenges of meaningful simulation. The pairs trading branch will be reviewed in 

section 2.3. 

The literature on the law of one price is grouped here according to the market settings 

being studied. Sections 2.2.2 through 2.2.8 review the law of one price from its origins 

in commodity markets to its involvement in capital markets such as closed-end funds, 

carve-outs, cross-listed securities, dual-listed company structures, and dual-class shares. 

Each section reviews empirical and theoretical studies that characterise the particular 

market. Section 2.2.9 reviews the simulation literature across all these market settings. 

2.2.2 LOOP in goods and commodity markets 

Markets for commodities such as butter, eggs, oats, and silver have existed for many 

hundreds of years before capital markets emerged. These markets provide early 

environments for testing the law of one price (LOOP). The commodities in these 

markets are fungible (mutually substitutable) unlike the securities being pairs traded, 

and the transactions to exploit price differences are called “arbitrage”. The idea extends 

also to markets of manufactured goods where the products in different countries are 

almost identical or near-perfect substitutes, so arbitrage could in theory be executed. 

Empirical observations of the LOOP in commodity markets 

Mispricings in goods and commodity markets have been documented for many years. 

For example 35 years ago Peter Isard writes in his (Isard 1977) study of manufactured 

goods: “In reality the law of one price is flagrantly and systematically violated by 

empirical data.” Isard went on to conclude the price behaviour of products in different 

countries is more consistent with differentiated products than near perfect substitutes. In 

other words, these markets are more segmented than integrated. Richardson (1978) 

explored 22 commodity markets from animal feeds to distilled spirits, and also finds the 
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law of one price to fail uniformly, rejecting the hypothesis of perfect commodity 

arbitrage with 95 percent confidence in all 22 groups. 

If the LOOP appears to fail for much of the time, the next question is how long it takes 

for prices to be restored, or equivalently how long for arbitrageurs to exploit the price 

differences and enforce the LOOP. Protopapadakis and Stoll (1986) investigate the 

mispricing in 12 standardised commodities such as copper, tin, and zing, and find 90 

percent of deviations from LOOP are eliminated within 10 weeks. They conclude the 

LOOP tends to hold better in the long run rather than the short run. 

An alternate view by Ardeni (1989) suggests the deviations from the pattern can be 

permanent, in which case the long-run version of the law of one price fails. Ardeni uses 

cointegration to test for long-run equilibrium relationships. Subsequent mathematical 

techniques such as half-lives enable Pippenger and Phillips (2008) to challenge the 

cointegration results and argue the law of one price does hold in commodity markets. 

Their finding of short half lives, such as three to eight weeks for agricultural products, 

suggests the law of one price holds. Cointegration may simply imply prices eventually 

converge, and evidence of cointegration can be expected in any market where arbitrage 

is possible without considering the time frame. 

Froot, Kim, and Rogoff (1995) conduct a long-run study of the LOOP over 700 years, 

which will probably stand for many years as the longest data set of its kind ever tested. 

Their main conclusion is the magnitude, volatility, and persistence of deviations from 

the law of one price have been remarkably stable over time despite the advances in 

production and trade over the centuries. Their analysis of eight commodities over the 

700 years shows the characteristics of price deviations have been unaffected by the 

modern floating exchange rate system and the transformations in transportation. In a 

subsequent revision, Rogoff, Froot and Kim (2001) extend the idea to observe goods-

market arbitrage remains highly imperfect in the modern era despite lower transport 

costs, reduced trade protection, and fewer wars and plagues. 

The 700-year study of Froot, Kim, and Rogoff (1995) was undertaken in commodity 

markets necessarily because capital markets have not been around for so long. Their 

findings may have implications in capital markets. If people have maintained long-term 

price differences in commodity markets despite seemingly apparent opportunities for 

arbitrage, and have continued despite massive advances in technology, there is a 
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possibility of similar differences arising in capital markets. At least, it would be unwise 

to make any assumptions that contradict the long-run evidence in commodity markets. 

There is even evidence that the volatility of these deviations is increasing over time, for 

example Eckard (2004) studies four goods sold for more than 100 years in 1500 stores 

across the U.S. and reports the price dispersion in 1901 was lower than in 2001. 

Theories of mispricing in commodity markets 

One rational reason for mispricing of commodities between locations is transfer costs. 

Crouhy-Veyrac, Crouhy and Melitz (1982) argue it is impractical to test the law of one 

price without evidence of the transfer costs, thereby weakening the findings of Isard 

(1977) and Richardson (1978). Another factor is the time taken to perform arbitrage 

trades in commodities. Goodwin, Grennes and Wohlgenant (1990) recognise the 

arbitrage trades take time and use a forecasting model of prices as might be used by 

arbitrageurs. They find this provides stronger support for LOOP than by using 

contemporaneous prices. In other words the mispricing observed can be explained in 

part by expectations of price movements during arbitrage. 

Many authors are cautious about writing “mispricing” because there is often uncertainty 

whether the law of one price should hold prices equal. Several authors prefix the word 

“mispricing” with a cautionary word such as “apparent” or “seeming” (for example 

Rosenthal and Young, 1990). Others take a stronger stance and call the broader situation 

an “anomaly” or “puzzle” (for example Lamont and Thaler, 2003a). A price difference 

can be called a “mispricing” if the law of one price is expected to hold, but otherwise a 

price difference is merely a “difference”. 

2.2.3 LOOP in capital markets 

Securities in capital markets are generally not fungible in the way commodities are, so 

the law of one price cannot be expected to apply in quite the same way. In commodity 

markets a tonne of wheat bought in London can be transported to Amsterdam and sold 

as a tonne of wheat. In capital markets, a share in Unilever bought on the London stock 

exchange cannot be sold on the Amsterdam exchange where instead an alternate class of 

Unilever security is listed. Securities may also have equalisation ratios that are not 1:1, 

and the prices may target that ratio. The law of one price needs to be adapted for capital 

markets. 
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In finance textbooks such as Chance and Brooks (2010) the definition of the law of one 

price (LOOP) refers to the expected outcomes of financial securities: 

“The law of one price requires that equivalent combinations of assets, 
meaning those that offer the same outcomes, must sell for a single price or 
else there would be an opportunity for profitable arbitrage that would 
quickly eliminate the price differential.” 

This links with the dividend discount model (DDM) of security valuation, a process of 

valuing a stock by forecasting its dividends and discounting them back to present value 

(Farrell, 1985). Whenever two stocks are expected to generate identical dividends 

because of a fundamental relation between them, the LOOP and DDM work together to 

predict the two securities should have the same value. This valuation can fluctuate in 

response to news of dividends and adjustments to expected discounting rates, affecting 

both securities equally. 

Two features of capital securities distinguish them further from commodities: 

1. They can pay dividends to their owners; and 

2. They can be held as long-term perpetual investments instead of being consumed. 

The first point is not necessarily a big difference between commodity and capital 

markets because dividends can be modelled as negative holding costs or negative costs-

of-carry, so they can be substituted into the financial models for commodity arbitrage. 

The second point suggests dividends have a more important consequence. The forecast 

dividend stream can help value a security. When a security is held as perpetual 

investment, its value may be derived from the future dividends it is expected to pay. 

Combining LOOP with the dividend discount model (DDM) 

The dividend discount model (DDM) of security valuation values a security as the 

present or discounted value of the estimated future dividend stream. When dividend 

growth and discount rates can be modelled as constants, Gordon (1959) calculates the 

value or expected price P of a security as: 

gk

D
P

−
= 1          for gk >  

where D1 is the expected dividend next year, k is the annual discount rate, and g is the 

expected annual growth rate of the dividends. The values for D1, k, and g are often 
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difficult to estimate, but fortunately this is not necessary for arbitrage and pairs trading. 

These activities require only a relative valuation between two securities. 

The DDM can provide a price comparison between two securities if their future 

dividend streams are related. When two securities have the same expected future 

dividend stream, or when they are related by a known ratio, the DDM and LOOP can 

combine to predict they should trade at the same price or at a price ratio, ceteris paribus. 

This observation enables the LOOP to be applied to the non-fungible securities of 

capital markets. The LOOP cannot be applied to capital markets on its own because of 

the lack of fungibility of the securities, but it becomes applicable when combined with 

the DDM and the presence of long-term investors. 

Arbitrage 

Arbitrage is the action of exploiting price differences for profit. Ideally it is risk-free 

and self-financing. When arbitrage is profitable, a small number of arbitrageurs or even 

a single trader can create sufficient pressure to restore the price balance. Arbitrage is a 

special case of pairs trading because the types of price differences targeted are restricted 

to predetermined fundamental relationships such as price parity. 

The reason why the arbitrage literature is important to review here in a thesis on pairs 

trading is its literature is more mature. The documentation surrounding arbitrage and the 

law of one price is much further developed than for pairs trading, with many hundreds 

of refereed journal articles published in the past 20 years. When arbitrage is treated as a 

special case of pairs trading, it makes sense the findings from this branch of literature 

can have implications for pairs trading. 

Limits to arbitrage 

Impediments such as implementation costs and fundamental risk can reduce the range of 

price differences that can be exploited profitably. An arbitrageur will only enter a trade 

in the expectation it will lead to a profit. Shleifer and Vishny (1997) show arbitrage 

models can become ineffective when prices diverge far from fundamental values and 

noise trader risk dominates. Barberis and Thaler (2003) consider the human behavioural 

and rational perspectives and set out the limits to arbitrage as: 

• Market efficiency (how quickly prices incorporate information); 

• Fundamental risk (the risk of fundamental news moving prices against the trade); 
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• Noise trader risk (the risk of mispricing worsening the trade in the short run); and 

• Implementation costs (stock borrowing and trading costs). 

De Long, Shleifer, Summers and Waldmann (1990) coin the term “noise trading” to 

describe unsophisticated investing or trading arising from incorrect beliefs about the 

fundamentals of a stock. Its presence is a risk to the profitability of arbitrage and pairs 

trades because of the possibilities of long holding times and further deviation. Rational 

arbitrageurs may be deterred from betting against such noise. As pointed out by John 

Maynard Keynes:2 “the market can stay irrational longer than you can stay solvent”. 

Noise trading can be rational despite being unrelated to fundamentals. For example an 

investor may need to liquidate a position to pay a tax liability, or many investors may 

need to trade at the same time. While the motivations for trading are unobservable, the 

resulting trades lead to price discovery. Black (1986) argues that such noise is essential 

for markets to operate. Arbitrageurs and pairs traders rely on such noise, although 

extended or excessive noise can work against them. 

Implementation costs include transaction fees and the borrowing costs for the stock 

being short sold. To short sell a stock, an arbitrageur or pairs trader must first borrow 

it.3 Shorting is the process of borrowing a security from a lender who owns it, selling it 

on the market, and repurchasing it later on the market for return to the lender. D’Avolio 

(2002) studies the market for borrowing U.S. equities based on 18 months of 

institutional data and finds stocks are generally easy to borrow. Only around seven 

percent by value of the available loan supply of stocks is borrowed at any time, and it is 

relatively cheap at an annual cost of around 25 basis points. 

Occasions where shorting is banned can prevent arbitrage and pairs trades at any price. 

Short-sale bans can have a dramatic effect in artificially underpinning prices (Bris, 

Goetzmann, and Zhu, 2007) which is why governments may suddenly implement them 

as in the global financial crisis of 2008. Jones and Lamont (2002) examined data from 

the 1920s and 1930s to confirm short-sale constraints can cause a bubble in which 

stocks become significantly overpriced. Liu and Seasholes (2011) shows that a short-

sale ban between Chinese mainland and Hong Kong stocks can cause the price ratio to 

                                                 
2 Although most famous for his work as an Economist, John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946) also made and 
lost fortunes speculating in currencies and commodities. (URL: http://www.maynardkeynes.org/) 
3 This is a covered short, where the trader borrows the shares and sells them on the market hoping to buy 
them back later at a lower price, to return them to the lender. Naked short selling, where a trader sells 
shares without yet having ownership and risks failure to deliver, is prohibited in many jurisdictions. 
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stray to 1.8 times instead of parity when the ban is lifted. A short-sale ban is effectively 

a halt to arbitrage trading. 

Arbitrage in markets can be so important that it sometimes earns a favoured place 

amongst emergency short-selling rules. Paul (2008) describes how Australia’s market 

regulator ASIC implemented a short selling ban suddenly in 2008 then almost 

immediately relaxed the ban on dual-listed stocks. The three main Australian stocks 

involved in dual-listed company arbitrage could then be traded either long or short to 

continue such arbitrage, while other stocks remained banned from being shorted. 

Much of the literature on LOOP in capital markets examines the various limits to 

arbitrage in an attempt to explain mispricing between securities. 
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Studies of LOOP in capital markets 

The studies of LOOP in capital markets tend to fit one of three main categories: 

• Studies that test LOOP empirically by observing whether prices are equalised; 

• Theoretical explanations of mispricing when prices are not equalised; and 

• Simulations of arbitrage to see whether the mispricing could have been exploited. 

Arguments are often either in favour of or against the law of one price, in binary 

fashion, with explanations theorised if the law appears not to hold. When a rational 

explanation such as a limit to arbitrage appears to justify a mispricing, the law may be 

said to hold within that context, or at least not to have been contradicted thanks to the 

impediment to arbitrage. When no rational explanation seems to explain the evidence, it 

may be called an “anomaly” or a “puzzle”. According to Lamont and Thaler (2003a) an 

empirical result qualifies as an anomaly if it is difficult to rationalise or if implausible 

assumptions are needed to explain it. 

Capital markets provide several settings where intrinsic or fundamental relationships 

exist between securities. Closed-end funds (section 2.2.4), equity carve-outs (section 

2.2.5), cross listings (section 2.2.6), dual-listed company structures (section 2.2.7), and 

multiple share classes (section 2.2.8) can all provide such relationships. Each has 

particular advantages and disadvantages for research as summarised in Table 4-1 on 

page 117. The aim in reviewing the literature in each branch is to show where it stops 

and consider the research questions that could be opened with a pairs trade detector. 

2.2.4 Closed-end mutual funds 

A closed-end fund (CEF) is a mutual fund or collective investment scheme having a 

limited number of shares. It is called closed-end because the number of shares is 

expected to remain fixed throughout the life of the fund until eventual liquidation. The 

size of the fund is neither expanded by adding new shares, nor contracted by redeeming 

shares. 

When CEFs publish their lists of investments, researchers can compare the market 

values of the CEFs with the net asset values of their underlying investments. The law of 

one price suggests these should be equal because their equity interests are the same, 

although in practice the CEFs are not fungible with their investments because there can 

be significant costs in transferring the ownership of the underlying investments. 
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Empirical observations of LOOP in closed-end funds 

Lee, Shleifer, and Thaler (1990) observe the market prices of closed-end mutual funds 

can differ significantly from their net asset values. They document four aspects of this 

anomaly: 

• New funds appear on the market at a premium and move rapidly to a discount; 

• Closed-end funds usually trade at substantial discounts relative to their net asset 

values; 

• Discounts and premia are subject to wide variation, both over time and across 

funds; and 

• When closed-end funds are terminated through merger, liquidation, or conversion 

to an open-end fund, prices converge to the reported net asset value. 

These observations were followed by a variety of research. De Long and Shleifer (1991) 

analyse the differences between CEF prices and net asset values in 1920 to estimate the 

extent the stocks were overvalued on the eve of the 1929 crash, and calculate the stocks 

were priced at least 30 percent above fundamentals. Bodurtha, Kim and Lee (1995) 

investigate closed-end country funds which involve foreign exchange as they hold 

foreign assets. Klibanoff, Lamont and Wizman (1998) examine news events to estimate 

the short-run elasticity of price with respect to asset value and find it is significantly less 

than one, meaning the CEF prices are less volatile than their net asset values. Kellerhals 

and Schöbel (2001) develop a stochastic pricing model to forecast the CEF discount and 

find mean-reversion with a half-life of around five months. The overall message is 

prices of CEFs can differ significantly from their net asset values. 

It would be interesting to know how much arbitrage or pairs trading is undertaken to 

exploit such price differences, and whether pairs trading strategies relative to a steady 

discount dominate arbitrage strategies restoring price parity. The refereed literature 

becomes silent on this topic. It needs a way to detect pairs trading and to compare the 

amounts of pairs trading pursuing each strategy. 

Theories of mispricing in closed-end funds 

Closed-end fund arbitrage involves particularly high transaction costs because it 

requires simultaneous transactions in a portfolio of securities. Pontiff (1996) looks at the 

costs of arbitrage and confirms the frictions increase with portfolios that are difficult to 
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replicate, funds that pay small dividends, funds with lower market values, and when 

interest rates are high. He demonstrates high arbitrage costs can lead to large and 

persistent deviations of prices from fundamentals. Gemmill and Thomas (2002) confirm 

closed-end fund discounts can be explained by the difficulty of arbitrage, and observe 

funds that are more difficult to arbitrage tend to have greater discounts. Fuertes and 

Thomas (2004) investigate the speed of reversal in discount after an overreaction to a 

shock and find it is related to the ease of arbitrage. 

Why would investors demand a discount to buy closed-end funds? Cherkes (2001) 

theorises the CEF discount represents the capitalised value added by the management 

minus the capitalised costs of management. In other words the costs of management 

tend to exceed the value added. Gemmill and Thomas (2002) speculate the causality 

may be the other way, that the managers of funds that are more difficult to arbitrage 

have more freedom to charge more. 

Another possible explanation relates to the dividend yield. Lee and Moore (2003) study 

closed-end bond funds and find a significant and positive relation between the 

premiums and the dividend yield. They suggest short-term investors are seeking high 

current yields with the benefits of easy entries and exits offered by CEFs. Day, Li and 

Xu (2011) demonstrate the short-run fluctuations in discounts are related to taxable 

distributions of dividends and capital gains from the funds, implying there is a link to 

tax liabilities in the short term. 

The common theme of these articles is there can be rational reasons for the discounts 

and premia of closed-end funds, although Russel and Malhotra (2004) review all the 

main arguments and conclude none of them adequately explains the discount. Their 

suggestion is it may be more related to fund family. 

2.2.5 Equity carve-outs and merger arbitrage 

Some of the strongest evidence against the law of one price comes from carve-outs of 

company subsidiaries and partial acquisitions of publicly traded firms. In these 

situations the relationships between the equity interests of the security are typically 

well-defined. The law of one price can then be tested by investigating whether the 

market prices of the securities conform to the same relations as their equity interests. 
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Empirical observations of LOOP in carve-outs 

Mitchell, Pulvino and Stafford (2002) investigate 82 situations between 1985 and 2000 

where the market value of a company is less than that of its ownership stake in a 

publicly traded subsidiary. These situations are referred to as “negative stub values” 

because they imply the parent’s value would be negative if the subsidiary were 

removed. Such situations seem to defy rational logic. Instead of presenting simple 

arbitrage opportunities, they find the path towards price convergence is often not 

smooth and may deviate even further.  

Lamont and Thaler (2003b) document substantial and persistent mispricing in tech stock 

carve-outs and spin-offs such as Palm from 3Com. The Palm and 3Com example is 

prominent because of its size. In March 2000, 3Com sold a fraction of its stake in Palm 

to the general public via an initial public offering (IPO) for Palm and announced it 

expected to spin off its remaining Palm shares to its shareholders at a ratio of about 1.5 

Palm shares to one. After the first day of trading, based on the market value of Palm, the 

stub value of 3Com (the non-Palm assets) was -$63 per share giving a total stub value of 

-$22 billion. Lamont and Thaler observed the nature of the mispricing was so simple 

that even the dimmest of market participants and financial journalists were able to grasp 

it. Despite widespread awareness and discussion, this mispricing persisted for months. 

It would be interesting to know how well such arbitrage transactions perform in practice 

and how much goes on. The refereed literature becomes silent on these topics. 

Answering these questions would require a way of detecting the trades. 

Theories of mispricing in carve-outs 

The Palm-3Com case is more than a seemingly flagrant breach of the law of one price. 

It is also a strong counterexample to Deardorff’s (1979) concept of one-way arbitrage. 

Traditional or round-trip arbitrage involves taking both the long and short positions in 

sequence or simultaneously in the case of pairs trading. One-way arbitrage means one 

party merely enters a long position buying the security that offers preferential value for 

them while another party sells by choosing the preferred security to sell. Deardorff 

argues the actions of the two parties together should have a similar effect in maintaining 

price equality as round-trip arbitrageurs. 

The evidence in Palm-3Com suggests investors bought $2.5 billion dollars worth of 

long positions in the relatively expensive Palm shares instead of choosing the cheaper 

Palm shares embedded in 3Com with 3Com thrown in. Under these circumstances it 
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seems the opportunities to profit from arbitrage or pairs trading in equity carve-outs 

may be very limited or non-existent. 

One of the main risks in carve-out and merger arbitrage is the possibility that the deal 

will not be concluded, in which case the share prices may diverge. A legal risk of this 

kind should be slow moving except for announcement shocks. If the dates of court 

decisions are known in advance, the arbitrage and pairs trading around those times can 

be avoided. On any non-announcement days, the risk premium is likely to be essentially 

constant. If a premium from irrational behaviour is also reasonably constant, carve-outs 

and mergers can be ideal candidates for pairs trading, if not arbitrage. 

It would be interesting to know the relative amounts of arbitrage trading and pairs 

trading being undertaken in carve-outs and mergers. In other words, which trading 

strategy dominates: restoration of price equality, or mean-reversion to a slow-moving 

discount? The refereed literature becomes silent on this topic. A detailed answer would 

require a way of detecting the trades and comparing the strategies. 

2.2.6 Cross listings 

“Cross listing” is a general term for any situation where a firm lists its equity shares on 

one or more foreign stock exchange in addition to its domestic exchange. There can be 

many reasons for companies to cross-list (Haar, Dandapani, and Haar, 1990), and 

individual firms may have a variety of reasons for cross-listing (Mittoo, 1992). 

Financial benefits include access to larger capital markets. Operational benefits include 

visibility and recognition of the company. Cross-listing can also signal to investors the 

status and future directions of the firm. There are costs too, besides legal and market 

fees, such as increased obligations to furnish information to the market. Geddes (2005) 

summarises the operational requirements and disclosure obligations. Karolyi (2006) 

analyses a variety of evidence and argues the risks and reasons for cross-listing 

decisions may be more complex than conventionally thought. 

There is mixed evidence of investor’s reactions to cross-listing. On the positive side, 

Jayaraman, Shastri and Tandon (1993) find positive abnormal returns to the underlying 

stock on the listing day and a permanent increase in return volatility thereafter. On the 

negative side, Durand, Gunawan, and Tarca (2006) find cross-listing is not an 

unambiguous positive signal about a firm, and newly cross-listed firms can deliver 

significant negative abnormal returns in the three years following cross-listing. 

Regardless of the advantages, disadvantages and market perceptions, the fact of 
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importance here is there are many thousands of cross listings, and these should provide 

ample opportunity to study arbitrage trading. 

In most cases the cross-listed securities offer similar equity interests and dividend rights 

so the law of one price and the dividend discount model can predict the prices should be 

the same. Arbitrage opportunities can arise whenever the prices differ, although such 

trades carry risk and may be unprofitable. One of the risks is foreign exchange. Another 

is timing or synchronisation if the securities trade in different time zones. Arbitrageurs 

will be exposed to systematic risk if they have to purchase one security in one time zone 

then until the market for the other security opens for trading. 

There are several mechanisms of cross-listing: 

• Global Registered Shares (GRSs) are securities listed in the U.S. and other 

countries with a single global share registrar and an international electronic link 

between clearing agencies (Karolyi, 2003); 

• American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) are negotiable securities issued by U.S. 

financial intermediaries that provide claims to the underlying foreign shares held 

by the intermediaries as American Depositary Shares (ADSs); 

• European Depositary Receipts (EDRs) are the equivalent of ADRs for shares 

listed outside Europe and to be traded in Europe; and 

• International Depositary Receipts (IDRs) are the general case of a negotiable 

bank-issued certificate representing ownership of shares by an investor outside the 

country of origin of those shares. 

The most common of these are the American Depositary Receipts (ADRs). JP Morgan’s 

forebear the Guarantee Trust Company of New York introduced ADRs in 1927 as a way 

for U.S. investors to diversify their portfolio holdings internationally. Ironically the idea 

for ADRs seems to have come from the reverse arrangements in the 19th century where 

Dutch trust companies issued negotiable bearer receipts for American registered stocks 

(Fountain, 1969). 

An ADR is a negotiable instrument packaging a claim to the underlying firm with a 

service contract for handling the shareholding and dividends. An intermediary (a U.S. 

bank or trust company) holds the foreign securities in the form of American depositary 

shares (ADSs) and issues receipts to the investor as American depositary receipts 
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(ADRs). One ADR may represent a fixed number or fraction of deposited securities, 

called the “ratio”. While ADRs can in principle be converted into the underlying stock, 

the conversion process may incur significant costs surrounding the transfer of the 

ownership of the ADSs held by the intermediary. Dhillon and Ramírez (1995) show, for 

example, the intermediary may need to recover the tax expenses incurred in creating the 

ADRs originally. As a result, ADRs are not fungible with their underlying stock. 

ADRs have become the most common kind of cross listing because they enable 

companies to list in the United States, the world’s largest capital market. King and 

Mittoo (2007) describe how a U.S. listing enhances the visibility of a company and 

signals to customers the company has become a global player, in addition to providing 

access to the world’s largest capital market and aligning a company’s shareholder base 

with the firm’s international operations. The Bank of New York Mellon (2012) lists 

more than 3 500 firms in its depositary receipts directory. 

Due to the prevalence of ADRs compared with the other kinds of cross listing, there are 

many studies that focus solely on them, and the majority of the studies reviewed here 

focus on ADRs. 

Empirical observations of LOOP in cross listings 

The prices of ADRs tend to be coupled tightly to those of their underlying shares but a 

wide variation is possible in both the short-term and long-term. Alaganar and Bhar 

(2001) investigate the ADRs of Australian stocks and find they are priced efficiently, 

meaning the law of one price holds sufficiently that price differences are not 

exploitable. Gagnon and Karolyi (2004 and 2010) investigate more than 500 pairs of 

cross-listed shares from 35 countries and find price differences relative to their home 

market ranging from a 66 percent premium to an 87 percent discount. Although the 

average magnitude of deviations from parity is an economically small 4.9 basis points, 

it fluctuates by around 1.4 percent per day for a typical stock pair, which can provide 

opportunities for arbitrage if transaction costs are sufficiently small. At best it is 

possible to say the law of one price does not always hold. 

Several studies test cointegration4 as a weaker form of the law of one price. Ely and 

Salehizadeh (2001) employ cointegration techniques and error-correction models to 

confirm ADRs are cointegrated with shares trading in the UK, Japan, and Germany. 

                                                 
4 Cointegration and error correction models are discussed in section 2.3.1. 
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Lim (2005) tests the ADRs of Australian shares and finds long-run cointegration in 18 

out of 20 firms tested. 

Other studies have investigated temporal aspects of the price relation rather than seeking 

binary decisions of whether the law of one price holds. Iwatsubo and Inagaki (2007) 

demonstrate the correlations between the ADR and underlying prices increase with 

volatility, meaning there is less opportunity for arbitrage in periods of market contagion. 

Chen, Choi and Kim (2008) investigate the speed of convergence between prices of 

ADRs and their underlying firms from the Asian-Pacific region and demonstrate a 

relationship with market efficiency. Efficient markets accelerate the reversion to price 

parity of the ADR pairs. 

It would be interesting to know how much arbitrage is being undertaken to maintain the 

observed price relations, and how profitable it is for the arbitrageurs. Are the observed 

prices being driven by arbitrage? Are the prices of ADRs from some countries subject to 

more arbitrage than others? What price levels and timeframes of price-reversion are the 

arbitrageurs working to? The refereed literature becomes silent on these topics.  

The law of one price (LOOP) cannot be expected to apply to two securities that are not 

perfect substitutes, such as ADRs and their underlying shares, but there can still be 

strong arguments for them to be priced similarly if they are seemingly identical from the 

perspective of the dividend discount model (DDM) of security valuation. Alternatively, 

if there is a rational reason for a price difference, it should be possible to explain it 

rationally and expect it to be present in the long term. Arbitrageurs can then exploit 

short-term differences, while the long-term differences cannot be eliminated. 

Theories for short-term mispricing in cross listings 

Price differentials may be exploited if they are expected to revert in the short-term and 

if trading costs are sufficiently low. Short-term price differentials can arise from many 

reasons including time synchronisation, information flow, and correlations with the U.S. 

market, home market, and foreign exchange rate. 

One reason for temporary mispricing arises from the time differences when securities 

trade in different time zones. This may be something to exploit, or it may pose a risk 

(synchronisation risk) for arbitrageurs. The differences and risk may be reduced if there 

are times of day when both markets are open simultaneously, such as the window of 

about two hours each day for ADRs of UK stocks. Werner and Kleidon (1996) 
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investigate this overlap and conclude the markets remain segmented with New York 

specialists maintaining high spreads while London spreads reduce. Hupperets and 

Menkveld (2002) examine the intraday pricing between Dutch shares and their New 

York ADRs and find the markets become more integrated during the hour of overlap. At 

best it is difficult to predict whether such mispricing is exploitable or inevitable, and it 

may be preferable to look for arbitrage opportunities in securities that do not suffer from 

these time differences, such as dual-class shares to be discussed in section 2.2.8. 

Another explanation for temporary mispricing is information flow. If price information 

flows from one of the markets to the other, there may be a time lag during which the 

information is transferred and prices may appear to contradict the law of one price 

during this time. Hauser, Tanchuma and Yaari (1998) find price causality in cross-listed 

stocks (which they call “dually listed stocks”) is unidirectional from the domestic 

market to the foreign market. Eun and Jeong (2001) find the U.S. stock market leads the 

U.K. market by five minutes and the Canadian market by fifteen minutes. Alaganar and 

Bhar (2001) find the dominant of ordinary information is from the underlying stocks to 

the ADRs, while in subsequent work Alaganar and Bhar (2002) find the flow from 

shocks is in the reverse direction. Pascual, Pascual-Fuster and Climent (2006) find the 

Spanish stock exchange leads the NYSE in price discovery for Spanish companies. 

Aquino and Poshakwale (2006) test possible price determinants of ADRs using cross-

sectional panel data from 13 countries over 11 years and conclude price discovery 

occurs in the US stock market while the most influential factor affecting ADR prices is 

the movements in the underlying shares. Agarwal, Liu and Rhee (2007) examine Hong 

Kong stocks that are also traded in London and find the London market makers use the 

Hong Kong closing prices as the benchmark for setting the opening prices in London. In 

all of these cases there are time lags while information is priced, although they may be 

difficult or impossible to arbitrage. 

The analysis of information flow is becoming increasingly complex. Poshakwale and 

Aquino (2008) investigate how changes in volatility in the ADR market affect the 

volatility in the underlying equity market, and vice versa, and find a bidirectional flow 

of volatility. Transmission of volatility can have an impact on pairs trading but such 

concepts are moving away from the simple idea of exploiting a price difference. 

It would be interesting to know the amount of arbitrage trading that is undertaken to 

exploit the short-term mispricing. Do arbitrageurs exploit the evidence of the U.S. 
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market leading the UK and Canadian markets? How much more frequently do 

arbitrageurs trade between the U.S. and Europe during the hours the markets overlap? 

The reviewed literature is silent on these topics. A detailed answer would require a 

method of detecting such trading. 

Theories for long-term mispricing in cross listings 

Long-term price differences and price drift are anticipated features in pairs trading, but 

they work against an arbitrageur attempting to restore price equality. If an arbitrageur is 

to succeed at exploiting short-term deviations from price parity, he or she must 

incorporate a rational long-term pricing model into the law of one price. There can be 

many reasons for long-term price differences including the risk of holding a foreign 

stock, the risk of exchange rate movements, a liquidity premium, and transaction costs. 

One rational explanation for the difference in value of ADRs and their underlying 

stocks is the exchange rate risk a U.S. investor accepts in holding a foreign stock. Bae, 

Kwon and Li (2008) examine the risk premium for such exposure and find the investors 

in the U.S. require different risk premiums from those in the underlying markets due to 

the exchange rate risk present in ADR investments. This translates directly to a 

difference in price between the ADRs and their underlying shares. The magnitude of the 

risk premium can be expected to vary between the countries of the underlying shares, 

and may change over time. 

Given that price discovery in the stock market tends to be forward looking, the ADR 

price premium or discount can be a predictor of exchange rate movements. Kadiyala 

and Kadiyala (2004) investigate the pricing of ADRs from Argentina, Thailand and 

Malaysia prior to anticipated government-induced currency movements and find the 

ADRs have priced the movements ahead of their introductions. Eichler, Karman and 

Maltriz (2009) tested ADR pricing during currency realignments in Argentina, Malaysia 

and Venezuela and confirmed the price spreads between ADRs and their underlying 

stocks can be an early warning indicator of such currency crises. 

Another rational explanation for price differences is a liquidity premium where 

investors are prepared to pay more for a liquid security, as demonstrated by Amihud and 

Mendelson (1991) in the context of US Treasury securities. There can be substantial 

differences in the volume traded and hence the liquidity between cross-listed securities. 

Baruch, Karolyi and Lemmon (2007) examine the relative volumes of cross-listed 

stocks and find the greater trading volume tends to occur in the market where the stock 
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returns are most correlated with the market index. Higher volume suggests higher 

liquidity and therefore a higher premium. Chan, Hong and Subrahmanyam (2008) look 

into the liquidity premiums of ADRs compared with their underlying shares and 

confirm the ADR premium is higher when the ADR has greater liquidity compared with 

the home share. 

Other rational reasons for long-term price differences include transaction costs, 

dividend payments, and treasury bill interest rates. Grossmann, Ozuna and Simpson 

(2007) investigate the relationships of the price differences with each of these and find 

ADRs with higher transactions costs and lower dividend payments are more likely to 

exhibit higher price disparity. The price deviation also tends to be more severe in 

periods of higher treasury-bill interest rates. 

There are many other possible reasons for the price differences between cross-listed 

stocks. Yeyati, Schmukler and Van Horen (2009) examine 98 ADRs and their 

underlying stocks from 1990 to 1997 and find the cross-market premium is a measure of 

international financial integration and the effectiveness of capital controls. Seasholes 

and Liu (2011) investigate the AH Index, an aggregate of price differences between 

mainland Chinese shares cross-listed in Hong Kong, using weekly data from 2006 to 

2009 to show the changes in the price differences are related to the order imbalances 

between buyer-initiated and seller-initiated trades. 

Given the abundance of documented research and the variety of potential explanations 

for long-term mispricing, it would be interesting to know which of these theories are 

followed in practice by traders. Do stocks with low dividend payments attract more 

pairs trades? Do periods of high treasury bill rates attract more pairs trades? Do pairs 

trades follow the sequence of information flow? The refereed literature becomes silent 

on these topics. They require a method of detecting pairs trades and comparing the 

amounts of trading at different times and between different pairs. 

Theories for price movements in cross listings 

ADR returns can be expected to be sensitive to three main factors: the movements in the 

US stock market, movements in the underlying home equity market, and the relevant 

foreign exchange market. There is a branch of literature that investigates these relations, 

often calling them “co-movements” although Baur (2003) notes there is no explicit 

definition in the literature even when articles include this word in their titles. 
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The techniques of analysing the effects of the three main explanatory factors include 

correlation, cointegration and error correction models as discussed in section 2.3. Choi 

and Kim5 (2000) examine weekly returns of 69 ADRs from 1990 to 1996 and show the 

greatest explanatory power comes from the underlying equity market, the firm’s home. 

Patro (2000) finds a similar result in monthly data for 123 ADRs. Fang and Loo (2002) 

investigate monthly data for 133 ADRs from six countries from 1995 to 1999 and 

confirm the returns are influenced most by their respective home markets.  

Evidence that the home market dominates is not limited to ADRs. For example, Lok and 

Kalev (2006) examine the relations between cross-listed Australian and New Zealand 

securities and find once again the home market dominates price discovery. 

Kim,6 Szakmary and Mathur (2000) show movements in the U.S. market and the 

foreign exchange rate can also impact the ADR returns. Bin, Morris and Chen (2003) 

demonstrate the foreign exchange market’s influence depends on the countries involved, 

for example the ADRs of Australian and European companies exhibit greater exposure 

to money market fluctuations than those from Asia, Latin America, and South Africa. 

Gregory (2007) conducts a multivariate analysis on all three factors and confirms U.S. 

investors in ADRs are exposed to all three forms of risk. 

The overall message for investors is cross listings are more correlated with their 

respective home markets than the subsequently listed market, meaning ADRs can be 

suitable investments for U.S. portfolio diversification. The more subtle message for 

pairs traders is the ADRs’ prices can move in response to movements in the U.S. market 

and fluctuations in the exchange rate as well as from movements in the underlying 

market. 

It would be interesting to know which of these documented deviations are exploited by 

traders, and the relative popularities of the theories. The refereed literature is silent on 

this. 

2.2.7 Dual-listed companies (DLCs) or Siamese twins 

A dual-listed company (DLC), dual head, or “Siamese twin” structure arises when two 

companies agree to operate together as if they were a single economic enterprise while 

retaining separate legal identities and stock exchange listings. There can be many 

                                                 
5 Two authors with surname Kim wrote independently on this topic in 2000. This is Kim, Dong-Soon. 
6 Two authors with surname Kim wrote independently on this topic in 2000. This is Kim, Minho. 
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reasons why companies may pursue international expansion through dual-listed 

company structures. Bedi and Tennant (2002) and Quigley (2007) explain many of the 

incentives. Tax or accounting factors may avoid capital gains tax obligations that could 

arise from a conventional merger into a single company. National identities can be 

maintained. Compliance with foreign investment regimes may be easier. Existing 

contractual arrangements may be able to continue without unintentionally triggering 

various rights of other parties. 

There are disadvantages too such as increased complexity of operations, regulatory and 

compliance issues, and liquidity and value issues. Such issues are discussed by Smith 

and Cugati (2001) of Allens Arthur Robinson, the legal advisers to Australia’s three 

largest DLC structures. Hulme (2003) argues DLC structures are bad for shareholders 

by weakening their positions while entrenching the positions of board and management. 

Regardless of the reasons for and against dual-listing, the empirical fact is there are far 

fewer dual-listed structures than cross listings, with perhaps one dual-listed structure for 

each hundred or so cross listings. The equity relations however are well defined and can 

provide an environment for arbitrage and pairs trading. 

Empirical observations of LOOP in DLCs 

The theoretical relative value of dual-listed securities is based on the relative equity 

interests and dividend rights. In 2008 the Australian Securities and Investments 

Commission (the Australian financial regulator) displayed a web page introducing dual-

listed company structures and stating:7 

“As a general rule, the shares in each of the companies should trade at a 
price that reflects their percentage share of the whole economic enterprise.” 

This implies shares with equal rights should trade at the same price, so the dual-listed 

companies BHP Billiton Ltd (Australia) and BHP Billiton Plc (UK) with an equalisation 

ratio of 1:1 would be expected to trade at the same price. In practice this is often not the 

case, and it seemed ironic a market regulator would dictate an expected price relation. 

The ASIC has since removed that web page. Prices can differ by significant amounts, 

and indeed the market has priced BHP Billiton Ltd (Australia) more than 20 percent 

                                                 
7 This quote is taken from a document entitled “How do dual listed companies work?” retrieved on 24 
December 2008 from the Australian Securities and Investments Commission at the URL http://www.fido. 
asic.gov.au/fido/fido.nsf/byheadline/How+do+dual+listed+companies+work%3F?opendocument but this 
seems to be no longer available on-line at the time of writing in 2011. 
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above BHP Billiton Plc (UK). This particular example will be discussed further in 

section 4.1.1. 

Discrepancies in the prices of dual-listed companies have been reported for more than 

20 years. Rosenthal and Young (1990) document significant and persistent deviations 

from the expected price ratios of Royal Dutch Shell and Unilever securities, two Anglo-

Dutch dual-listed structures. Froot and Dabora (1999) confirm their ongoing price 

deviations and find similar behaviour with SmithKline Beecham too. In a discussion 

paper for the Reserve Bank of Australia, Bedi, Richards and Tennant (2003) write that 

the 'excess comovement' phenomenon identified in those articles has also been observed 

in three Australian and British DLCs. 

Jones (2001) observes there is a strong short-run mean reverting character to the price 

ratios of dual-listed companies, but warns it may not be exploitable because of the risk 

of the long-run drift swamping any short-run trading gains. This observation also 

favours pairs trading to a slowly drifting mean rather than arbitrage to price equality. 

Theories of mispricing in DLCs 

Several studies attempt to explain the reasons for the price differences between the 

stocks of dual-listed companies. Froot and Dabora (1999) investigate mispricing in the 

dual-listed stocks of Royal Dutch Shell, Unilever, and SmithKline Beecham and 

conclude that the prices of each twin stock move more with the market in which it is 

traded the most, so the difference is correlated with the relative market movements. 

Bedi and Tennant (2002) ask why different markets value the same cash flows 

differently and points out the academic research into fundamental factors such as tax 

and liquidity has failed to explain either the magnitude or variability of price 

divergences. This aspect will be discussed in chapter 8 in regards to BHP Billiton. 

Scruggs (2007) measures the noise trader risk in the Siamese twins of Royal Dutch 

Shell and Unilever and finds it can be a significant limit to arbitrage, with around 15% 

of weekly return variation being attributable to noise. 

Arbitrage between dual-listed companies appears to have a privileged status for short 

selling. In 2008 amid a global financial crisis the Australian securities regulator ASIC 

imposed a blanket ban on all short selling. The aim was to support stock prices 

generally, but then ASIC partially retracted its stance by creating an exemption for dual-

listed companies. Paul (2008) noted this largely affected the top miners BHP Billiton 

and Rio Tinto which are both dual-listed Australian and British companies, and quotes 
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the Australian Securities Exchange saying this would allow investors doing arbitrage 

trades on dual-listed stocks to continue to use covered short sales (i.e. borrowed 

securities) on those stocks in Australia. In other words, if you are a trader maintaining 

the relative prices of these securities internationally, you may be allowed to continue to 

do so even when the rest of the market is suffering restrictions. 

It would be interesting to know how much arbitrage and pairs trading goes on in dual-

listed companies. The fact that Paul (2008) documents an exemption from short selling 

in particular stocks suggests there has been political pressure from active traders. It 

would also be interesting to know the price levels at which the pairs traders are working. 

Do they follow the potential explanations of price differences or do they arbitrage 

towards price equality? How much trading in relative pricing goes on in comparison to 

price parity? In other words, do they enter trades based on deviations from expected 

non-equal prices or from price equality? Answering these questions could settle the 

discussion on how the price difference or ratio links into the law of one price. The 

refereed literature becomes silent at this topic. It needs a way of comparing the amounts 

of pairs trading detected in line with the various strategies. 

2.2.8 Dual-class shares 

The final category of fundamentally-related securities reviewed here involves a firm 

issuing two or more classes of shares on the same stock exchange. The share classes 

typically offer similar equity interests but differ in indirect economic payoffs such as 

voting rights. This situation offers the research advantages of fundamentally equivalent 

shares (similar to cross listings and dual listings) but without the disadvantages of 

different exchanges, different trading times, and different currencies. The foreign 

currency exchange risk and time synchronisation risk are eliminated when the two 

classes trade on the same exchange. 

Empirical observation of LOOP in dual-class shares 

As there are fewer explanatory factors for price differences when shares trade on the 

same exchange and in the same currency, it should be possible for arbitrageurs to 

enforce a smaller price differential than in cross-listed and dual-listed shares. The 

empirical evidence, however, finds large price differences can still persist. Gardiol, 

Gibson-Asner, and Tuchschmid (1997) study 26 Swiss dual-class stocks using daily 

prices from 1980 to 1992 and document price differentials of more than 20% prior to 

1988 and below 5% thereafter. The sharp drop in 1988 coincided with a relaxation of an 
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anti-takeover provision, the “vinkulierung” process, which restricted buyers of shares 

from exercising the privileges of their shareholdings until being approved by the 

company. The price differences of up to 5% since 1988 can still be considered 

significant for arbitrage. 

Schultz and Shive (2010) examine more than 100 pairs of dual-class U.S. shares using 

two-minute bid and ask data from 1993 to 2006 and find it is surprisingly common for 

the bid price of one class of share to exceed the ask price of the other. They observe the 

difference can often exceed 1% and calculate arbitrage can be profitable at this level. 

Maymin (2011) examines the case of HSBC, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking 

Corporation, which had two identical but non-fungible classes listed on the London 

Stock Exchange from 1992 to 1999. These two share classes arose from HSBC’s 

acquisition of the Midland bank in 1992 and were intended to be identical, one-for-one, 

even in voting rights. They differ only in their issued par values, the new shares being 

issued at 75p shares while the older shares had been issued at HK$10. This difference 

should become irrelevant once the stock has been issued and begins trading in a 

secondary market, and the two shares rank pari passu in all other respects. 

Comparing the prices of the HSBC shares required no multiplication or addition. The 

only reasons for mispricing should be the limits to arbitrage, including the lack of 

fungibility. Maymin reports price variations from an eight percent discount to an eight 

percent premium, which is strong evidence suggesting the law of one price did not 

always hold, and arbitrage opportunities were present. 

It would be interesting to know whether arbitrageurs traded the HSBC shares in practice 

and profited from the price differentials. In that case, what price differences are targeted 

by their entry and exit strategies? The refereed literature is silent on such topics, 

focussing on price observations, theories for mispricing, and trading simulations. 

Theories of short-term mispricing in dual-class shares 

There are fewer possible explanatory factors for short-term price fluctuations when 

securities are traded on the same exchange and in the same currency. The previous 

explanatory factors of a separate home market and foreign exchange fluctuations in 

cross listings and dual-listed companies are no longer applicable. 

One argument for short-term differences is they are merely random noise. Lauterbach 

and Wohl (2001) study two equal-payoff government bonds traded on a single stock 
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exchange and find their prices were equal on average and that the price noise in one 

bond is practically uncorrelated with that of the other. If this is the case, arbitrageurs 

and pairs traders can be expected to step in to exploit the deviations, but seemingly 

exploitable price differences still remain. Perhaps the arbitrageurs themselves have 

limits. Maymin (2011) attributes the differences in HSBC prices to self-imposed limits 

to arbitrage such as constraints on position size and market impact costs of trading. 

It would be interesting to know whether traders are attempting to exploit the short-term 

price differentials between dual-class shares and, if so, the proportion of trades they 

represent and the price levels for profitable entries and exits. The refereed literature 

becomes silent at such topics. 

Theories of long-term mispricing in dual-class shares 

A long-term premium of one share class over another is an obstacle for arbitrageurs 

because it cannot be arbitraged away. A pairs trading algorithm may be able to adapt to 

it empirically, but an arbitrageur enforcing the law-of-one-price must rationalise it. 

When one class of shares has voting rights and the other does not, the main reason for a 

price difference should be the value of those voting rights. Evidence of the value of such 

rights is mixed. Smith and Amoako-Adu (1995) study 43 takeovers involving dual class 

Canadian companies from 1981 to 1992 and find the voting shares trade at a premium 

related to the differential takeover premia offered for the two classes of shares. Gardiol, 

Gibson-Asner, and Tuchschmid (1997) find the presence of dominant shareholder 

positions and ownership transfer regime changes in 26 Swiss dual-class stocks from 

1980 to 1992 are significant explanatory factors of the share price differential. On the 

other hand, Bigelli, Mehrotra, and Rau (2011) investigate 47 dual-class share 

unifications in Italy from 1974 through 2008 and find the voting shareholders are often 

not paid any premium for giving up their voting privileges. 

Ødegaard (2007) documents situations in dual class Norwegian stocks from 1989 to 

2003 where the restricted voting shares trade at a premium to the superior voting shares. 

This is counterintuitive because shares with lesser rights are expected to trade at a 

discount. Ødegaard investigates possible explanatory factors and focuses on a change in 

foreign ownership restrictions. The restoration of a traditional positive premium for 

voting rights coincides with the lifting of restrictions on foreign ownership. 
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Smith and Amoaku-Adu (1995) suggest liquidity is another explanatory factor for price 

differentials, and typically counteracting the premium for voting rights. The superior 

voting shares tend to have a smaller free float and lower trading liquidity because they 

are held for control purposes. As a result, the restricted voting shares command a 

premium for their greater trading liquidity and float, counteracting the voting right 

premium of the superior voting shares. Depending on the relative values of the extra 

liquidity and voting rights, the premia may cancel each other and leave the two shares 

with relatively similar value. 

Generalisation from dual-class shares to “twin listings” 

There are several legal structures in which two securities can exhibit properties similar 

to dual-class shares, with the same benefits for research. These will be discussed in 

section 4.1.1 and called “twin listings” to distinguish them from cross listings and dual 

listings. Four such twin listings are used in this thesis in tests to demonstrate detection 

of pairs trading. One of these, Royal Dutch Shell, has been a dual-class share since 2005 

listed on the London Stock Exchange in the same way HSBC did from 1992 to 1999. 

The two share classes have the same voting rights, so they are even more equivalent 

than the two HSBC shares. The other three cases involve ADRs of dual-listed company 

structures where two securities are listed on the same exchange. 

2.2.9 Simulations of arbitrage trading strategies 

There are two steps in developing a trading strategy. The first is to determine whether 

arbitrage opportunities exist in a particular security pair. This is a binary decision, yes or 

no, but it is intertwined with the joint hypothesis of the model of price difference. 

Choosing the entry and exit levels correctly is essential to earning profitable trades. The 

second step is to build the seemingly positive individual trades into an ongoing strategy 

that can apply to a variety of pairs and deliver positive excess returns. 

Arbitrage opportunities or not? 

Much of the simulation literature focuses only on the first step, the binary decision of 

whether arbitrage opportunities exist. Some papers conclude arbitrage opportunities 

exist. Others say they do not. Either way, the papers in these branches typically do not 

progress as far as building an ongoing tradable algorithm. 

In the positive arbitrage camp, Suarez (2005) investigates ADRs of French stocks using 

high-frequency quote data from 1997 to 1998 and finds unexploited profit opportunities 
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do exist, although infrequent. De Medeiros and de Lima (2006) investigate the daily 

prices of 34 Brazilian ADRs and their underlying stocks (cross listings despite the title8) 

from 1995 to 2004, and they find arbitrage opportunities exist in the majority of pairs, 

large enough to overcome trading costs of 15 basis points. Ghosh, Ghosh and Bhatnagar 

(2010) study U.S. stocks traded in London, Paris, and Frankfurt using daily price data 

from 2005 to 2007 and show arbitrage is possible with the assistance of forward and 

option contracts for the foreign exchange. The message in these papers is arbitrage 

opportunities exist, suggesting it can be possible to build a profitable trading strategy. 

In the unprofitable arbitrage camp, Kato, Linn and Schallheim (1991) study the prices 

of 23 ADRs and their underlying stocks from Australia, England and Japan and find the 

prices are too close to allow for arbitrage. Gardiol, Gibson-Asner, and Tuchschmid 

(1997) study 26 Swiss dual-class stocks from 1980 to 1992 and calculate the arbitrage 

profits, while generally positive, are seldom above transaction costs. Lok and Kalev 

(2006) examine cross listing between Australia and New Zealand using daily data from 

2000 to 2002 and find arbitrage opportunities are not generally available. The message 

in these papers is discouraging for arbitrageurs. 

The danger with the unprofitable findings is the simulations rely on observable prices 

which may already be the result of arbitrage activity. It is possible there has been plenty 

of profitable arbitrage exploited, and the resulting prices leave no further opportunity. 

Arbitrage trading strategies 

A finding of profitable arbitrage opportunities can lead to a possible trading algorithm. 

There is a strand of literature on this topic, somewhat smaller than the strands just 

reviewed, documenting simulations of such arbitrage trading strategies. The idea is to 

develop arbitrage trading rules and investigate and compare the annualised returns of 

different trading rules. This is similar to the simulation studies on pairs trading rules to 

be discussed in section 2.3.2, and this is a topic where the refereed literature on pairs 

trading is better developed. The pairs trading literature is able to focus on making 

regular profits while the literature on arbitrage must first decide whether arbitrage 

opportunities exist and whether the law of one price holds. 

The motivation for developing arbitrage trading strategies is simple. If the law of one 

price is enforced by arbitrage, the observance of price equality should be intertwined 

                                                 
8 The title is “Brazilian dual-listed stocks, arbitrage and barriers” but it seems “dual” means cross-listed 
on two exchanges (Brazil and the U.S. as ADRs) and not dual-listed or dual-headed company structures. 
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with the profitability of arbitrage. The style of an arbitrage simulation paper is typically 

to simulate trading with one or more algorithms using historical price data, calculate the 

annual returns, and see whether they exceed a benchmark such as a market index return 

over a time period. Long-short arbitrage positions are generally self-funding, so trades 

can quickly provide returns that exceed a market index benchmark if they are profitable. 

There are at least two major impediments to the publication of arbitrage strategies. The 

first is the conflict of interest between disclosing a profitable algorithm and exploiting it 

secretly for financial gain. The literature is likely to suffer from a selection bias towards 

the less profitable algorithms. This is the same for pairs trading. The second issue, 

applicable to arbitrage, is a joint hypothesis problem. When a simulation calculates a 

particular arbitrage trading algorithm would have been unprofitable, it does not 

necessarily undermine the law of one price because the algorithm selected (the entry 

and exit rules) may be sub-optimal. As Barberis and Thaler (2003) put it: if prices are 

right there is no free lunch, but failing to find a free lunch does not necessarily mean 

prices are right. An arbitrage simulation can become a joint test of the law of one price 

and the choice of algorithm. 

In general it is difficult to find a profitable algorithm, either for arbitrage or for pairs 

trading. If such algorithms were easy to find, everybody would be trading them. It is 

common for simulations to calculate unappealing returns, and it is questionable whether 

the results calculated for the most positive simulations could be traded in practice. Many 

authors acknowledge the practical limitations of their simulations, the differences 

between simulated profits and reality. 

Simulations of trading rules in carve-out and merger arbitrage 

Arbitrage strategies in carve-outs and mergers involve a long position in one stock (the 

stub in a carve-out or the target in a merger) and an offsetting short position in the other 

stock (the subsidiary in a carve-out or the acquiring firm in a merger). Mitchell, Pulvino 

and Stafford (2002) simulate trading strategies in 82 cases of negative stub values 

(where the market value of a company is less than its subsidiary) from 1985 to 2000 and 

calculate their best strategy can achieve returns of 14.9% per year. Baker and Savaşoglu 

(2002) simulate 1901 arbitrage positions in 4135 merger and acquisition stocks from 

1981 to 1996 and calculate abnormal returns of 0.6% to 0.9% per month. Both papers 

use trading costs of $0.05 per share before 1990 and $0.04 per share thereafter. 
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It would be interesting to know whether arbitrageurs have executed trades in reality that 

are similar to those simulated, how much of such trading goes on, and how closely the 

profits from real trading match the simulations. The refereed literature becomes silent 

on these matters. There is anecdotal evidence of trading, for example Hedge Fund 

Research (2011) says merger arbitrage hedge funds have returned on average 1.12% per 

annum more than the S&P 500 index from 1998 to 2010, but there are no details of the 

algorithms employed. 

There is a research opportunity to explore the actual trading in carve-out and merger 

arbitrage, but such research will require a way to detect arbitrage trades and compare 

the various entry and exit strategies. This thesis provides one such way. 

Simulations of trading rules in dual-listed company arbitrage 

Arbitrage between cross-listed and dual-listed securities involves a long position in one 

security, a short position in the other, and a foreign exchange transaction. De Jong, 

Rosenthal and van Dijk (2009) simulate arbitrage in 12 dual-listed company structures 

using daily stock prices from 1980 to 2002 and find simple trading rules can produce 

abnormal positive returns of almost 10% per annum after transaction costs and margin 

requirements. They also find the high incidence of negative returns can impede 

arbitrage. 

It would be interesting to know how much dual-listed company arbitrage goes on in 

practice, and how well the profitability matches the simulations. The refereed literature 

becomes silent on these matters. Once again there is anecdotal evidence, for example 

Hedge Fund Research (2011) suggests relative-value hedge funds have returned 2.35% 

per annum on average more than the S&P 500 index from 1998 to 2010, but there are no 

details of the strategies employed. 

There is a research opportunity to explore the actual trading in cross-listed security and 

dual-listed company arbitrage, but such research will require a way to detect arbitrage 

trades and compare the various entry and exit strategies. This seems currently out of 

reach in cross-listed securities, even with the contribution of this thesis, because the 

trades can occur at substantially different times in different time zones.  

Simulations of trading rules in dual-class share arbitrage 

Arbitrage between dual-class shares involves a long position in one security and a short 

position in the other. Schultz and Shive (2010) develop long-short trading rules in more 
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than 100 pairs of dual-class shares, being shares that differ in voting rights but have 

identical cash flow rights. Using two-minute data from 1993 to 2006 they identify 3687 

situations where the bid price of one share is more than 1% above the ask price of the 

other share. They simulate trades entered using this rule and calculate returns of 0.71% 

per month with little or no systematic risk. 

An additional feature of Schultz and Shive (2010) is an attempt to investigate the actual 

arbitrage trades by examining the trading logs. This will be discussed in section 2.4. 

There is a research opportunity to explore the actual trading in dual-class share 

arbitrage. Such research will require a way to detect arbitrage trades and compare the 

various entry and exit strategies. This thesis provides one such way, and will be 

demonstrated on dual-class and equivalent structures in Chapter 6. 

2.3 Quantitative or technical pairs 

The broader picture is to consider pairs trading from quantitative analysis rather than 

arbitrage from fundamental analysis. Arbitrage to enforce the law of one price is merely 

one specific kind of pairs trading. Arbitrage seeks reversion to a fundamental price 

relationship while pairs trading in general can support reversion to any time-varying 

mean. In pairs trading, mispricing means a difference from that mean rather than from a 

predetermined fundamental relation. Nonetheless, the literature on arbitrage and the law 

of one price needed to be reviewed first because it is older and more developed. 

The literature on quantitative analysis and pairs trading tends to follow the sequence 

involved in developing a pairs trading algorithm: 

• Selection of pairs for trading; and 

• Simulations of trading strategies. 

These are sketched in the classifications diagram in Figure 2-1 (page 21). 

Section 2.3.1 looks at the various ways of selecting pairs for trading. Section 2.3.2 looks 

at the simulations. 

2.3.1 Pairs selection 

The quantitative and technical approaches to pairs selection tend to focus on the price 

histories of the stocks, but they can also use other numerical measures such as analyst 

forecasts of performance. The mathematical concepts used in analysing the prices 
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include time series analysis, covariance matrices, principal component analysis, 

cointegration, neural networks, pattern recognition, and advanced physics such as free 

energy minimisation. Some of these have been documented in refereed literature while 

others remain in anecdotes of practice. 

Fundamental forecasts 

Before reviewing the broad literature on quantitative techniques of price analysis, it is 

worth looking at a small branch that is based on fundamental forecasts or similarities in 

company financial statements. These are not fundamental relations, but predictions of 

the future shape of the firms. The idea is to open a long position in a company expected 

to grow its dividends while shorting a company forecast to shrink. The law of one price 

(LOOP) does not apply in such cases because the firms can be selected across different 

sectors and industries. 

Dechow, Hutton, Meulbroekm and Sloan (2001) observe there is plenty of evidence of 

particular ratios of accounting measures to market prices being positively related to 

future stock returns. They hypothesise short sellers could use these accounting measures 

and market prices when selecting stocks to short, and they investigate this empirically. 

After telephoning ten large short-selling hedge funds and studying the available trading 

evidence of financial statements and short interest data, they conclude short-sellers take 

positions in stocks with low ratios of fundamentals-to-prices. The natural corollary is 

pairs traders can use this technique for picking their short securities and the opposite for 

picking their long securities. 

Gatev, Goetzmann and Rouwenhorst (2006) mention the possibility of using the 

changing levels of bankruptcy risk as another possible reason for generating profits in 

pairs trading. Bankruptcy risk can cause large swings in stock prices as investors rush to 

exit their positions or alternatively rush to pick up a bargain. If the market has factored a 

larger bankruptcy risk into a stock price than is justified, or if the risk is reducing, its 

price should rise compared with stocks in the opposite situation. The idea is to construct 

a pairs trade with a long position in a stock with an improving default risk and a short 

position in a stock with a worsening risk. This approach involves an evaluation of 

bankruptcy risk with a numerical measure such as a default premium. 

Another possible way to construct pairs from numerical forecasts is to exploit 

differences in analyst recommendations. The idea is to enter a long position in a stock 

which analysts recommend strongly and short a stock which analysts reject. Yu (2011) 
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develops a strategy based on divergent analyst recommendations from the I/B/E/S9 

Recommendations Detail data base from 1994 to 2009 and calculates it earns positive 

risk-adjusted excess returns. This result implies the analyst recommendations have 

investment value, as well as demonstrating a viable pairs trading strategy. 

The papers in this subsection show there are many ways of selecting fundamentally 

related pairs besides looking for equity relationships. Accounting information, ratios, 

news events, and bankruptcy risk are examples of such fundamentals. A pairs trading 

strategy does not need to time its entries and exits solely on the stock price movements. 

Entries and exits may be triggered by events such as accounting releases and changes in 

perceived bankruptcy risk, in addition to analysis of the price history. The consequence 

for a pairs trading detection system, as developed in this thesis, is the methodology may 

need to work independently of the price series. Indeed the related trading indicators 

developed in section 3.3 are based solely on time differences between trades. 

The remaining approaches are based on the price history. 

Price spread 

Perhaps the simplest approach to deciding when to enter a pairs trade is to analyse the 

price spread, or price difference, between the two securities. If this can be modelled 

reliably, it should be possible to enter a trade when the spread becomes unusually large 

or small, and exit when it either returns to its historical average or diverges to a stop 

loss. The challenge is to model the spread as a time series. Elliott, van der Hoek, and 

Malcolm (2005) develop an approach based on a stochastic mean reverting Gaussian 

spread. Do, Faff, and Hamza (2006) develop a Stochastic Residual Spread. Perlin 

(2009) uses a minimum squared distance between the normalized price series. Quanrud 

(2009) describes the steps in using the price spread and guarantees to find at least one 

pair for each stock. Papers by Mudchanatongsuk, Primbs and Wong (2008) and by 

Chiu, Lukman, Modarresi and Velayutham (2011) model the spread using Ornstein-

Uhlenbeck processes. These stochastic processes are stationary, Gaussian and 

Markovian, and can provide optimised solutions within their assumptions and 

constraints. 

The risk with any model is the assumption that the price spread will follow the model. 

For example there is no guarantee a solution will follow an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 

process, even though such a model may work well for many pairs for much of the time. 
                                                 
9 The I/B/E/S is the Institutional Broker Estimate System available through Thomson Reuters. 
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In general the price spread can follow any mean-reverting process for the pairs trading 

to be potentially profitable. 

Correlation 

Correlation is a measure of the strength of relationship between two variables, or the 

degree to which two price series move in the same direction. There are several types of 

correlation coefficient with the most common being proposed by Karl Pearson (1896). 

Pearson was a qualified barrister cum sociologist who developed statistics to study 

biometrics and whose contributions earned him a professorship of applied mathematics 

and mechanics at University College London, something few barristers would achieve 

(E. Pearson, 1936). His interest in biometry led him to develop a correlation coefficient 

between paired series of measurements and this has become a basic statistical concept 

taught in high schools today. If { }ixX =  and { }iyY =  are the series of prices for two 

stocks for sample times Ni ≤≤1  the Pearson correlation coefficient between them is 
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 This formula can be applied to any two sequences such as closing stock prices, 

logarithmic stock prices, periodic returns, and logarithmic periodic returns. The prices 

or returns must be measured in uniform periods, such as daily or weekly, so the two 

series can be aligned. 

In pairs trading the typical application is to find two stocks that exhibit a relatively high 

correlation on their historical price data and trade them whenever their prices deviate 

significantly from the regression line. Reverre (2001) suggests the price correlations 

should be calculated every day after the close to identify candidates for pairs trading. 

Jones (2001) tests correlation of returns on dual-listed stocks. Grech (2009) filters pairs 

first by their industry sector then looks for share price correlations of 0.75 or higher to 

find candidates for pairs trading. 

McEwan (2003) demonstrates the Spearman rank correlation coefficient can also help 

find pairs to trade. Spearman was a psychologist who developed the rank correlation 

(Spearman, 1904) in his quest for laws in psychology and modelling of intelligence. In 

the Spearman rank correlation coefficient the price series { }ix  and { }iy  are each ranked 

from 1 to N to give ranking series { }ixX ~~ =  and { }iyY ~~ =  with the ranks being averaged 
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inside any sequences of repeated prices. The rank correlation is then YX
~

,
~ρ  being the 

regular Pearson correlation coefficient between the ranked series. Intuitively it is a 

measure of how closely the two sets of rankings agree with each other. It has the benefit 

of being less sensitive to outliers as it considers only their ranks. McEwan (2003) argues 

the benefits of using ranks include being more robust to nonlinearities in the price 

relationships, but it is hard to draw conclusions without a test of both approaches. 

Wang (2009) tests another form of correlation, Maronna, and compares it with Pearson. 

The idea behind the robust statistics presented in Maronna, Margin and Yohai (2006) is 

to improve on the performance of the simpler techniques such as ordinary least squares 

regression in the Pearson correlation coefficient. Simple regression does not handle 

outliers well as a surprise outlier can upset the mean completely and lead to a poor 

regression fit to the rest of the data. Robust techniques are designed to be less 

susceptible to outliers, heteroskedastic distributions of regression errors, and other 

violations of the assumptions about the underlying data. Wang (2009) compares the 

pairs trading strategies derived from Maronna and Pearson correlations using high 

frequency financial data and finds, unexpectedly, the Pearson approach leads to 

significantly higher cumulative returns. Wang concludes the Maronna approach has a 

more favourable risk profile but the Pearson correlation is quicker to respond in 

identifying divergence in correlation, leading to more profitable entry triggers. 

Cointegration and error correction 

Prices series can wander extensively. The opportunity exploited in pairs trading is when 

two such price series do not drift too far apart. The idea behind cointegration and error 

correction is to look at the properties of the difference (or a linear combination such as a 

weighted difference to allow for a price ratio) rather than the properties of the series 

themselves. Engle and Grainger (1987) describe the process. Cointegration means the 

deviations from equilibrium are stationary and have finite variance, even though the 

series themselves may be nonstationary and may have infinite variance. When two price 

series are cointegrated, an error correction model can describe the way equilibrium 

tends to be restored and capture the causalities between the price movements. Dunis and 

Ho (2005) demonstrate the benefits of using cointegration over correlation when 

searching for pairs to trade. 

Cointegration can be expected in any two price series having an equilibrium 

relationship. Alexander (1999) documents examples of cointegrated financial assets 
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such as spot and futures, bonds of different maturities, related commodities, and equities 

within a composite index. Cointegration between securities does not necessarily mean 

the market is inefficient with respect to the price information, as demonstrated by Baffes 

(1994) in foreign currency markets. 

There are many papers documenting potentially profitable pairs selection and trading 

opportunities based on cointegration. Lucas (1998) looks at the challenge of asset 

allocation in the environment of cointegrated asset prices. Ulph (2001) describes a pairs 

trading strategy where the pairs are selected based on cointegration. Alexander and 

Dimitriu (2002) show cointegration can be used for both a classic index tracking 

strategy as well as a long-short equity market-neutral strategy. Herlemont (2004) 

describes a cointegration-based pairs trading algorithm in more detail. Gatev, 

Goetzmann and Rouwenhorst (2006) argue a pairs trading strategy can be expected to 

work whenever prices are cointegrated. Foshaug (2010) describes pairs selection and 

trading using cointegration and a stochastic spread model to search for profitable pairs 

in German, French, and Dutch stock exchanges. 

A variety of studies document incremental improvements to the pairs selection and 

trading rules using cointegration. Lin, McCrae, and Gulati (2006) add a loss-limitation 

strategy within the pair selection rule using cointegration. Schmidt (2008) uses a 

Johansen (1988) test for cointegration to select trading pairs. Puspaningrum, Lin, and 

Gulati (2008) look at finding the optimal entry decisions for pairs trading based on 

cointegrated series. Gavrishchaka (2006) looks at ways to handle weakly cointegrated 

instruments and time series with high noise. 

There is anecdotal evidence suggesting cointegration is popular in practice, for example 

Alexander (1999) says it has become the prevalent tool of time series econometrics, but 

there is a lack of refereed literature. The literature explains the theory of cointegration 

and demonstrates how it can be used to pick potentially profitable pairs trades, but 

becomes silent about documenting real trading. 

Neural networks and genetic algorithms 

The tasks of selecting pairs and their associated trading rules can be treated as 

parameters to be optimised with respect to simulated trading profits. Optimisation uses 

feedback from the simulated trading profits to adjust the pairs selection processes and 

trading parameters. Potential methods can include neural networks, fuzzy logic, and 

genetic algorithms. Zapart (2004) optimises wavelet correlation models using artificial 
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neural networks and genetic algorithms on 25 high-capitalisation stocks in the materials 

sector. Cao, Luo, Ni, Luo and Zhang (2006) describe an approach based on a 

combination of genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic for the top 32 Australian stocks. 

Huck (2009) develops a neural network approach and applies it to pairs selection from 

S&P index constituents. Kriplani and Troiano (2009) use genetic algorithms to build 

portfolios cointegrated with an index. 

Pairs selection in practice 

The literature on pairs selection includes the analyses of spreads, ratios, correlation, 

cointegration, error correction, and optimisation techniques such as neural networks and 

genetic algorithms. It would be interesting to know the relative popularity of these 

techniques in practice. For example is cointegration employed more often than spread 

and ratio techniques? If so, is it because they find more pairs or that the pairs they find 

generate more profits? How much trading in practice is based on neural networks, fuzzy 

logic, and genetic algorithms? These are topics where the refereed literature becomes 

silent. There are many opportunities for empirical research, but they will need ways of 

investigating the various strategies employed in practice, and this information may be 

difficult to obtain. 

2.3.2 Simulations of pairs trading strategies 

One aspect of pairs trading is to find pairs that exhibit the ‘right’ characteristics for 

trading, be it from fundamental or quantitative analysis. The other is to develop 

practical trading strategies that select entry and exit points that lead to a steady profit 

over time. 

There are many simulation studies in the pairs trading literature that estimate the 

profitability of particular strategies over time. Given the conflict of interest between 

publishing and profiting from such information, this literature is likely to suffer from a 

selection bias towards the less profitable or unprofitable algorithms. Altucher (2004 

page xi) puts the dilemma bluntly: 

“If these systems are so good, why not just use them to print money all day 
long? Why write about them?” 

Although the literature can be expected to lack detail of successful trading systems, 

Altucher goes on to explain valid reasons for publishing. One of his main arguments is 

that the trading systems must evolve continuously. Assuming it is impossible to invent a 

black box that prints money forever, every system needs to be constantly researched and 
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further developed. This work provides the incentive to research and publish the 

algorithms. There is a risk the publications will be biased towards the less profitable 

systems, but that can still be useful information as it indicates the strategies that perhaps 

should be avoided. Another way to look at this is there may be a delay in publication. It 

is unlikely Morgan Stanley would have published their evolving pairs trading strategies 

in the 1980s, but by the 2000’s there is an abundance of material on pairs trading. 

Many of the simulations use daily price data, just as the earlier studies on arbitrage 

trading have done. More recent studies use intraday price data which provides many 

more opportunities for trading. 

Simulations using daily price data 

There is plenty of literature showing simulations of pairs trading can be profitable using 

daily prices, although the profitability seems to be reducing with time. Simulations have 

been conducted in stock markets around the world. Alexander and Dimitriu (2002) 

simulate pairs trading among the 30 stocks in the Dow Jones Industrial Average using 

daily prices from 1990 to 2001 and calculate annual profits of around 10% with 2% 

volatility and negligible correlation with the market. Hong and Susmel (2003) simulate 

pairs trading between 64 Asian ADRs and their underlying stocks from 1991 to 2000 

and calculate annualised profits of over 33% if investors are willing to hold the 

positions for a year. Andrade, di Pietro and Seasholes (2005) simulate pairs trading in 

Taiwanese stocks from 1994 to 2002 and calculate annual excess returns above 10%. 

Gatev, Goetzmann and Rouwenhorst (2006) simulate pairs trading in U.S. stocks from 

1962 to 2002 and calculate annualised excess returns of around 11% before trading 

costs. After simulating trading costs the excess returns remain economically significant 

between 2.6% and 4.5%. 

Siy-Yap (2009) simulates pairs trading among 36 Canadian stocks using daily prices 

from 1993 to 2009 and finds excess returns of 5.1% per annum. Bolgün, Kuren and 

Güven (2009) simulate pairs trading in Turkish stocks from 2002 to 2008 and calculate 

annualised excess returns of 3.36% before trading costs compared with a naïve buy-and-

hold strategy. Perlin (2009) simulates pairs trading in the 100 most liquid Brazilian 

stocks from 2000 to 2006 and calculates it would have been profitable and market-

neutral. He also tests weekly and monthly data and concludes the results for the daily 

data are best. Broussard and Vaihekoski (2010) simulate pairs trading in the Finnish 

stock market from 1987 to 2004 and calculate annual returns of 15% before transaction 
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costs. Yuksel, Yuksel and Muslumov (2010) simulate pairs trading in Turkish stocks 

using daily adjusted closing prices from 1990 to 2007 and find positive excess returns 

of 1.26% to 3.50% per month before transaction costs. Bernardi and Gnoatto (2010) 

simulate pairs trading among European banking stocks from 2007 to 2010 and calculate 

it can generate profits with less volatility than naive approaches like long-only and 

short-only strategies. 

Chen, Chen and Li (2010) conduct a long-run simulation of pairs trading in U.S. stocks 

using daily and monthly data from 1931 to 2007 and find average returns of 11% to 

36% annually before trading costs. They also document the strategy returns are 

diminishing over time, suggesting the market is adapting to pairs trading and becoming 

more efficient. 

One way to improve profitability of pairs trading is to choose a market where the 

transaction costs are lower. The futures market provides such an opportunity. 

Kanamura, Rachev and Fabozzi (2008) simulate pairs trading in energy futures markets 

using daily closing prices from 2000 to 2008 and calculate it can produce a relatively 

stable profit. Bianchi, Drew and Zhu (2009) simulate pairs trading in commodity futures 

markets using daily closing prices from 1990 to 2008 and find excess returns in the 

energy sector of around 1.48% per month after transaction costs. They favour futures 

markets over equities because there are no short selling restrictions and the commission 

costs are minimal. 

Another way to improve profitability is to trade with a finer time resolution or higher 

frequency. As Suarez (2005) points out in the context of ADRs and their underlying 

stock prices: 

“any large price discrepancies are likely to be short-lived and therefore 
mostly invisible to an observer with daily sampling.” 

Fortunately there is plenty of intraday price data available now for testing. 

Simulations using intraday price data 

Several studies, particularly recent ones, use intraday rather than daily data. Nath (2003) 

simulates pairs trading in the secondary market for U.S. government debt using trade 

and quote data from 1994 to 2000 and finds positive excess returns relative to a 

duration-matched benchmark. Wang, Rostoker and Wagner (2009) describe a high-

frequency pairs trading strategy based on pairs selection from a commercial product 
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called MarketMiner.10 They define three kinds of pairs: “fundamental pairs” which 

belong to the same industry and have high correlation, “risk pairs” that occur during 

mergers and acquisitions, and “statistical pairs” that have high correlation without 

fundamental links. Their simulations suggest average monthly returns of around 15% 

before transaction costs, based on MarketMiner using brute force to find pairs with short 

term correlation divergences. 

Dunis, Giorgioni, Laws and Rudy (2010) simulate pairs trading amongst the Eurostoxx 

50 index constituents using five-minute prices and calculate pairs trading underperforms 

the index after trading costs. They also note the extent of daily cointegration of a pair is 

a good indicator of the out-of-sample profitability of that pair in subsequent high 

frequency trading. 

Bowen, Hutchinson and O’Sullivan (2010) simulate high-frequency pairs trading on a 

sample of FTSE 100 constituents during 2007 and find the excess returns of the strategy 

are sensitive to transaction costs, the entry trigger, and delays in execution. They 

conclude a moderate level of transaction costs and a 15-minute delay in execution can 

eliminate the returns. They also observe the majority of returns occur from positions 

opened in the first hour of trading, suggesting the time of day can be important. 

Kim (2011) simulates pairs trading amongst the constituents in the Korean KOPSI 100 

index using 30-minute prices from 2008 to 2010 and calculates it to be profitable even 

after transaction costs. Like Bowen et al. (2010), Kim (2011) observes the intraday 

timings of entries and exits play an important role. Trades entered around the opening 

and closing times of the daily market appear to be superior to those executed during the 

rest of the day. 

Alsayed and McGroarty (2011) simulate pairs trading between 20 UK ADRs and their 

underlying stocks using one-minute prices from 2007 to 2009. They find mispricing 

disappears quickly but can provide annual returns of 5% after costs and taxes, which is 

significantly better performance than arbitrage to price equality. 

The literature on pairs trading simulations is extensive and growing but it documents 

only paper-trade simulations. None of these articles document actual trading in the 

markets they study. The profitability of real trading is unlikely to match the simulations. 

                                                 
10 MarketMiner was produced by Scalable Analytics (www.scalableanalytics.com) but it seems to have 
been removed from their web site between 8 and 21 February 2012. 
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It is always easier to data-mine and over-optimise an algorithm retrospectively on 

historical data than to trade profitably in real time. 

Comparative performance of different sectors and markets 

Another kind of simulation compares the relative performance of algorithms in different 

groups of pairs such as sectors and markets. Gatev, Goetzmann, and Rouwenhorst 

(2006) observe the annualized excess return from their trading algorithm is strongest in 

the utility sector over any other sector analysed. Mori and Ziobrowski (2011) simulate 

pairs trading in real-estate investment trust (REIT) securities using daily data from 1993 

to 2000 and find the profitability is greater in the REIT sector than for the general stock 

market, but the superior performance disappears after 2000. Gutierrez and Tse (2011) 

analyse the reasons for profitability of pairs trading in water utility stocks, and conclude 

a cointegrated relationship results in a leader and follower stock from which the pairs 

trading strategy is able to profit. 

It would be interesting to know whether the favoured sectors are indeed traded more in 

practice, and whether the profits from such trades are greater or have less volatility than 

trades from other sectors. The refereed literature becomes silent at this kind of practical 

topic. There is an opportunity for empirical research and it will require a method of 

detecting pairs trades such as the one developed in this thesis. 

Optimising the entry and exit decisions by timing and price 

The profitability of a pairs trading strategy depends not only on the selection of suitable 

pairs, but also on the choice of prices and times when trades are entered and exited. The 

entry and exit rules can be based solely on target prices or may also adjust the timing to 

incorporate external information. 

Papadakis and Wysocki (2007) investigate the timing of simulated pairs trades on daily 

price data and find the entries are often triggered around accounting information events. 

They calculate the positions opened after accounting events are significantly less 

profitable than positions opened during non-event periods, while delaying the closure of 

an open position until after accounting events can provide an incremental excess return. 

The message is pairs trading can be improved by timing the entries and exits relative to 

the releases of accounting information. 

Bock and Mestel (2008) add a regime-switching rule to pairs trading, to model the way 

a shock of some kind can cause a non-reverting shift of the target level of mean-
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reversion. In other words, the algorithm decides when the target mean has shifted away 

from one regime into another. They find positive returns amongst the DJ STOXX 

Europe 600 constituents using daily price data, but their simulation does not account for 

trading costs and the short-sale stock borrowing costs. 

Engelberg, Gao, and Jagannathan (2009) investigate the effects of news on pairs trading 

and find the simulated profits are higher when news temporarily reduces the liquidity of 

one stock or when one stock responds faster to news than the other. They also find a 

time-based stop can improve returns. Closing out positions that have not converged 

within ten days leads to a higher risk-adjusted return compared to holding positions for 

six months. These results ignore transaction costs. 

Gregory, Knox, and Oliver-Ewald (2011) develop closed-form expressions for the trade 

return and trade variance or risk after transaction costs when the underlying process can 

be modelled by Ornstein-Uhlenbeck, Cox-Ingersoll-Ross or GARCH diffusion. In this 

case the estimates of trade return and variance can be used to rank potential trades, so 

the algorithm can decide which trades to take and which to avoid. 

Other variations of pairs trading strategies 

Pairs trading strategies can be developed in many more market situations than the 

classic case of two stocks listed on the same exchange. Galenko, Popova and Popova 

(2007) simulate a pairs trading strategy on the closing prices of four world stock market 

indices from 2001 to 2006. They show the expected profit of their strategy is always 

positive and outperforms simple buy-and-hold of the individual indices without 

transaction costs, and when the transaction cost per share is set to one cent. 

Perlin (2007) simulates pairs trading by building artificial pairs using several stocks 

rather than just two, effectively creating a more general market-neutral strategy, and 

claims better performance than the classic pairs trading strategy. 

Chng (2007) draws a comparison between pairs trading algorithms and two well-

documented styles of trading that also depend on return dynamics. These are contrarian 

trading as in Chan (1988) and momentum trading as in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993). 

Contrarian and momentum trading work by examining past returns and then either 

buying the losers and selling the winners (contrarian trading) or buying the winners and 

selling the losers (momentum trading). In both cases there are formation periods for 

stock pair selection followed by simulated trading periods. Chng sets up the pairs 
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trading in an equivalent way and then seeks to model the components of the profits, but 

does not get as far as investigating empirical trading data. 

The traditional idea of pairs trading for mean-reversion can be inverted to create another 

market-neutral pairs trading strategy. Instead of assuming a price deviation will revert 

back to some kind of historical mean, the alternate concept is to speculate it will 

continue to diverge further. This is called a break-out strategy. Whistler (2008) 

describes these strategies in a section called “divergence trading” in his book on trading 

pairs. 

Gori, Reno, Lazzarino and Freschi (2009) simulate a 130/30 pairs trading strategy, 

meaning it holds 130% long and 30% short positions to achieve a market exposure of 

100% plus a market-neutral position of size 30%. Effectively this is a market position 

and a pairs trading position. They construct their short positions using synthetic equity 

swaps rather than physical shorting. A synthetic equity swap is an instrument allowing 

both short and long positions in exchange for periodical variable payments based on the 

stock market price movements and the swap notional amount. This study does not 

calculate annual returns, instead focussing on the technicalities of implementation. 

Schizas, Thomakos and Wang (2011) simulate pairs trading on international exchange 

traded funds (ETFs) and investigate the reasons for the profitability of this strategy. 

They conclude the main factors are earnings per share, dividend yields and the 

unemployment rate. The earnings per share and dividend yields are measured on the 

stocks being pairs traded and lead to greater profitability when the differences are 

largest. Unemployment is a macroeconomic factor that leads to greater volatility in 

equity markets generally and in turn greater profitability for a pairs trading strategy. 

Jacobs and Weber (2011) investigate how investor inattention can affect the relative 

pricing efficiency of linked assets and use this to determine the entries for pairs trades. 

Using 50 years of daily closing price data, they find it is possible to double the monthly 

average trading return by opening stock pairs on high distraction days compared with 

low distraction days. This suggests investor inattention can explain a significant part of 

the price deviations and hence the returns from a pairs trading strategy. 

With such apparent variety and innovation in pairs trading strategies, it would be 

interesting to know how much these approaches are employed in trading practice. For 

example, how popular is the divergence or break-out strategy compared with the 

traditional convergence or mean-reversion strategy? Is there evidence of pairs trading 
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occurring less frequently on days of investor inattention? Are exits more common 

immediately after accounting events? The literature becomes silent on these kinds of 

matters relating to real trading. There are many opportunities for research, but they 

require a method of detecting pairs trading such as is developed in this thesis. 

2.3.3 Limitations of simulations 

There are at least four important problems in using simulation studies as proxies for real 

trading. They include: 

• using historical prices which have already incorporated any profitable trading; 

• neglecting the market impact of the simulated trades being traded in practice; 

• inaccuracies such as using traded prices rather than the bid and ask prices; and 

• unrealistic processes such as using forward data. 

The first two problems are endemic in any simulation studies. There is no way to avoid 

using the available price data which both incorporates the past trades and fails to 

incorporate the simulated trades. The third and fourth items are avoidable, although 

there are many documented studies that make these mistakes. The results of simulation 

may bear little resemblance to the profits or losses that would be incurred by real 

trading. 

Differences between simulations and reality 

A seemingly profitable simulation does not guarantee an algorithm will be profitable if 

traded in practice. There many reasons why this can be, from incorrectly simulating 

trades at traded prices rather than at the bid or ask prices, to assuming there is no market 

impact when conducting trades. Many authors acknowledge the limitations of their 

simulations. 

Hong and Susmel (2003) acknowledge the differences in ADR trading hours and thin 

trading might make their simulated profits impossible to achieve. Perlin (2009) 

acknowledges liquidity risk may prevent his Brazilian strategy from realising its 

simulated returns. Bolgün, Kuren and Güven (2009) acknowledge trading commissions 

and stock borrowing costs in Turkey are generally greater than their simulated profits so 

the approach would be unprofitable in practice. Bernardi and Gnoatto (2010) 

acknowledge their simulated returns from European stocks are not statistically 
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significant although they provide better results than simulations on randomly chosen 

pairs (which in practice generate losses). 

Wang, Rostoker and Wagner (2009) acknowledge their high-frequency simulations with 

MarketMiner ignore transaction costs, market impact, and missed order fills. Siy-Yap 

(2009) acknowledges her Canadian study did not consider transaction costs and 

liquidity risk. Broussard and Vaihekoski (2010) acknowledge thin trading and 

transaction costs will affect the results of their Finnish study. Yuksel, Yuksel and 

Muslumov (2010) acknowledge their simulated returns on Turkish stocks are 

statistically insignificant and ignore the transaction costs faced in implementing the 

strategy, leading to a conclusion that pairs trading is not an attractive strategy. 

The interpretation of the results from the simulation literature on pairs trading is 

somewhat bipolar. On one hand several simulations look very positive. On the other 

hand they may lose their shine when applied to real trading. The simulations based on 

historical price data may be of little value in practice. 

It would be interesting to know whether these simulations work in practice, and how 

closely the simulated profits match the real profits. The refereed literature becomes 

silent on these topics. One way to find out would be to conduct real trades. Another 

would be to investigate the trades that have taken place. This will require a method of 

detecting pairs trades, such as the approach in this thesis. 

Tradability 

The mistake of using forward data in simulations can be subtle and easy to miss. Studies 

such as McEwan (2003) apply linear regression over the entire period under test, but 

such a regression line cannot be calculated until the whole period has passed. Real 

trading during the period could not use that information and may not perform as well as 

a simulation optimised retrospectively. Alexander and Dimitriu (2002) pick their stocks 

on 31 December 2001 but simulate trading in an earlier period from 1990 to 2001. In 

practice the stocks remaining in 2001 would suffer a survivorship bias, and trading 

based instead on the stocks known during the earlier period may not produce the same 

results. The data used in the trading decisions must be available at the time of making 

the trading decisions. 
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Ultimately, while simulations of trading are interesting academically, they do not help 

with the practical question of exploring how much trading has been going on and the 

types of trading that are successful. 

2.4 Studies of actual arbitrage and pairs trading 

Several extensive literature searches have failed to find any refereed articles focussed on 

the detection of pairs trading or the amount and types of trading in general being 

undertaken by practitioners. These searches have included broad databases such as 

Business Source Premier, JSTOR, ProQuest 5000 International, ScienceDirect, and the 

Social Sciences Research Network (SSRN). There are papers which mention the issue 

in passing and others which attempt a small-scale investigation as part of another study, 

but it seems perhaps there may be no refereed literature on the topic itself. 

The main impediment to producing such literature is the anonymity of trades. Stock 

exchanges conceal the identities of traders, so it is impossible to match precisely a 

trader’s actions in two or more securities, and also a trader’s entries and exits over time. 

Alternative approaches are needed. 

Ponderings on the detection of pairs trading 

There are few comments about detecting pairs trading in the literature. As an example, 

the working paper by Do and Faff (2009) suggests: 

“One may also detect arbitraging activities by examining the spread on the 
day that follows the opening trigger. If there are a large number of traders 
following the prescribed strategy who are quick to identify and act upon 
mispricings, one should expect to see the spread narrow the following day.” 

This snippet proposes a way to detect trades but these words were removed in the 

subsequent journal revision of the paper (Do and Faff, 2010). Perhaps this is because the 

change in spread may be an unreliable proxy. A narrowing spread can be caused by 

many reasons besides pairs trading, and a widening spread can be caused by many 

reasons besides a lack of pairs trading. 

Anecdotal evidence of trades 

There is plenty of anecdotal evidence that pairs trading does occur in practice. Besides 

traders claiming to have had success, and books describing how it has occurred, there is 

also independent evidence of market and government responses to it. As an example, 

Paul (2008) explains how Australia’s share market regulator ASIC relaxed short-selling 
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bans on dual-listed stocks as a result of lobbying from traders, implying pairs trades or 

arbitrage trades were being conducted. Wojcik (2005) describes several cases of pair 

trades going wrong, such as the ES-YM spread worsening on Caterpillar earnings 

worries and the GE-HON arbitrage spread blowing out after the deal fell through, 

implying traders were caught up in those trades at the time. A problem with this kind of 

anecdotal evidence is it is typically unverifiable and not replicable. 

Detection of arbitrage trades in a market of identifiable goods 

It can be possible to identify arbitrage trades in markets where the goods and the traders 

are identifiable in the trading data. Overby and Clarke (2012) investigate transaction-

level arbitrage in the used car auction market. In this market, each used car has a unique 

vehicle identification number (VIN) which enables researchers to trace its purchase in 

one location and subsequent sale in another location. Car auction data also includes a 

code for the buyer and the seller in each transaction, enabling subsequent identification 

of “flips” where a dealer buys a car in one auction and sells it later in another auction, 

rather than in a sales yard. A “flip” may be evidence of spatial arbitrage, the idea of 

deliberately purchasing it at one location for transport and sale to another, or it may 

arise from other reasons such as making improvements to the car for subsequent resale. 

Overby and Clarke study 53 million of these auction transactions from 2003 to 2009 and 

identify more than 2 million flips, including 210 170 which involved a movement of 

locations within 7 days. By treating those flips as possible arbitrage, or as a proxy for 

arbitrage, they can identify 11 116 traders involved and observe a skewed distribution of 

trading activity: just 7.6% of these buyers or 0.38% overall are conducting 80% of these 

transactions. It seems reasonable to conclude these could be arbitrage trades. 

The identification information available in the car auction data set provides a richness of 

opportunities for research. Unfortunately in stock trading logs neither the traders nor the 

stock certificate numbers are identified. 

Detection of pair trades in financial markets 

There is a paragraph in the paper by Schultz and Shive (2010) that describes how they 

investigate the trades in dual-class shares to develop an understanding of how prices 

converge and diverge. They use a process of matching trades in dual class shares as a 

proxy for arbitrage trades. Their definition of a matched trade is a purchase of shares in 

one dual class and the sale of the same number of shares of the other dual class within 

one minute. They use the algorithm of Lee and Ready (1991) to classify trades into 
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purchases and sales. Schultz and Shive then investigate the matched sales of expensive 

shares and purchases of cheap shares and conclude the volume increases when a price 

differential exists, which confirms the intuitive idea that arbitrageurs would exploit such 

differences. This evidence is an important contribution to the literature and possibly the 

first of its kind. 

On the other hand, Schultz and Shive seem surprised to find the change in volume from 

matched trades is far less than the change from single-sided trades (which they proxy by 

the non-matched trades). They speculate this is due to the single-sided trades being 

more important in enforcing the prices than round-trip arbitrage trades, a concept 

described earlier by Deardorff (1979) as “one-way arbitrage” although not referenced 

by Schultz and Shive (2010). 

It is possible to envisage an alternate explanation of those results. The proxy for the 

single-sided or one-way arbitrage trades may be inadequate. The experimental approach 

of testing whether the amount of single-sided or one-way trades exceeds the amount of 

round-trip trades involves a joint hypothesis test with the choice of proxies. The choice 

of non-matched trades as proxy, where matched trades are defined as equal volumes in 

opposite directions of aggression within one minute of each other, might not be optimal. 

The problems can include: 

• The Lee and Ready (1991) algorithm can infer the direction of aggression but 

cannot distinguish between the market orders and limit orders that underlie the 

trades, so limit orders to sell may be interpreted as aggressive orders to buy, and 

vice versa. This can lead to misclassifications of round-trip trades as single-sided 

trades and vice versa; and 

• The stock exchange may split orders into smaller lots during execution, so 

matching based on traded volume can be inaccurate. For example an order for a 

sale of 700 shares may be transacted as a trade of 400 shares followed by a trade 

of 300 shares, while a simultaneous order for purchase of 700 shares in the other 

security may be split in a different way. This too can lead to misclassifications of 

round-trip trades as single-sided trades and vice versa. 

This uncertainty undermines the conclusion that the single-sided trades dominate. At 

most the conclusion can be the observed non-matched trades are more prevalent than 

the matched trades when a particular definition of matching is employed. Changing that 

definition of matching, for example to 20 seconds or 40 seconds, will change both the 
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number of trades matched and the number not matched, and this will have a dramatic 

effect on the ratio between them. By contrast, the earlier conclusion of the volume of 

arbitrage trades increasing in the presence of a price differential is more robust because 

it uses only the matched side and depends less on the precise choice of matching 

definition. 

The implications for research into the detection of particular trades in anonymous 

trading logs, including the approaches developed in this thesis, are: 

• to develop algorithms which are forgiving of their inherent uncertainty when 

classifying observed trades; and 

• to exercise caution when interpreting the results from such proxies. 

Besides the anecdotal evidence and a few attempts at detecting trades to support 

particular theories, it seems the field is wide open for further investigation. 

2.5 The research opportunity 

The research question in this thesis is whether pairs trading can behave as arbitrage 

trading in enforcing the law of one price. This is one of many research avenues that 

could be explored given a method to detect pairs trades and arbitrage trades. The hurdle 

with all such questions is they require a way of detecting or measuring pairs trading. 

In terms of pairs trading detection, there is no distinction between pairs trades and 

arbitrage trades. They both involve simultaneous long and short orders. If trading of this 

type can be found in securities where the market is expected to maintain a price ratio 

other than unity, and if the trading acts to maintain that price ratio despite competing 

fundamental reasons supporting price equality, this should provide evidence of pairs 

trading performing a role similar to arbitrage enforcing the law of one price. 

The task of detecting pairs trading is difficult because the trading logs are anonymous 

and it is impossible to match the reported trades precisely. This perhaps explains the 

lack of such literature. While a pairs trading detector will inevitably be imprecise due to 

the anonymity of trades, it should nonetheless enable progress with research questions 

that do not rely heavily on precision, such as comparisons between particular kinds of 

trading rather than absolute measurements. 
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3 Theory and methods for inferring 
the presence of pairs trading 

 

All men can see these tactics whereby I conquer, but what none can see is 
the strategy out of which victory is evolved. 
 
 – Sun Tzu (c. 544-496 BCE) in The Art of War 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Stock exchanges have developed a trading environment that enables traders to work like 

Sun Tzu (above). Traders’ successes in beating the market are visible to all in periodic 

reports of performance such as hedge fund returns, but the strategies by which they 

operate are concealed by tight secrecy. It would be interesting to observe their trades. 

Measuring pairs trading would be easy if the participants in each transaction were 

known. The entry and exit pairs trades ordered by each trader could be matched and 

their strategies could be observed. Sadly there is no stock exchange willing to identify 

the participants in trades. Any exchange that did so would probably go bankrupt from a 

lack of customers. Traders want to exploit each trading opportunity and repeat the trades 

as frequently as possible before other traders find out and copy them. 

When trades are reported anonymously it is impossible to measure with precision the 

amount of pairs trading activity. The task of this chapter is to develop theories and 

methodologies to infer pairs trading and trading strategies in the trading logs available 

from security exchanges. 

The approach here is stochastic and based on the time and price data available in the 

trading logs. The two key insights to detecting the anonymous traces involve: 

• observing differences in distributions of time lags between trades; and 

• partitioning the sets of trades based on price. 
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This chapter develops three classes of pairs trading detection indicator. The first looks 

for any kind of related trading based solely on the pattern of time differences between 

trades. The second looks for aggressive pairs trading which means identifying buys and 

sells based on price. The third looks for passive pairs trading where a trader waits for a 

limit order to execute in one security before placing a market order in the other. In each 

class there are four numerical indicators to test two hypotheses about the distributions of 

time lags and two implementations of each hypothesis. 

This chapter begins by reviewing the way a trader conducts pairs trades then builds a 

notation and methodology for inferring pairs trading and trading strategies. 

3.1.1 The mechanics of pairs trading 

Pairs trading involves opening opposite positions in two securities, waiting for the price 

difference to reduce to a profitable target or increase to hit a stop loss, and closing the 

positions. Each round trip comprises four trades. The trader must open by buying one 

stock and selling another, and close both positions by selling the long one and buying 

back the short. All four trades should appear in the trading logs. 

Pairs trading can be aggressive or passive. In aggressive pairs trading the trader places 

market orders in both securities, initiating a simultaneous purchase of one and sale in 

the other. In passive pairs trading the trader places a limit order for the purchase or sale 

of one security and waits to see if it is filled. If it executes the trader responds by 

placing a market order to sell or purchase the other security. If the order remains 

unfilled after some timeframe, the trader may cancel it or adjust its price. The advantage 

of passive pairs trading is the trader can earn the bid-ask spread on the first security 

traded. The disadvantage is the risk of the orders not being filled. 

3.1.2 Inferring pairs trading from the trading logs 

There are two levels of analysis when looking in trading logs for the trails left by pairs 

traders. The first is to match trades that might be entries or exits of a pairs trading 

strategy so their statistics can be analysed. The second level is to analyse the pattern 

over time of such entries and exits to infer the trading strategies employed. These both 

involve considerable uncertainty. 

Pairs trades should occur close together in time, but so can many other trades including 

index trades and basket trades. One of the challenges in building a pairs trading detector 

is to separate the different kinds of related trades. The methodology can use any of the 
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information in the trading logs including the times of the trades, the prices, and the 

share volumes traded. 

Without knowing traders’ identities it is impossible to match any two trades with 

certainty. The methods have to be statistical. The problem with a statistical approach is 

the uncertainty in deciding whether it is working correctly. 

3.1.3 Accuracy before precision 

When a scientific field is in its infancy (as is the detection of pairs trading) the early 

work tends to focus on accuracy rather than precision. Accuracy refers to the results 

being correct on average although individual outcomes may seem a large distance from 

the true answer. Precision refers to the repeatability of the result although it might not 

necessarily be the true answer. An accurate experiment can typically be repeated many 

times to estimate the true answer, but an experiment that lacks accuracy may be unable 

to estimate the true answer regardless of how many times it is repeated. Precision tends 

to evolve later as scientific knowledge and technology develop. 

The words accuracy and precision are often interchanged and misused in casual English 

but their meanings are unambiguous in science. Figure 3-1 illustrates their concepts in 

the context of shooting practice where the aim is to hit the centre of a target. Panel (a) 

shows accuracy without precision because the shots have landed around the centre 

although the distance of each shot from the centre may be large. Panel (b) shows 

precision without accuracy because the shots have landed close to each other but not 

around the centre. Panel (c) shows both accuracy and precision. A good shooter will 

typically develop from (a) to (c) without ever delivering (b). 

   

(a) accuracy (b) precision (c) both 

Figure 3-1  Accuracy and precision in the context of target shooting practice.  Panel (a) shows 
accuracy without precision. Panel (b) shows precision without accuracy. Panel (c) shows the ideal 
combination of both accuracy and precision. A trainee shooter will typically start with shots looking 
like those in (a) then refine toward being able to deliver the shots in (c). A shooter whose shots look 
like (b) may never improve. Similarly the typical evolution of scientific measurement involves 
developing accuracy before precision. 

In the context of detecting pairs trading, accuracy means the actively traded security 

pairs tend to be detected when they should be although there may be errors from time to 
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time, while precision means the exact quantity of trades between any security pair can 

be measured. The anonymity of the trades in the trading logs seems to make such 

precision unattainable. The focus must be on accuracy. The methodology should be able 

to detect pairs that appear to be good candidates for pairs trading, although perhaps 

imprecisely in the sense that the results may include false positives and false negatives. 

Experiments to test the methodology will need to test security pairs relative to one 

another rather than in isolation. The aim is to show certain pairs appear to exhibit more 

pairs trading than others and to confirm whether such outcomes seem reasonable 

(accuracy), rather than to compute the absolute amount of pairs trading in any particular 

security pair (precision). 

3.2 Notation for the analysis of pairs trading 

This section develops the notation for analysing pairs trading: the trades, the trade pairs 

or products, the time differences between trades, the empirical measures or relative 

frequencies of time differences, and the empirical distributions or cumulative density 

functions (CDFs) of time differences. 

3.2.1 Sets of Cartesian products of trades 

As pairs trading involves two securities, two pretend security codes AA and BB will be 

used in the notation throughout this chapter. These codes are chosen for their positions 

in the alphabet. There is no significance to their meanings in the market. Code AA also 

happens to be used by Alcoa Inc., an aluminium manufacturer listed on the NYSE, 

while BB represents BIC, a manufacturer of pens and shavers based in France. The use 

of these symbols by those companies is purely coincidental. Any alternative codes 

chosen here could also one day be found in the market. 

Individual securities: sets of trades with times and prices 

Consider a security with code AA. The set of trades occurring in this security within the 

time period being studied shall be written in bold AA where 

}AA,,AA,AA,AA{ 321 AAAA =  

In this notation iAA  are the individual trades and have the form 

iii pt ,AA =  
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where it  are the times reported and ip  are the prices. This notation can be extended if 

required to include additional information such as volume iv  and exchange ix . The 

time and price are sufficient for now. 

The size or cardinality of set AA  is written AA . This is the total number of trades in 

stock AA over the period of study. 

Pairs of securities: the Cartesian trade product set 

Consider two securities AA and BB which have sets of trades 

}BB,,BB,BB,BB{

}AA,,AA,AA,AA{

321

321

BB

AA

BB

AA





=

=
 

The notations it  for times and ip  for prices are unsuitable when there are two or more 

securities because they do not identify the security. They shall be replaced by operators 

t  and p  which obtain the time and price respectively for a trade. In this way it  for 

stock AA becomes iAAt  and ip  becomes iAAp . The trades then have the form: 

jjj

iii

BB,BBBB

AA,AAAA

pt

pt

=

=
 

Analysing the relationships between two sets of trades means relating each trade in one 

security with each trade in the other. The set formed by all such pairs is the Cartesian 

product set denoted BBAA ×  where 

}BB,AA:)BB,AA({ BBAABBAA ∈∈=× jiji  

As every trade in AA  is paired exactly once with every trade in BB , the size or 

cardinality of the Cartesian product set is 

BBAABBAA ×=× . 

This number can be very large and can render the set BBAA×  too unwieldy for many 

computations. It is necessary to define subsets of interest. The most relevant subsets for 

pairs trading involve trades occurring close together in time. 
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3.2.2 Time differences between trades 

Consider trades iAA  and jBB  occurring at times iAAt  and jBBt  respectively. The 

time difference between them is 

ijjit AA-BB, tt=Δ
 (1) 

This time difference jit ,Δ  is signed. It will be positive when trade iAA  occurs before 

trade jBB  and negative when trade jBB  occurs before iAA . 

The jit ,Δ  notation becomes inadequate when multiple securities are involved because, 

as was the limitation with the it  notation, it does not identify the sets. The solution is to 

introduce an operator in the same way iAAt  replaced it  in the previous section. The 

operator Δt  shall calculate the time difference between any pair in the form 

ijji AA-BB)BB,AA( ttΔt =  (2) 

This notation can be extended to give a set of time differences from the sets of trades as 

}BB  ,AA:)BB,AA({)( BBAAΔtBBAAΔt ∈∈=× iiji  (3) 

When there is no ambiguity as to which two sets are involved, the notation for the set of 

time differences can be written simply as Δt  and subsets having time differences within 

a particular range [ ]21,TT  can be written 21 TT ≤≤Δt . The benefit of this notation is it 

can translate back to defining the sets of trade products having these time relationships. 

Trade product sets for ranges of time differences 

Consider a subset of the whole Cartesian product set BBAA×  where the time 

differences between the trades are limited to the interval [ ]21,TT . This subset shall be 

denoted 21: TT ≤≤× ΔtBBAA  defined as 









≤≤
∈∈

=≤≤×
21

21 )BB,AA(
,BB  ,AA:)BB,AA(

: TTTT
ji

iiji
Δt

BBAA
ΔtBBAA  (4) 

In this notation the range of time differences is written simply as 21 TT ≤≤Δt  because 

the context 21: TT ≤≤× ΔtBBAA  specifies the set to which the operator Δt  applies. 
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The number of occurrences of such pairs is 21: TT ≤≤× ΔtBBAA  and this leads to 

an empirical measure and distribution of the trade time differences. 

3.2.3 Continuous empirical measure and empirical distribution 

The relative frequency or empirical measure of time differences between trades leads to 

an associated empirical distribution or cumulative density function. This section 

develops the notation for the general case of continuous time. The discrete time domain 

of security trading logs will follow in section 3.2.4. The notation here begins with the 

whole set BBAA×  before restricting the trades to a limiting time difference T. 

General empirical measure or relative frequency of time differences 

The frequency or number of occurrences of time differences in the interval [ ]21,TT  

between trades in the Cartesian product set BBAA×  is 

[ ] 2121 :,Δ having products ofnumber TTTTt ≤≤×=∈ ΔtBBAA  (5)

The relative frequency or empirical measure on BBAA×  is 

[ ] [ ]

BBAA

ΔtBBAA

BBAA
ΔtBBAA

×
≤≤×

=

×
∈Δ=≤≤×

21

21
21

:

,t with products ofnumber 
P̂

TT

TT
TT

 (6)

This empirical measure represents the proportion of trade products with time differences 

in ],[ 21 TT  compared with the total. The hat symbol over the letter P̂  indicates it is 

measured empirically and distinguishes it from a probability measure. 

Given the vastness of BBAA×  this definition of the empirical measure will be almost 

zero for any practical time interval of interest to pairs trading. It will be better to restrict 

the domain of products to a limiting time difference and define another empirical 

measure relative to that smaller subset. 

Subset of products based on limiting time difference T 

Most of the products in BBAA×  are irrelevant to pairs trading analysis because their 

time differences )BB,AA( jiΔt  are too large to be of interest. The legs of pairs trades 

occur reasonably close together in time. It should be possible to limit the domain to an 

upper limit of time differences without adversely affecting the analysis. 
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Consider the effect of limiting the time differences to T or rather to the interval ],[ TT− . 

The domain of time differences is then TT ≤≤− Δt  or simply T≤Δt  and the domain 

of trade products is T≤× ΔtBBAA :  where 
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The limiting time difference T  can be chosen so the size Tt ≤× Δ:BBAA  is 

manageably small compared with the whole BBAA × . 

Empirical measure or relative frequency on the limited time difference set 

The empirical measure or relative frequency on the limited domain [ ]TT ,−  is defined 

for continuous intervals [ ]21,TT  satisfying TTTT ≤≤≤− 21  as 

[ ] [ ]
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 (8) 

Continuous empirical distribution or cumulative density function (CDF) 

The empirical distribution or CDF corresponding to the continuous empirical measure 

[ ]21:P̂ TtTT ≤Δ≤≤× ΔtBBAA  is a function [ ]1,0:F̂ →R defined as 

[ ]
[ ]

TtT

ttT

TT

tT

ttTt TT

≤≤−×
≤≤−×

=

−∈Δ
−∈Δ=

≤Δ≤−= ≤×≤×

Δ:

Δ:

,t with products ofnumber 

,t with products ofnumber 

][P̂)(F̂ ::

BBAA

BBAA

ΔtBBAAΔtBBAA

 
(9) 

The empirical measure and empirical distribution in equations (8) and (9) respectively 

are for the general case of a continuous time interval [ ]TT ,− . In security trading logs, 

the time domain is sampled at or rounded to discrete times. Instead of being a function 

for continuous intervals [ ]21,TT  the empirical measure needs to be re-defined for 

discrete values of time difference. 
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3.2.4 Discrete empirical measure and empirical distribution 

Security exchanges can conduct many thousands of trades every second and record the 

timestamp of each trade. The reported times are digitised with a quantum of time 

resolution that is typically very small such as 1ms or 1μs. The digitisation causes the 

frequencies of time differences to be clumped at multiples of the time quantum. 

In this analysis the quantum of time resolution shall be denoted by τ  so all time 

differences occurring in BBAA×  or the limited domain T≤× ΔtBBAA :  will be 

multiples of τ . When analysing securities AA and BB from different exchanges with 

different time quanta, a single τ  should be chosen as a common denominator so the 

times from both exchanges can be expressed as multiples thereof. 

The time difference T limiting the discrete domain should also be chosen as a multiple 

of the quantum τ  so it can be written τNT =  for some positive integer N  and 

τ
T

N =  (10)

The limited domain of trade products becomes τN≤× ΔtBBAA : . 

The set of trade products found to have a time difference equal to τn  for integer 

],[ NNn −∈  can be written τn=× ΔtBBAA : . This is a shortened form of the 

continuous case where the products would be written ττ nn ≤≤× ΔtBBAA :  for an 

interval of zero width. The elements in product set τn=× ΔtBBAA :  all have time 

difference τn  while the size τn=× ΔtBBAA :  represents the frequency or number 

of occurrences of this time difference. 

The domain of products within limiting time difference τNT =  is the union of the sets 

for times τn  where ],[ NNn −∈  as 

ττ nN
N

Nn
=×=≤×

−=
ΔtBBAAΔtBBAA ::   (11)

and its size will be the sum of the individual sizes 


−=

=×=≤×
N

Nn

nN ττ ΔtBBAAΔtBBAA ::  (12)
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Discrete empirical measure or relative frequency 

The empirical measure or relative frequency for the discrete case is 

[ ]
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(13) 

Discrete empirical distribution or cumulative density function (CDF) 

The discrete empirical distribution or CDF is a function ]1,0[:ˆ →ZF  with 
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(14) 

The discrete empirical measure [ ]τntT =≤× ΔP̂ : ΔtBBAA  and empirical cumulative 

density function ( )nT≤× ΔtBBAA :F̂  of time differences between trades will be used in 

the following theory. 

3.3 Inferring related trading 

The task of inferring pairs trading in general will be divided into three sections. This 

section, the first, involves inferring any kind of related trading between two securities 

based on the relative trade times alone. The idea is two securities exhibit related trading 

when a disproportionally high number of trades occur at close times compared with 

other times. The second and third sections infer aggressive pairs trading and passive 

pairs trading respectively by combining price information with related trade detection. 

This section is devoted to the related trading indicators. The extensions to aggressive 

and passive pairs trading follow in sections 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. 
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In the absence of traders’ identities, there is no single correct way to reverse-engineer 

the trading logs to determine the precise nature of the pairs trading that occurred. Four 

indicators are developed here, each with slightly different results. Their goal is to 

identify security pairs that appear to be traded together from amongst collections of 

security pairs, and they can be expected to agree on the pairs that stand out. 

The four indicators arise from two hypotheses. One hypothesis uses the empirical 

distribution function or CDF of time differences and compares it with a uniform 

distribution. The other uses the empirical measure or relative frequency of time 

differences and compares its central portion to its outer portion. These two hypotheses 

will be referred to as DU for “distance-to-uniform” and CO for “central-to-outer”. 

Each hypothesis is implemented with two variations, resulting in the four indicators. 

The DU hypothesis uses either the Cramér-von Mises (CVM) criterion or the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distance measure when comparing the distributions. The 

CO hypothesis compares either symmetric (S) or asymmetric (A) regions. The resulting 

four indicators are denoted DU.CVM, DU.KS, CO.S, and CO.A respectively. Any of 

these can be used to infer pairs trading and each indicator will give slightly different 

results. Part of the experimentation will be to compare their results. 

3.3.1 Related trading indicators (RTIs) by distance-to-uniform (DU) method 

The DU method works by comparing the empirical data with the distribution expected if 

the trading in the two stocks were independent. The hypothesis is that the expected 

distribution of time differences is uniform if the stocks are unrelated. The uniform 

distribution arises because the expected numbers of occurrences of trade products from 

independent sets AA  and BB  at any particular time difference τn  apart should be the 

same as for any other time difference τm . Using the notation from section 3.2.4 this is 

[ ]NNmnmn ,,integersfor:E:E −∈=×==× ττ ΔtBBAAΔtBBAA  

and it follows from equation (12) that the expected empirical measure is 
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which is a uniform distribution for 12 +N  discrete values. 

If unrelated trading means a uniform distribution, it seems reasonable to build an 

indicator of related trading as a difference between the empirical distribution and a 

uniform distribution. Two such standard distance measures shall be trialled: one using 

the Cramér-von Mises (CVM) criterion, the other using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) 

distance. The related trading indicators derived from these shall be denoted RTIDU.CVM 

and RTIDU.KS with RTI meaning related trading indicator, DU the distance-from-

uniform methodology, and CVM and KS meaning respectively the Cramér-von Mises 

and Kolmogorov-Smirnov measures. 

The Cramér-von Mises criterion and Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance 

The Cramér-von Mises criterion and Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance are measures of the 

goodness of fit of an empirical cumulative density function (CDF) to that of a 

probability distribution. They are non-parametric, meaning they can be evaluated from 

the CDF and probability distribution alone. 

The Cramér-von Mises criterion is named after Harald Cramér and Richard von Mises 

who proposed the idea independently in 1928 and 1931 respectively (Darling 1957). 

Cramér was a Swedish actuary and probabilist with an interest in life insurance. He 

worked for ten years at a Swedish insurance company before becoming the first 

Swedish professor of actuarial mathematics and mathematical statistics, a position 

created by the Swedish insurance industry (Blom 1987). Von Mises was an Austrian 

engineer and pilot who lectured on the design of aircraft and flew as test pilot and 

instructor in World War I as well as supervising the construction of his own aircraft 

design (Siegmund-Schutze 2001). He became professor and director of the Institute for 

Applied Mathematics at the University of Berlin before needing to flee Hitler’s regime 

to Turkey and then again to the USA. The two developed great respect for each other’s 

work as demonstrated by Cramér’s generous obiturary to von Mises despite having 
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published his own work earlier. Cramér acknowledged von Mises’ ability and energy to 

make contributions in many fields from positive philosophy to aeronautics as well as 

probability, finishing his career at Harvard as chair of both aerodynamics and applied 

mathematics (Cramér 1953). 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov measure is named after Andrei Nikolaevich Kolmogorov and 

Nikolai Vasilevich Smirnov who developed the concept sequentially. Kolmogorov was 

a Russian scientist and historian cum mathematician who proposed the original measure 

in 1933 when he was twenty. He became intensely interested in the application of 

probability and statistical methods in many fields including linguistics, physics, 

meteorology, geology and biology (Chentsov 1990). The dissemination of research 

internationally across language barriers was much slower in those days and it seems 

Kolmogorov and von Mises each made their contributions without knowing Cramér had 

published his version a few years earlier. Perhaps it was because Cramér published in 

Swedish. Smirnov was a Russian mathematician who became aware of von Mises’ and 

Kolmogorov’s works and analysed them further in 1937 and 1939 respectively. 

Smirnov’s 1939 proofs and further development of Kolmogorov’s measure earned him 

the joint name. 

In the most general case of continuous distributions, the Cramér-von Mises and 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov measures are as follows. If )(xF  is the empirical CDF or 

empirically observed distribution and )(* xF  is a theoretical CDF, the Cramér-von 

Mises criterion is ω  where 

( )
∞
∞−

−= )(*)(*)(ˆ 22 xdFxFxFω  (15)

and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance is 

)(*)(ˆsup xFxFD x −=  (16)

The difference between them is ω  is a mean squared distance while D is a maximum 

absolute distance. There may be applications where CVM gives better results than KS 

and others where KS seems better than CVM. There is no need here to choose between 

them. The two measures can be expected to work similarly at pairs trading detection 

although they may give different rankings of the stock pairs. 
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The discrete uniform distribution 

When considering the frequencies of occurrence of 12 +N  discrete time differences, the 

uniform probability distribution for ],[ NNn −∈  is 

12

1
)(*

+
=

N
nP τ  (17) 

with cumulative density function 

12

1
)(*

+
++=

N

Nn
nF τ  (18) 

Figure 3-2 depicts this uniform CDF to highlight the subtleties in its numerator and 

denominator. This uniform distribution contains 12 +N  non-zero values which align 

with the empirically measured frequencies for the 12 +N  time differences. At the upper 

end where τNt =Δ  the uniform and empirical CDFs must simultaneously satisfy 

1)(*)(ˆ == ττ NFNF  but there is no such rule at the lower end where τNt −=Δ . The 

equivalent rule is for the point below the lower end at τ)1( +−=Δ Nt  which is outside 

the lower bound of ],[ ττ NN− . Thus 0))1((*))1((ˆ =+−=+− ττ NFNF  and it follows 

the uniform distribution ranges from 0 to 1 over 12 +N  intervals with the cumulative 

distribution given in equation (18). 

This discrete uniform distribution can be used now with the discrete empricial CDF to 

compute the Cramér-von Mises and Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance measures. 

 

Figure 3-2  The uniform cumulative probability function for (2N+1) time difference counts in the 
range [-Nτ, Nτ], as specified in equation (18). The numerator is n+N+1 because it must give the 
range 1 to 2N+1 when . The denominator is 2N+1 because there are 2N+1 intervals 
between –(N+1)τ and Nτ. This uniform distribution is used as the reference for comparison with an 
empirically observed distribution of (2N+1) frequencies of time differences between trades. 
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Applying the CVM and KS measures to the RTIDU methodology 

When )(* xF  is the uniform distribution in equation (18) and Figure 3-2, the )(* xdF  

in the CVM criterion of equation (15) becomes 
12 +N

dn
 because 

12

1)(*

+
=

Ndn

ndF
. 

The Cramér-von Mises criterion for the discrete case is then determined by 

( )
−=

−
+

=
N

Nn

nFnF
N

22 )(*)(ˆ
12

1 ττω  (19)

and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance is 

)(*)(ˆsup ],[ ττ nFnFD NNn −= −∈  (20)

Using the notation developed in section 3.2.4 the empirical distribution )(ˆ τnF  should 

represent the counts of trade products having particular time differences between them 

which is )(F̂ : nTT ≤≤−× ΔtBBAA . The CVM and KS measures for the related trading 

indicators (RTIs) of the distance-from-uniform (DU) method can then be defined by 

( )
−=

≤× −
+

=
N

Nn
T nn

N

2*
:DU.CVM )(F)(F̂

12

1
RTI ΔtBBAA  (21)

and 

[ ]
)(F)(F̂supRTI *

:
,

DU.KS nnT
NNn

−= ≤×
−∈

ΔtBBAA  (22)

The ranges of the RTIDU.CVM and RTIDU.KS measures are each limited to ]1,0[  because 

the ranges of the cumulative density functions are limited to ]1,0[ . 

Interpretation of RTIDU.CVM and RTIDU.KS 

The DU approach to testing a security pair for pairs trading is to determine the empirical 

distribution of the frequencies of time differences between trades, within the limited 

range, then calculate one or both of these related trading indicators. The interpretation is 

relative. Security pairs with larger indications can be considered to have exhibited more 

related trading than pairs with lower indications. A value of zero means a perfect match 

with the uniform distribution which is the result expected for unrelated trading. Larger 

numbers mean a greater deviation from the uniform distribution. 
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3.3.2 Visualisation using each-way CDFs 

The Cramér-von Mises and Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances reduce each CDF to a 

single number based on its overall deviation from a uniform distribution. This enables 

simple comparisons between the relative goodness-of-fit of empirical distributions, but 

loses all information about the shapes of each distribution. To inspect their shapes, the 

distributions can be plotted either superimposed with the uniform distribution or as 

deviations from the uniform distribution. Figure 3-3 illustrates these approaches. Panel 

(a) shows an empirical CDF drawn on the same graph as a uniform distribution while 

panel (b) shows its difference from uniform. 

 

Figure 3-3  Visual comparison of an empirical cumulative density function (CDF) with a 
uniform distribution. In panel (a) the CDF of trade time differences is plotted on the same graph as 
the uniform distribution with the range [-T, T]. Panel (b) shows its deviation from the uniform 
distribution. A problem common to both methods is the curves may not cross in the centre at Δt=0 if 
one security trades before the other more frequently than in the reverse sequence. This could be hard to 
see when the CDF has a high slope at the centre. It is also difficult to visualise any difference in height 
between the positive and negative regions of panel (b). 

One problem with plots in Figure 3-3 is the difficulty in seeing the difference in height 

between the two sides. If the market more frequently trades one of the securities before 

the other, the deviation from uniform should be greater on the side with the appropriate 

sign of time difference. The positive and negative sides are hard to compare visually 

when one is upside down to the other. 

A second and more subtle problem in comparing the two sides is that the curves may 

not necessarily touch in the centre at time difference 0=Δt . In the continuous domain 

the deviation from uniform can have any value in the range ]5.0,5.0[−  in the centre 

because the uniform distribution has value 0.5 at 0=Δt  and the CDF is limited to 

]1,1[− . Intuitively the deviation from uniform at time 0=Δt  represents the weighting 

of the CDF towards the left or right side, or the excess frequency of counts of trades in 

one sequence of the two stocks compared with its reverse. 

Δt
T-T 0

Δt
T-T 0

(a) (b) Deviation of CDF from uniformEmpirical CDF

Uniform
distribution
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0
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The value of the deviation at 0=Δt  may be impractical to observe in the plot because 

of the strong slope expected in the centre. The derivative or slope of the empirical CDF 

is the empirical measure and this is likely to be highest around 0=Δt  for any pair of 

securities with pairs trading characteristics. Fortunately the value of the CDF at 0=Δt  

is of little importance because the CDF’s deviation from uniform can be measured 

better in other ways. The Cramér-von Mises and Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances use 

information from the entire time window of ],[ TTt −∈Δ  rather than from the single 

point 0=Δt . 

The solution to the problems with the CDF at 0=Δt  is to calculate the CDFs separately 

for each way the securities can be traded. One will be for the domain ]0,[ T−  and should 

be reversed in time difference so it starts at 0 and proceeds to T−  while the other will 

be for ],0[ T . These shall be called the “each way” CDFs. 

The each-way CDFs have the form 
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 (23)

The different values at 0=Δt  do not matter because they are distinct functions. 

The approach is illustrated in Figure 3-4. Panel (a) shows the two each-way CDFs and 

the corresponding uniform distributions. Panel (b) shows their deviations from uniform. 

In (b) the deviation is pinned to 0 at 0=Δt  as well as at Tt ±=Δ  so any difference in 

height or shape between the two sides can be visualised. 

Diagrams of the deviations of each-way CDFs from uniform can be expected to provide 

better visual discrimination than those for the combined CDF. When the trading in each 

direction is similar, the two sides should be mirror images of each other. When the 

trading is more frequent in one direction than the other, there should be a greater 

deviation visible in the corresponding side of signed time difference. 
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Figure 3-4  Comparison of two each-way empirical density functions (CDFs) with two each-way 
uniform distributions. In panel (a) the two CDFs of time differences between trades each way are 
plotted alongside their respective uniform distributions in the ranges [-T,0] and [0,T]. Panel (b) shows 
the deviations of the CDFs from the uniform distributions. The deviation is pinned to zero at time 
difference Δt=0 as well as at the limits Δt=±T. As a result, any difference between the trading in each 
time direction can be observed in (b) visually as a height or shape difference between the two sides. 

In summary the DU method provides the values RTIDU.CVM and RTIDU.KS for numerical 

comparison between security pairs and charts of superimposed each-way CDFs for 

visual comparison of the inferred related trading in security pairs. 

3.3.3 Related trading indicators (RTIs) by central-to-outer (CO) method 

The central-to-outer (CO) method relies on another feature of the distribution, distinct 

from the distance-to-uniform (DU) approach. The hypothesis is that when many trades 

in two securities are related, the observed distribution of time differences should be 

biased towards the centre (Δt=0) because the related trades should occur closer together 

in time than other randomly chosen trades. The expected shape is sketched in panel (b) 

of Figure 3-5. 

 

Figure 3-5  The CO methodology on empirical measures of trade time differences for security 
pairs with unrelated and related trading. Panel (a) shows a uniform distribution of time differences 
arising from a stock pair that exhibits no related trading. Panel (b) shows the shape of empirical 
measure that can be anticipated when pairs trading is occurring. In both cases the area under the 
central portion [-T/2, T/2] is shaded in pink while the outer portion [-T,-T/2)u(T/2, T] is coloured 
yellow. The pink and yellow areas are of similar sizes when there is no related trading but they can be 
substantially different sizes (with the central portion being the larger) when there is related trading. 
The shape of the curve in panel (b) suggests this approach can work for a wide range of choices for the 
limiting time difference T. 

For suitable choice of T the outer regions of the distribution should become 

asymptotically uniform because trades are unlikely to be related when occurring a long 

time apart. The asymptotic level should be less than the uniform distribution’s 
12
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because the overall sum must remain unity. The key insight to the CO method is that the 

outer region can provide a baseline for comparison with the central region, instead of 

needing the uniform probability distribution as reference in the DU method. The CO 

method works with the empirical measure itself and does not require an external 

theoretical reference. 

To construct numerical indicators for the CO method, the domain [ ]TT ,−  for limiting 

time difference T is divided into two equally-sized regions: the central region 



−

2
,

2
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and the outer region 




∪





 −− T

TT
T ,

22
, . This is illustrated in Figure 3-5 by the shaded 

colours. The pink shaded area of each distribution is the central region while the yellow 

shaded areas combined are the outer region. The limiting time difference T  should be 

chosen so that the majority of seemingly related trades is captured within the central 

region, and it should be an even multiple of the time quantum τ  so τ)2(T  is a 

multiple of τ  and N/2 is an integer. 

Symmetry versus asymmetry 

Two adaptations of central-to-outer related trading indicators are developed here, one 

symmetric (S) and the other asymmetric (A). 

The symmetric indicator calculates the ratio of the central and outer regions (shaded 

pink and yellow respectively in Figure 3-5) with a shift to zero for when the two areas 

are identical. There are 1+N  frequency measurements in the central region and N  in 

the outer region so the shift is NN /)1( +− . Using the notation from section 3.2.4 the 

indicator is 
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One possible shortcoming of this indicator is the relative frequencies may be 

asymmetric if the market is trading one stock preferentially before the other. 

Asymmetry could reduce the effectiveness of RTICO.S when the distribution is biased 

significantly towards one side with the outer regions exhibiting different asymptotes. 

The key to developing an asymmetric indicator RTICO.A is to select the more populous 

side of the central region and the less populous side of the outer region, and compute the 

ratio of these with an appropriate shift toward zero. This means dividing the distribution 

into four regions 
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(25) 

The overlap of the central interval sides 



− 0,

2

T
 and 





2
,0
T

 at 0=Δ t  does not affect 

the result because the maximum function takes only one side of the central region. 

The expressions for RTICO.S and RTICO.A in equations (24) and (25) may seem lengthy 

but the concept remains intuitive. These indicators represent the ratio of the sum of 

central frequencies (or the greater side of the central region if asymmetric) and the outer 

sum (or lesser side of the outer region) with a shift toward zero for the case of unrelated 

trading. 
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Interpretation of RTICO.S and RTICO.A 

The central-to-outer (CO) indicators are designed to generate a value of zero when 

trading is seemingly unrelated and a positive value when there is an excess of possibly 

related trades in the central region. The indicators can be compared for different pairs of 

securities to find those that seem to exhibit the greatest amounts of related trading. 

The CO.S and CO.A indicators have theoretical ranges of 
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 respectively but in typical applications will be between 0 and 1. Negative 

values can occur only when the outer region is more populous than the central region 

and this is very unlikely with a proper choice of T. Indeed a strongly negative result is a 

sign that the limit T needs to be increased to include enough trade products to give a 

statistically significant result. Values higher than 1 indicate the central area is more than 

twice the size of the outer area, which again is a sign of a poor choice of T. In this case 

it may be either so small that the centre region captures only simultaneous trading or 

alternatively so large that the entire set is in the central region. A suitable choice for T 

can ensure the values are typically in the range 0 to 1. 

3.3.4 Two-dimensional plots for ranking security pairs by related trading 

The use of any of the four indicators RTIDU.CVM, RTIDU.KS, RTICO.S and RTICO.A or any 

combination thereof should enable detection of security pairs with seemingly related 

trading. The problem with all of them is that their values may be affected by the total 

number of trade products occurring within the chosen limiting time difference T. When 

the number of trade products is small, the values may become noisy through statistical 

insignificance. When the number of trade products is large, the indicator values may be 

diluted because of the larger number of non-pairs trades present. These effects need to 

be considered if security pairs are to be ranked successfully according to the inferred 

related trading. The indicator values may give unrealistic rankings. 

A solution is to consider two-dimensional plots with the related trading indicator on one 

axis and the number of trade products on the other axis, both calculated for the same 

limiting time difference T. Figure 3-6 sketches the concept. The horizontal axis is the 

number of trade products plotted with a logarithmic scale, and the vertical axis is the 

indicator. Each security pair is plotted as a single point at the appropriate coordinates 

according to its number of trade products and related trading indication. 
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Figure 3-6  Conceptual sketch of two-dimensional plots for ranking inferred related trading. 
Each security pair is plotted as a single point with coordinates being the number of trade products 
along the horizontal axis and the related trading indicator along the vertical axis, both calculated for 
the same limiting time difference T. Securities at the left are likely to be statistically less significant 
and a proportion of the pairs may be removed by thresholding prior to constructing the plot. Securities 
towards the right of the plot are likely to have lower values of the related trading indicator because the 
distribution is likely to become increasingly flat or uniform when the total number of trades increases 
compared with the number of related trades. This leads to an anticipated sloping frontier of security 
pairs as depicted. A simple system for ranking securities then is to rank from top right to bottom left. 

The accuracy of the related trading indicators will be lowest at the left side of the plot 

where there are relatively few trade products. Accuracy should increase toward the right 

but the indicators are likely to reduce because of the dilution effect from many trade 

pairs within the time limit that are unrelated, causing the distribution to flatten towards 

uniform. This reduction in indicator value with increasing number of trades is expected 

to present as a frontier of security pairs at a sloping angle. The ranking can then be 

undertaken perpendicular to the frontier. 

It is possible to envisage many kinds of ranking algorithm that adapt to the shape of 

such a frontier but this becomes a matter of improving precision rather than accuracy. It 

should be sufficient here to demonstrate any method that works. One unsophisticated 

approach is to assume a 45-degree frontier and to rank from the top right to the bottom 

left as depicted in Figure 3-6. This 45-degree rule provides a quick way to rank the 

security pairs by the related trading indicator after controlling for the frequency of trade 

products within the time window. 
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When a large set of security pairs is being considered, it is likely that there will be many 

pairs in the left region of the plot. These will have less statistical significance and may 

degrade the frontier. It may be best to eliminate these prior to constructing the plot by a 

threshold on the number of trades or alternatively a percentile so a certain percentage of 

the pairs are removed. 

3.4 Methodology for inferring aggressive pairs trading 

The related trading indicators introduced in section 3.3 are based on time alone. They 

have the advantage of being able to identify securities that seem to be traded together 

without considering the way in which they are traded together. Additional information 

from price can distinguish subsets such as aggressive pair trades, passive pair trades, 

and program trades such as index arbitrage. This section looks into aggressive pairs 

trading which should be the clearest type to distinguish. Section 3.5 considers passive 

pairs trading which has the additional challenge of separating passive pairs trades from 

program trades. 

In an order-driven market, each act of buying or selling a stock requires the trader to 

submit an order to the exchange. There are two main types of order: market and limit. A 

market order is an aggressive order for immediate execution at the prevailing bid or ask 

price. The aggressor is the party that initiates the deal by paying the price asked or 

accepting the price bid by the passive counterparty in return for immediacy of the 

transaction. A limit order is passive because the trader advertises their minimum or 

maximum price for buying or selling respectively and waits for an aggressor to come 

along and accept. A limit order can earn a better price but carries the risk that no 

matching counterparty might arrive, in which case the order may never execute. 

Opening or closing two positions in pairs trading leads to four possible combinations of 

order types: market-market, limit-market, limit-limit, and market-limit. Inevitably a 

trader will prefer whichever combination is most likely to maximise profit while 

minimising risk. The idea in pairs trading is to remain market neutral by being fully 

hedged at all times, holding a long position in one security simultaneously with a short 

position in the other, or alternatively holding no position in either security. Trading one 

security then placing a limit order for the second security would expose a pairs trader to 

systematic risk while waiting for the second order to execute, which might never 

happen, so it is unlikely the second trade will ever be a limit order. The two 

combinations of pair types that need be considered are market-market and limit-market. 
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The term “aggressive pairs trading” is used here to mean the market-market 

combination, where the trader enters or exits a pairs position with a market buy in one 

security simultaneously with a market sell in the other security. The alternate term 

“passive pairs trading” means submitting a limit order in one security and waiting for it 

to execute before placing a market order in the second security. Aggressive pairs trading 

offers the certainty of executing each entry and exit pair of trades at the expense of 

paying the bid-ask spread in both securities with each round-trip, while passive pairs 

trading offers the chance to earn the bid-ask spread in one security with the risk that the 

trades may not execute at the prices chosen initially. 

3.4.1 Identifying each aggressor 

Determining whether the aggressor in each reported trade is the buyer or seller involves 

looking at the prices of the trades and quotes. An unsophisticated algorithm can classify 

trades into market buys or sells by comparing the trade price to the bid and ask prices of 

the prevailing quote as documented by Lee and Ready (1991). In its simplest form a 

trade is classified as a buy if the reported price is above the midpoint of the prevailing 

bid-ask spread and a sell if it is below the midpoint. If the reported price is exactly at the 

midpoint it shall be discarded from the analysis here. 

There are imperfections in this approach and there is a branch of literature that 

documents alternative solutions. Lee and Ready (1991) offer a second algorithm based 

on the sequence of tick movements. Rosenthal (2008) considers microstructure effects. 

Michayluk and Prather (2008) consider liquidity. Incremental improvements will 

develop over time just as scientific precision increases, but none of these alternatives 

will be tested here. The focus here is accuracy before precision. It should be sufficient 

to confirm this thesis by any methods that work, and the results will show the simple 

midpoint threshold method is adequate for this purpose. Improvements in precision are 

left as opportunities for future research. 

Set notation for aggressive buys and sells 

When each trade is classified by its aggression as a buy trade or a sell trade, the set of 

trades AA  for security AA can be partitioned into disjoint subsets of inferred buys and 

sells. These shall be denoted +AA  for the subset of trades classified as buy and −AA  

for the subset of trades classified as sell. Trades that cannot be classified as either buy or 

sell form a third partition or remainder set )( −+ ∪− AAAAAA  which will be left 
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out of the analysis. The combined subsets of buys and sells may span less than the full 

set of trades as  

AAAAAA ⊆∪ −+ . 

3.4.2 Partitioning trade products by relative aggression 

Aggressive pairs trading between securities AA and BB involves buying one security 

and selling the other with market orders on both sides. This means the trades should be 

observable in the product sets −+ × BBAA  and +− ×BBAA  or more simply in their 

union +−−+ ×∪× BBAABBAA  which represents all products classified with 

opposing directions of aggression. The related trading indicators (RTIs) from section 

3.3 can then investigate the related trading in this set. This is the key to designing the 

aggressive pairs trading indicators (APTIs) and it leads to four APTIs corresponding to 

the four RTIs. 

To shorten the notation, the union of the sets −+ × BBAA  and +− ×BBAA  shall be 

denoted oppBBAA :×  with “opp” denoting the opposing directions of aggression. It is 

also possible to define a set sameBBAA :×  for the products classified as having 

aggression in the same direction. This will be used later when inferring passive pairs 

trading. Passive pairs trading is more complicated to analyse because same-direction 

aggression can arise from program trades such as index arbitrage and basket trades as 

well as from passive pairs trading. The solution for passive pairs trading will be left 

until section 3.5. 

The “opp” and “same” sets are defined as 

−−++

+−−+

×∪×=×

×∪×=×

BBAABBAAsameBBAA

BBAABBAAoppBBAA

):(

):(
 (26)

These aggression-based subsets can also be limited by time difference as per equation 

(7) with shortened notation T≤× ΔtoppBBAA  ::  for opposing directions of 

aggression and T≤× ΔtsameBBAA  ::  for same directions. The sets are 
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3.4.3 Aggressive pairs trading indicators (APTIs) 

Four aggressive pairs trading indicators are defined here: APTIDU.CVM, APTIDU.KS, 

APTICO.S, and APTICO.A. These can be applied to the product set BBAA×  or more 

particularly to the limited set T≤× ΔtBBAA  :  in the same way the corresponding 

related trading indicators RTIDU.CVM, RTIDU.KS, RTICO.S, and RTICO.A apply. The 

difference is the APTIs use the price data to select and analyse only the trade products 

having opposite directions of aggression. Each APTI is the corresponding RTI applied 

to the subset of trades classified as having opposing directions of aggression. The 

definitions are 

):   :(RTI) :(APTI

):   :(RTI) :(APTI

):   :(RTI) :(APTI

):   :(RTI) :(APTI

CO.ACO.A

CO.SCO.S

DU.KSDU.KS

DU.CVMDU.CVM

TT

TT

TT

TT

≤×=≤×

≤×=≤×

≤×=≤×

≤×=≤×

ΔtoppBBAAΔtBBAA

ΔtoppBBAAΔtBBAA

ΔtoppBBAAΔtBBAA

ΔtoppBBAAΔtBBAA

 (28) 

The methodology thus far comprises eight indicators that can be applied to a trade 

product set, four that look for any related trading and four that look for aggressive pairs 

trading. All eight indicators are interpreted the same way with zero meaning no such 

trading found and positive values indicating a relative amount of inferred trading. 

Securities can be ranked after controlling for the number of trades in the relevant sets as 

described in section 3.3.4. The number of trades on the horizontal axis for the APTIs 

will be ||||  :   :|| T≤× ΔtoppBBAA . 

3.5 Methodology for inferring passive pairs trading 

Passive pairs trading is the term used here to mean a trader waits for a limit order to 

execute in one security before placing a market order in the other security. The trader 

places the orders in opposite directions, one a buy and the other a sell, but these are 

observed in another manner by the researcher. If the trader’s limit order executes, it 
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must have been met by an aggressive market order in the opposite direction, so the pair 

of market orders observed are in the same direction. Passive pairs trading may be 

inferred in two trades having aggression in the same direction while aggressive pairs 

trading may be inferred by aggression in opposite directions. 

Passive pairs trading is not the only kind of related trading that may be observed having 

aggression acting in the same direction. Other examples include basket trades and 

program trades. Basket trades are orders to buy or sell a group of securities 

simultaneously, a frequent action by investment funds needing to hold a large number of 

securities in certain proportions. Program trades involve orders to buy or sell a large 

number of securities simultaneously for purposes such as index arbitrage (building a 

synthetic replication of an index from a weighted sum of its underlying securities). All 

these examples can lead to simultaneous aggressive market orders to buy or sell more 

than one security. 

3.5.1 Generalising with a minimum and maximum time difference T0 

The key to distinguishing passive pairs trades from types having market orders in the 

same direction is to examine the time difference between the trades. In passive pairs 

trading, the trader waits for a limit order to execute before placing the second order. In 

basket and program trading, the market orders are placed simultaneously. The passive 

pairs trades should have a larger time difference between them than the basket and 

program trades. 

A simple way to discard possible basket and program trades is to choose a minimum 

time difference that separates the passive pairs trades from them. The notation in section 

3.2.3 equation (7) introduced a maximum time difference T. The idea now is to 

incorporate a minimum time difference too. The lower limit shall be denoted T0 and 

leads to a limited set of products written 
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The set TT ≤≤× ΔtBBAA 0:  is a generalisation of the set T≤× ΔtBBAA :  used 

earlier for inferring related trading and aggressive pairs trading. The general set can be 

used in those applications by setting 00 =T . 
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The lower limit 0T  should be chosen to be a multiple of the quantum of time resolution 

τ  and sufficiently large to remove the simultaneous basket and program trades while 

remaining sufficiently small to capture the passive pair trades. 

The anticipated value for 0T  is at most a hundred milliseconds. Although orders can be 

sent by computer almost simultaneously, less than a millisecond apart, there is a wider 

range of times during which they may execute. Orders are transmitted sequentially 

through the internet or communication network via routers and network switches which 

queue the data packets and introduce variable delays, and their arrivals at the exchange 

may be interspersed with other orders. By the time they are matched with the prevailing 

limit orders, their executions could appear anywhere from zero to a few tens or perhaps 

even a hundred milliseconds apart. 

The average and median time differences may be a better reference than the maximum. 

These may be of the order of a few milliseconds, reducing steadily with the increasing 

presence of low-latency (quick response) systems being co-located at stock exchanges. 

The reaction time of a passive pairs trader will typically be much longer as it includes 

the times required to receive notification of the limit order being filled, react by placing 

a market order, and let it execute. Advances such as low-latency systems may enable 

both 0T  and T to reduce over time, but the reactionary time of passive pairs trading 

should remain discernibly greater than the near simultaneous execution of basket and 

program orders. 

3.5.2 Passive pairs trading indicators (PPTIs) 

The passive pairs trading indicators are derived from the set sameBBAA :×  defined in 

equation (27) in the same way that the aggressive pairs trading indicators derive from 

set oppBBAA :× . The difference, aside from the directions of aggression being 

observed as the same instead of opposite, is the time differences are limited to 

TtT ≤≤ Δ0  instead of Tt ≤Δ . 

Four passive pairs trading indicators are defined here: PPTIDU.CVM, PPTIDU.KS, PPTICO.S, 

and PPTICO.A. These are applied to the product set BBAA×  or more particularly on the 

limited set T≤× ΔtBBAA  :  in the same way as the related trading indicators and 

aggressive pairs trading indicators. The PPTIs use price data internally to select and 

analyse only the trade products having the same directions of aggression and whose 
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time difference meets or exceeds the minimum value 0T . Each PPTI corresponds to an 

RTI applied to the subset of trades with the required relative aggressions and time 

differences. The definitions are 

)T: :(RTI) :(PPTI

)T: :(RTI) :(PPTI

)T: :(RTI) :(PPTI

)T: :(RTI) :(PPTI

0CO.ACO.A

0CO.SCO.S

0DU.KSDU.KS

0DU.CVMDU.CVM

TT

TT

TT

TT

≤≤×=≤×

≤≤×=≤×

≤≤×=≤×

≤≤×=≤×

ΔtsameBBAAΔtBBAA

ΔtsameBBAAΔtBBAA

ΔtsameBBAAΔtBBAA

ΔtsameBBAAΔtBBAA

 

These four indicators complete the set of twelve developed in this chapter. Four are for 

any kind of related trading, four are for aggressive pairs trading, and four are for passive 

pairs trading. All twelve indicators are interpreted the same way with zero meaning no 

trading found and positive values indicating a relative amount of inferred trading. 

Securities can be ranked by any of these indicators after controlling for the number of 

trades in the relevant sets as described in section 3.3.4. For the RTIs the number of 

trades is ||||  :|| T≤× ΔtBBAA . For the APTIs it is ||||  :   :|| T≤× ΔtoppBBAA . For the 

PPTIs it is ||||  :   :|| 0 TT ≤≤× ΔtsameBBAA . 

3.5.3 Inferring the more frequent limit-order stock 

In passive pairs trading where the trader waits for a limit order to execute before placing 

a market order in the second stock, the trader must decide which security to order first. 

This decision can affect the risk and expected profitability of the trades if there is a 

difference between the liquidities of the stocks. Waiting for a limit order to be executed 

in the less liquid stock is likely to earn a greater bid-ask spread but may take longer to 

execute and have a higher risk of not executing at all. A limit order in the more liquid 

stock may earn a smaller bid-ask spread but may be faster and more likely to execute. 

The way to infer the more frequent order sequence, if one exists, is to compare the sizes 

and shapes of the each-way CDF deviations for the set T≤× ||  :   : ΔtsameBBAA  or 

TT ≤≤× ||  :   : 0 ΔtsameBBAA . When one sequence of trading is occurring more 

frequently than the other, the corresponding side of the each-way CDF chart should 

show a greater deviation from the uniform distribution. The value of 0T  is not critical in 

this approach because the basket and program trades presumed to be captured in the 

(30) 
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range of time differences ],[ 00 TT−  are expected to arise from orders placed 

simultaneously and therefore should affect both sides equally. 

3.6 Inferring the dominant pairs trading strategy 

Pairs trading relies on mean reversion, the premise that the price ratio or relative value 

of two selected securities will return to some kind of mean in the near future. The 

challenge for pairs traders is to predict this mean so they can trade relative to it. There 

are two main categories of mean reversion strategy. In one type of strategy the target is 

price equalisation or a mean price ratio of one, as proposed by the law of one price 

(LOOP) for securities that are seemingly identical. The price equalisation rule suggests 

entering a pairs position when the price ratio deviates a long way from its expected 

value of one. The alternative type of strategy is to follow a moving average or forecast 

where the target is calculated from the recent history of the price ratio. The moving 

average rule suggests entering a pairs position when the price ratio is unusually high or 

low relative to its forecast value. 

The moving average rule requires parametric choices such as the period and type of 

moving average, and how far away the price ratio should go before triggering an entry. 

Traders are likely to test several alternatives through simulation on historic data before 

selecting a strategy. The experiments here will need to test several conjectures too. 

The key to inferring a dominant strategy from the trading logs is to recognise the 

methodology for inferring aggressive pairs trading can be applied to any subset of trade 

products classified as having opposite directions of aggression. One such arrangement is 

to partition the trade products according to the price level or entry rule of a particular 

strategy then partition further into the buy-AA-sell-BB and the sell-BB-buy-AA 

products. If the selected strategy has been traded frequently there should be an excess of 

buy-sell pairs when the price level is at one extreme and an excess of sell-buy pairs at 

the other. If the strategy is inconsistent with the trading there should be no significant 

difference observed. The dominant strategy can then be inferred by testing several 

strategies to see if any stand out with excesses of buy-sell and sell-buy trades at the 

appropriate times. 

Figure 3-7 compares the entry forces of the price equality and moving average rules. 

The vertical axis is the price ratio while the horizontal axis is both the trading strategy 

and time. An arrow indicates an incentive to enter a trade in a particular direction, with 
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the size indicating the level of profit anticipated. The types of strategy can be 

distinguished empirically by considering the forces at work in each.  

 

Figure 3-7  Method of distinguishing strategies of price equalisation and mean reversion. The 
entry forces in price-equalisation work to restore a price ratio of one while those in a moving average 
strategy work toward a target level derived from past prices. One way to distinguish the two 
empirically is to test whether the directions of trades observed are symmetric about equal pricing or 
some measure of the recent past. 

The methodology for inferring aggressive pairs trading in section 3.4 can be applied to 

see which strategy is more compatible with the observations. If the inferred pairs trading 

is more consistent with the arrows of the price equality rule, it can be said to dominate, 

and similarly for the moving average rule. 

3.6.1 Notation for partitioning by K-quantiles 

Imagine the aggressive pairs trading product set T≤× |:|: ΔtoppBBAA  partitioned 

into K equal-sized subsets according to the relative valuation rule )BB,AA( jiv pp  of a 

particular trading strategy. The boundary levels of the pricing rule are the K-quantiles 

defined by 

[ ]
K

k
KkvP ji =≤ quantile-th -)BB,AA( pp  

and lead to partitioned buy-AA-sell-BB sets ),( −+kQ  and sell-AA-buy-BB sets ),( +−kQ  
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The discrete cumulative density functions (CDFs) of time differences defined by 

equation (14) are applied to each K-quantile subset [ ]Kk ,1∈  for time differences 

[ ]NNn ,−∈  and denoted )(F̂ :: ),(
nTQk ≤× −+ ΔtBBAA   and  )(F̂ :: ),(

nTQk ≤× +− ΔtBBAA   

or more simply  ( )n
kQ ),(F̂ −+   and  ( )n

kQ ),(F̂ +− . 

In related trading analysis the deviation of this CDF from the uniform distribution 

)(* nF  would be visualised by plotting )(*)(ˆ nFnF −  and similarly for the each-way 

CDFs as described in section 3.3.2. The task here is different because it involves 

calculating a difference of a difference, the excess deviation of the buy-sell CDF to the 

sell-buy CDF. It shall be denoted k,))BB(AA(X̂ −+  to mean the excess of buy-AA-sell-

BB pairs to the sell-AA-buy-BB pairs in the k-th K-quantised subset and it is defined as 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
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 (31) 

This is a difference between the two CDFs without needing a reference to the uniform 

distribution. Computing the difference between two CDFs in this way makes no 

assumptions about the underlying shape of the distributions. This calculation can pick 

up subtle differences between them regardless of their common shape. 

It is useful to calculate a single numerical score from these CDFs just like the RTIs, 

APTIs, and PPTIs have done for their respective CDF deviations. Their style of 

calculation will not work here because sign of the difference between the CDFs is 
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important now. The RTIs compute a mean squared deviation (Cramér-von Mises) and a 

maximum absolute difference (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) both of which are non-negative 

distances regardless of the sign of the CDF deviation. The sign is critical here because it 

indicates the direction in which the pairs trade should be entered. A different numerical 

score is needed. 

3.6.2 K-quantile ordering scores (KQOSs) 

One way to develop a numerical score for a strategy’s consistency with the inferred 

trading is to evaluate how well the inferred excesses of buy-sell pairs are ordered 

according to the strategy. This means comparing the inferred trading between the 

K-quantiles. For time difference τn  the excess buy-sells for the j-th and k-th K-quantile 

sets will be denoted )(X̂ ,))BB((AA nj−+  and )(X̂ ,))BB((AA nk−+  respectively. 

If the K-quantiles are defined so the first K-quantile corresponds to the lowest price ratio 

of AA to BB or moving average according to the strategy under test, and if the inferred 

trading is consistent with the strategy, the excess of inferred buy-AA-sell-BB products 

over sell-AA-buy-BB products in the j-th and k-th K-quantile sets can be expected to 

satisfy the ordering 

)(X̂)(X̂ ,))BB((AA,))BB((AA nnkj kj −+−+ ><  

The consistency of the ordering can be expressed as a function on j, k, and n as 
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This can be averaged to find an overall K-quantile ordering score (KQOS) as 
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The term 2/)( 2 KK −  represents the number of pairs of quantiles to be compared, 

calculated as )1(...321 −++++ K . The term (2N+1) represents the number of time 

differences to be summed. 

When two each-way CDFs are used in place of the CDF to distinguish the sequence in 

which the securities are traded, there will be each-way KQOSs as 
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Each K-quantile ordering score has the range [ ]1,1− . The maximum value of one can 

occur when the inferred trading appears to be ordered perfectly with the strategy for all 

time differences. The minimum value of 1−  can occur if the inferred trading appears 

perfectly ordered the reverse way to the strategy, implying the K-quantiles had been 

defined in the reverse sense. 

The absolute value |KQOS| provides an overall score for the strategy. It will be close to 

zero if the strategy seems uncorrelated with the inferred trading and close to one if it is a 

good match. The |KQOS| can be considered a measure of correlation between the 

strategy under test and the inferred trading. When several alternative strategies are 

tested in this way and one is observed to stand out with a |KQOS| close to one, it can be 

labelled as the dominant strategy or the strategy most prevalent of those tested. 

3.7 Foreseeable limitations 

Every theory has its limitations. The purpose of this section is to consider limitations 

that may be relevant and foreseeable. 

3.7.1 Weaknesses in assumptions 

The fundamental assumption in this thesis is that the trading logs are anonymous. When 

traders are anonymous, it is impossible to tally pairs trades precisely because there is no 

certainty that any particular trades were executed by the same entity. This anonymity is 

both the motivation for the methodologies developed here and the obstacle to proving 

their accuracy. If this assumption is wrong and there are circumstances where trading 

data are available that include the traders’ identities, they could be used to check the 

accuracy of these methods while simultaneously rendering them unnecessary. 

Intraday distribution of trades 

The assumption underlying the distance-to-uniform (DU) model is that the empirical 

distribution of time differences between trades in two securities should approximate a 

uniform distribution when the trading in the two securities is unrelated. This assumption 
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was introduced in the continuous case where trades can occur at any time. In practice 

this is not the way trades arise. Trades occur during fixed opening and closing hours 

each day and there are intraday variations as traders go to lunch and close out positions 

near the end of day. These intraday effects will alter the distribution of trade products 

throughout each day. 

The question to consider is whether the intraday variations will affect the distribution of 

time differences observed between the trades in two securities. It seems unlikely that 

intraday effects will be noticeable when the time difference is limited to 10 or even 100 

seconds as this represents a very small part of a trading day. There may be more pairs 

trades occurring at certain times of day, but the methodology should still pick up the 

extent they occur by the way they reshape the distributions of time differences. The time 

of day is irrelevant. 

If there is a residual intraday effect, it should be possible to design an experiment that is 

immune to it on average. Instead of looking at the value of a related trading indicator for 

a single pair which could potentially be compromised by such effect, the solution is to 

compare the related trading indicators for many pairs of securities. If all pairs are 

influenced in similar ways, the relative differences between them should cancel out on 

average so the pair of interest can be compared with the other pairs. 

Symmetry of distribution of time differences 

The assumption underlying the central-to-outer (CO) model is that the empirical 

measure will be weighted towards the centre when related trading is present. One 

possible cause for this not to be the case is when there is a difference in reporting delays 

between exchanges. This is very likely and will be analysed in the next section 3.7.2. 

Another possibility is that there may be trading algorithms using time periods that are of 

similar size to the selected T, for example they could be trading in response to one-

minute data which could affect the distribution when T is 100 seconds. In practice such 

an effect can be eliminated by a larger choice of T. 

Overall it seems the most serious foreseeable hazard is the possibility of different 

reporting delays between security exchanges. 

3.7.2 Differences in reporting delays between exchanges 

Different stock exchanges are likely to have different reporting mechanisms for the 

trades they conduct, resulting in different delays in the trades being recorded in the data 
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stream. Delays may be contributed to in part by the exchange and in part by the trade 

reporting processes. The question to consider is the effect this will have on the empirical 

measures of time differences between trades in two securities. 

There are at least two types of difference in delays that could interfere with the accuracy 

of the pairs detection methodology. One is when an exchange varies its delay between 

securities, for example if trades are reported alphabetically by stock code, which would 

affect the detection of pairs trades where both legs transact on that exchange. The other 

is if delays vary between exchanges, affecting trades where one leg is at each exchange. 

From a trader’s perspective the reporting delays are irrelevant except perhaps when 

back-testing a strategy on historical data. A trader is more interested in delays in quotes 

arriving and order execution. The priority of a trader will be to submit the trades to 

whichever exchange is offering the best price. Some traders may restrict their pair trades 

to certain exchanges, but most traders are likely to allow a trade to occur on whichever 

exchange offers the best price and execution costs. 

Model for reporting delays 

To develop a notation for handling such delays, suppose securities AA and BB have net 

reporting delays AAδ  and BBδ  respectively, regardless of how these delays came 

about. The trade time differences )BB,AA( jiΔt  from equation (2) will be 

unobservable and instead the time difference observed will be 
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(34) 

If the net reporting delays are the same for all securities, the observed time differences 

between trades will be the same as the actual time differences because the delays will 

cancel out with 0AABB =− δδ . The problem comes when there are different reporting 

delays for different securities on the same exchange or when securities experience 

different delays when traded on different exchanges. The  AAδ  and BBδ  can model 

both situations. 
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The observed empirical measure will be calculated as 
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This looks like a shift in the distribution except for different limits in the denominator. 

If N  is chosen to be large enough such that BBAA δδτ −>>N  and the distribution is 

asymptotically flat at the extremities with 
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(which seems intuitively reasonable because trades around time T apart are unlikely to 

be related) the denominator can be approximated by 
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The observed cumulative density function is 
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where the error )(nε  is 
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and  
τ

δδη BBAA −= . 

The error )(nε  should be most significant in the central region where η≤≤ n0  and 

become insignificant at the extremities as Nn → . 

Detection and visualisation 

Equation (35) suggests the empirical measure will be shifted when there is a difference 

in reporting delays between exchanges. When no pairs trading occurs between two 

securities, the expected distribution is uniform and should be unaffected by such shift. 

When pairs trading occurs and causes the empirical measure to be greater in the central 
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region than in the outer region, the shift should move the peak off-centre. The off-centre 

peak should cause one of the each-way CDF deviations to be enlarged compared with 

the other, ceteris paribus. 

The key to visualising the difference is to plot the each-way CDFs for the alternate 

orientations of the locations of trade. If differences in exchange reporting delays cause a 

shift in the observed empirical measure of security AA on exchange X pairing with BB 

on exchange Y, they should cause a similar shift in the observed empirical measure of 

security BB on exchange X pairing with AA on exchange Y. Partitioning the trades in 

this way before computing the each-way CDFs should enable the effect to be seen. 

Selection of time limit T to reduce the impact of different reporting delays 

The shift will have the greatest impact when the delays  AAδ  and BBδ  are significant 

compared with the choice of limiting time difference T for inferring related trading and 

aggressive pairs trading, and additionally T0 for passive pairs trading. The simplest way 

to avoid the problem is to choose T and T0 sufficiently large. This is easier for T than for 

T0 because by construction T is already much larger than T0. 

If T is too small, a shift of size comparable with T could destroy the accuracy because it 

would transform the shapes of the CDFs and the subsequent RTI and APTI calculations. 

If T is sufficiently large, the effect will be on precision rather than accuracy. The PTIs 

and RTIs will measure with less precision but all security pairs will be affected similarly 

so the the relative comparisons between security pairs can continue to work. 

3.7.3 Handling unrealistic and extreme cases 

A different type of foreseeable problem is when the methodology is tested on cases 

which are unrealistic or extreme. It is often possible to construct scenarios where a 

particular methodology can be expected to fail, and the natures of such cases help to 

clarify the scope of the methodology. 

Consider the extreme case of only one trade occurring in each security where the two 

trades are within the time limit T apart. The distribution of a single trade product is 

identical to a uniform distribution for one time difference, and this will produce an 

indication of zero relation regardless of whether the two trades were ordered as a pair. 

This extreme case can be avoided by ensuring the time limit is chosen to encompass a 

large number of trades. 
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Another unrealistic example involves pairs trades being repeatedly entered or exited at 

regular time intervals. This would cause high relative frequencies in those intervals as 

well as between each original pair of trades. The intervals could be chosen to create an 

artificial distribution of any desired shape. In practice it is unlikely an empirical 

distribution of trades will have such a shape because traders who engage in such activity 

are likely to lose money and be eliminated from the market. 

The message here is the methodology can be expected to work on empirical market data 

where such extreme cases are unlikely to be observed, and when time limit T is chosen 

for there to be sufficient trade products for the results to be statistically significant. 

3.7.4 Splitting of orders 

The methods developed here work by counting pairs of reported trades. In practice the 

reported trades do not correspond one-to-one with the executions ordered by the traders. 

The orders may be split by an exchange when executed. A traders’ market order can be 

matched in parts with several limit orders and similarly a trader’s limit order can be 

matched with several market orders. The number of trades executed will depend on the 

order sizes and how they overlap. The effect in the trading logs is multiple trades can be 

reported for the same order, concealing the orders and increasing the number of trade 

products to be analysed. 

This raises a question of whether it is possible to infer “related orders” rather than 

“related trades”. It may be possible by treating trades reported with the same timestamp 

as having originated from a single order, but such approaches will introduce errors 

because not all such trades will have originated from single orders. It is not possible to 

know which trades arose from which orders because this information is not published in 

the trading logs, in line with keeping the orders anonymous. These errors could affect 

accuracy as well as precision. 

The inferred related trading should be a reasonable proxy to the related orders. The 

chance of a pairs trading order being split should be similar to the chance of any other 

order being split, so the distribution of time lags between trades should be similar to that 

between orders when sufficient numbers of orders and trades are present. It seems 

unlikely any significant deterioration in accuracy will arise by ignoring the splitting of 

orders. 
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3.8 Summary and perspective 

This chapter has developed 12 indicators for inferring pairs trading (four each for 

related trading, aggressive pairs trading and passive pairs trading) and a K-quantile 

ordering score for determining the dominant strategy. 

Related trading is inferred from the distribution of the time differences between trades. 

A disproportionate excess of short time differences suggests the trading in two securities 

is somehow related. The four related trading indicators (RTIs) are based on two 

hypotheses with two alternate measures for each: 

• the deviation from uniform distribution (DU) of the CDFs of time differences 

 by the mean squared error or Cramér-von Mises (CVM) criterion, and  

 by the maximum absolute error or Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distance; 

• comparison of central and outer (CO) relative frequencies of time differences 

 symmetrically (S) by the ratio of the central half to the outer half , and 

 asymmetrically (A) by the ratio of the greater of the left and right centre 

quarters to the lesser of the left and right outer quarters. 

The first hypothesis uses a uniform distribution as a baseline for unrelated trading while 

the second hypothesis uses the outer region of the empirical measure. 

Trades are separated into aggressive pairs, passive pairs, and program trades by 

considering both their observed time difference and price aggression as illustrated in 

Figure 3-8. Applying the related trading indicators to subsets partitioned by time and 

aggression leads to the aggressive pairs trading indicators (APTIs) and passive pairs 

trading indicators (PPTIs). The three classes of indicator are illustrated in Figure 3-9 

and should correspond to the sets in Figure 3-8 with suitable choices of T and T0. 

The steps in calculating the twelve indicators are: 

1. Decide the overall trade set BBAA×  

2. Limit the data with parameter T to form the limited set ):( T≤× ΔtBBAA  

3. Calculate the four related trading indicators (RTIs)  
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4. Partition further into sets having the opposite and same directions of price 

aggression and discard any trade products left over 

5. Calculate the four aggressive pairs trading indicators (APTIs) in the manner of the 

RTIs on the set )  ::( T≤× ΔtoppBBAA  

6. Limit the same-direction set with minimum lag T0 and calculate the four passive 

pairs trading indicators (PPTIs) as the RTIs on )  ::( 0 TT ≤≤× ΔtsameBBAA . 

 

Figure 3-8  Classification of trade pairs by time difference and relative directions of aggression. 
Aggressive pairs trades have opposite directions of aggression arising from simultaneous market buy 
and sell orders. Program trades such as basket and index trades have the same directions of aggression 
arising from simultaneous market orders of the same kind, either buy or sell. Passive pairs trades arise 
from limit orders followed by market orders in opposite directions but these are observed as market 
orders having aggression in the same direction because of the counterparties to the limit orders. The 
way to distinguish index trades from passive pairs trades it to consider whether the time differences 
between the trades are more consistent with the second order being submitted in reaction to the first 
order having executed or to the two orders having been submitted simultaneously. 

 

Figure 3-9  Operational domains of the three classes of trading indicators. The aggressive pairs 
trading indicators (APTIs) and passive pairs trading indicators (PPTIs) are all related trading indicators 
(RTIs) applied to partitioned subsets of the trades as shown. 
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4 Experiment Design 

 

All the business of life is to endeavour to find out what you don’t know by 
what you do; that is what I called “guessing what was at the other side of the 
hill.” 
 – Arthur Wellesley, first Duke of Wellington (1769-1852) 

 

The aim of the experiments in this chapter is to test whether the pairs trading detection 

theory developed in the previous chapter gives realistic results in practice. It is not 

possible to verify the theory precisely because of the anonymity of trades. The task is to 

design a sequence of experiments that can show the indicators are working as 

anticipated. The experimental sequence should build confidence by moving from the 

known toward the unknown in the style of Arthur Wellesley’s quote. 

Any experiment on the related trading indicators from chapter 3 can be characterised by 

the choices of indicator, limiting time difference T, minimum time difference T0 (for the 

passive pairs trading indicators only), security pairs, calendar period, and desired 

partitioning of the trade set. 

This chapter designs a gated sequence of three experimental stages. The first stage is to 

validate whether the methodology of chapter 3 is accurate in identifying pairs that are 

anticipated a priori to be pairs traded. If that works, the second stage is to explore large 

sets of security pairs to see whether the pairs inferred as pairs traded can be confirmed 

a posteriori to have been likely candidates for pairs trading. With success verifying the 

methods work, the third stage is to attempt to infer the dominant trading strategies in 

selected pairs. These stages are described in sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 respectively. 

4.1 Validation testing 

The first stage of experimentation is to explore is whether the indicators are accurate in 

detecting security pairs that can be expected to be pairs traded. Table 4-7 (page 140) 

summarises the experiments in this stage. A pairs trading indicator should be able to 

pass these tests before being applied to more general cases. 
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There is plenty of anecdotal evidence of pairs trading with various pairs reported as 

being traded successfully, but selecting pairs based on such claims would be risky. 

When security pairs are identified publicly as having been traded, there is no guarantee 

they will continue to be traded. Evidence of past trading may be biased towards the less 

profitable pairs and those that are no-longer profitable. If a particular security pair 

continues to deliver profits there would be a strong incentive not to publish its identity. 

A more reliable snippet of information from the pairs trading literature, less likely to be 

affected by confidentiality and bias, is the way pairs traders select their pairs by using 

fundamental and quantitative analysis. Fundamental analysis means picking stocks that 

are somehow similar. Even the Handbook of Pairs Trading (Ehrman 2006) defines pairs 

trading as a “strategy that seeks to identify two companies with similar characteristics 

whose equity securities are currently trading at a price relationship that is outside their 

historical trading range”. With this in mind when looking to infer pairs trading from the 

historical trading logs, it seems reasonable to start with closely-related securities. 

The literature reviewed in section 2.2 depicts several documented ways in which 

securities can be related closely. The scenarios include equity carve-outs, ADRs to their 

underlying stocks, closed-end mutual funds, cross listings, and dual-listed companies or 

Siamese twins. Each situation offers researchers a different combination of benefits and 

challenges. Closed-end funds can provide long-run trading data in the same currency 

and time zone, but suffer from high transaction costs and less opportunity for arbitrage 

because of the multiplicity of securities involved. Equity carve-outs can provide a 

strong conceptual environment for testing market rationality but occur infrequently as 

isolated events. Cross listings can provide tight coupling with the foreign exchange rate 

but suffer time synchronisation issues and overnight foreign exchange risk. 

The study of pairs trading imposes particularly stringent requirements on the choices of 

equity pairs. For a start, the securities must trade simultaneously in the same time zone 

and in the same currency so the traders are not worrying about foreign exchange risk or 

synchronisation risk. Second, there must be exactly two securities involved in each pair 

so one can be held long and the other short. The securities must be eligible for short 

selling and tradable readily at low cost. Finally, for research purposes, there must be 

sufficient long-run trading data available for the analysis to be statistically significant. 

These requirements eliminate most of the categories. Mergers and equity carve-outs are 

unsuitable because they are fleeting events with limited data. Closed-end funds are 
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rejected because they involve multiple securities. Cross listings and ADRs traded with 

their underlying stocks involve foreign exchange transactions. Table 4-1 summarises the 

requirements and shows where the major categories pass or fail. 

Category 
Long run 

data 
Same 

currency 
Same 
hours 

Just two 
securities 

Shortable 

Closed End Funds Yes Yes Yes No Maybe 

Equity Carve-Outs No Yes Yes Maybe Maybe 

Cross listings incl. ADRs Yes Maybe No Yes Maybe 

Siamese Twin Companies Yes No No Yes Yes 

Twin Listings Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 
Table 4-1  Suitability of fundamental relationships for pairs trading research. Pairs trading 
research favours pairs of shortable securities that trade in the same currency in the same time zone 
with plenty of historical trading data available for analysis. The category that meets all requirements 
here is the twin listing. The term “twin listing” is coined to mean two seemingly identical securities 
that are listed on the same stock exchange. 

The category in Table 4-1 labelled “twin listings” meets all the requirements for 

research into pairs trading. A twin listing is two seemingly identical securities listed on 

the same stock exchange. The term “twin listing” has been coined here to avoid 

confusion with “cross listing” and “dual listing”. A cross listing is when a firm lists its 

equity shares on one or more stock exchanges in addition to its home listing such as an 

American depositary receipt (ADR) of a non-U.S. company. A dual listing is where two 

distinct companies with separate stocks function as a single entity. A cross-listed dual 

listing can create a twin listing, but more generally a twin listing can involve any 

structure where an entity lists more than one class of seemingly identical share on the 

same exchange. 

For the twin-listed securities to be seemingly identical they should provide similar 

equity interests and equal shares of the same dividend stream, while also trading during 

the same opening and closing hours in the same currency. The dividend discount model 

of security valuation and the law of one price suggest such twins should trade at the 

same price. In practice their prices may deviate from equality and remain apart for 

extended periods of time, but they can continue to be suitable for pairs trading if the 

price difference or price ratio has predictable characteristics. 

4.1.1 Selection of closely-related securities 

There are several twin listings where the companies have significant economic size. On 

the London Stock Exchange there is Royal Dutch Shell which changed in 2005 from a 

dual company structure to a single parent company with a twin listing of two classes of 
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security. Their corresponding ADRs on the NYSE create another twin listing. The 

NYSE also has twin-listed ADRs of BHP Billiton, twin-listed ADRs of Unilever, and a 

twin listing of a stock and ADR of Carnival Cruises. These are large businesses with 

liquid securities that can be traded every day with relatively low transaction costs. 

The security pairs selected here for validation testing are those four NYSE twin listings: 

BHP Billiton, Carnival, Unilever, and Royal Dutch Shell. The London Stock Exchange 

twin listing of Royal Dutch Shell will pop up in its own right during the exploration of 

the FTSE index constituents in section 5.2.1 (page 183). 

These twin listings provide a variety of subtly different twin-listed structures for testing 

the pairs trading methodology. 

The twin-listed ADRs of BHP Billiton (NYSE tickers BHP and BBL) 

BHP Billiton is the world’s largest diversified resources group. Its dual-listed company 

(DLC) structure was created on 29 June 2001 by the merger of Australian company 

BHP Limited with British company Billiton Plc. The companies agreed to operate 

together as a single economic enterprise with a unified board and management and 

equal shares of dividends with cross guarantees for borrowings and default. Figure 4-1 

shows the structure. 

 

Figure 4-1  The dual-listed company structure of BHP Billiton with twin ADRs on the NYSE. 
The BHP Billiton group comprises an Australian company BHP Billiton Limited and a British 
company BHP Billiton Plc that have agreed to act as a single economic enterprise with a unified board 
of management and shared distribution of dividends. The companies have ADRs listed on the New 
York Stock Exchange with codes BHP and BBL respectively, each worth two shares of their 
underlying stock. These twin-listed ADRs trade at the same times in the same currency and offer the 
same dividends. The law of one price and the dividend discount model of security valuation suggest 
they should trade at the same price. 

The Australian company renamed BHP Billiton Limited trades on the Australian 

securities exchange (ASX) with ticker BHP. The British company renamed BHP 

Billiton Plc trades on the London stock exchange (LSE) with ticker BLT. Both 
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companies have American depositary receipts (ADRs) listed on the NYSE, each worth 

two shares of the underlying stock. The NYSE tickers are BHP and BBL respectively. 

(BHP Limited 2001, BHP Billiton 2011) 

The relevant feature of the BHP Billiton structure for pairs trading is the pair of twin-

listed ADRs on the NYSE. The underlying stocks offer equal rights to the same 

dividend stream and the group declares its dividends in US dollars, so these ADRs 

appear to eliminate all exchange rate risk. An investor in the US can purchase either 

security and expect to receive the same dividend stream in US dollars. These ADRs are 

readily traded with high liquidity, low bid-ask spreads and no synchronisation risk 

because they trade during the same hours each day unlike their underlying stocks which 

trade a hemisphere apart. If any two securities can be expected to trade at the same 

price, these twin-listed ADRs should be perfect candidates. 

In practice BHP and BBL trade at different prices. Figure 4-2 shows the BHP to BBL 

price ratio from July 2003 to December 2011. The prices reached parity during 2004 but 

since 2005 there has been no time when the two ADRs traded at the same price. The 

premium of BHP over BBL has grown to as high as 25% in 2011 before finishing the 

year around 20%. When the volatility is smoothed it looks like the departure from parity 

has been increasing steadily from January 2005 to December 2011. This persistent long 

term price deviation fits the findings in the literature reviewed in section 2.2. 

 

Figure 4-2  The price ratio of the twin ADRs of BHP Billiton from July 2003 to December 2011. 
The price ratio shown is BHP to BBL calculated from NYSE end-of-day prices. The BHP ADR has 
been priced consistently higher since 2005 and the ratio appears to be increasing. The ratio peaked 
above 25% in 2011 and finished more than 20% above parity. This is an example of a significant 
departure from parity that has persisted for an extended period. 

The premium of the BHP security over BBL has a massive economic significance. BHP 

Billiton is a huge diversified resources group with a market capitalisation of US $233.9 

billion at 30 June 2011. The deviation from price equality is valued at more than US 
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$20 billion dollars. This should surely be an enticing target for arbitrageurs, but it seems 

a trading strategy of price equalisation would not have been profitable. 

There are rational arguments for the mispricing such as the imputation tax treatment in 

different jurisdictions as proposed in chapter 8, but it is still hard to explain why the 

price ratio has changed as much as it has over time. An explanation is not required here. 

The reason for investigating BHP Billiton and the other twin listings is to test whether 

the pairs trading methodology works in detecting pairs trading and in inferring the 

dominant strategy being employed. 

The twin-listed stock and ADR of Carnival Cruises (NYSE tickers CCL and CUK) 

Carnival Corporation & plc is a global cruise company and one of the largest vacation 

companies in the world boasting a fleet of 100 cruise ships11. Its portfolio of leading 

brands includes Carnival Cruise Lines, Holland America Line, Princess Cruises, P&O, 

Seabourn, Cunard Line, AIDA, Costa Cruises and Iberocruceros (Carnival Corp 2011a). 

 

Figure 4-3  The dual-listed structure of Carnival Corporation & plc with a stock and ADR listed 
on NYSE. Carnival Corporation & plc comprises the NYSE-listed Panamanian company Carnival 
Corporation and the British company Carnival plc which had been P&O Princess Cruises prior to the 
merger in 2003. The dual-listed structure comprises the separate company stocks on the NYSE and 
London Stock Exchanges with the British stock having an ADR on the NYSE. The result on the 
NYSE is a stock of one company and an ADR of the other. As these twin-listed NYSE securities 
provide the same dividend stream and trade in the same time zone in the same currency, the law of one 
price and the dividend discount model predict they should trade at the same price. 

The dual-listed company structure was formed in 2003 by a merger between the NYSE-

listed Panamanian company Carnival Corporation and the UK company P&O Princess 

Cruises plc. The companies entered into an equalisation and governance agreement with 

equalisation ratio of 1:1 and simultaneous deeds of guarantee from each company for 

the benefit of all creditors. Figure 4-3 shows the structure. Carnival Corporation is listed 

                                                 
11 This figure should perhaps be 99 because while writing this thesis one of Carnival’s newer ships, the 
Costa Concordia with 4 200 passengers and crew, ran aground and capsized near Isola del Giglio in Italy. 
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on the NYSE with ticker CCL while Carnival plc is listed on the London Stock 

Exchange with ticker CCL and American Depositary Receipt CUK on the NYSE. 

Figure 4-4 shows the CCL to CUK price ratio from April 2003 to December 2011. The 

Carnival share prices have hovered both sides of parity and kept within 5% of parity for 

much of the time, unlike the sustained 20% differential seen in BHP Billiton. 

 

Figure 4-4  The price ratio of the stock and ADR of Carnival from April 2003 to December 2011. 
The price ratio shown is CCL to CUK calculated from NYSE end-of-day prices. The ratio has hovered 
around parity (the equalisation ratio of 1:1). 

 

The twin-listed ADRs of Unilever (NYSE tickers UN and UL) 

Unilever was formed in 1930 as an amalgamation between a Dutch margarine producer 

Naamlooze Vennootschap Margarine Unie and a British soap maker Lever Brothers 

Limited. These seemingly unlikely partners came together because they each needed 

large quantities of a common raw material, palm oil, to make their margarines and 

soaps. They merged their businesses under two controlling companies now known as 

Unilever NV (The Netherlands) and Unilever plc (UK), with mutual sharing of brands 

and technology, equalisation of dividends, mutual guarantees of borrowings, identical 

Boards of Directors, and equal treatment for shareholders in the event of dissolution. 

There have been successive amendments to their equalisation agreement over time in 

what has become a long-enduring arrangement (Unilever 2009, 2011). 

Figure 4-5 shows Unilever’s dual-listed company structure and twin ADRs. Unilever 

NV is listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange with ticker UNA. Unilever Plc is listed 

on the London Stock Exchange with ticker ULVR. The American depositary receipts 

for the two companies are listed on the NYSE with tickers UN and UL respectively. 
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Figure 4-5  The dual-listed company structure of Unilever with twin ADRs on the NYSE. 
Unilever comprises a Dutch company Unilever NV and British company Unilever Plc that have agreed 
to act as a single economic enterprise with a unified board of management and shared distribution of 
dividends. Their equalisation ratio is 1:1. The companies have ADRs listed on the New York Stock 
Exchange with codes UN and UL respectively. These twin-listed ADRs trade at the same times in the 
same currency and offer the same dividends. The law of one price and the dividend discount model of 
security valuation suggest they should trade at the same price. 

The Unilever structure is very similar to BHP Billiton but its share price history is not. 

Figure 4-6 shows the price ratio of UN to UL from 1990 through 2011 after adjustment 

for the stock split on 22 June 2006.12 The ratio has hovered around parity over the 

longer term although it sustained an average deviation of around 10% for about five 

years. 

 

Figure 4-6  The price ratio of UN to UL from 1990 through 2011, adjusted for stock splits. The 
price ratio shown is UN to UL from NYSE end-of-day prices. The ratio has hovered around parity (the 
equalisation ratio of 1:1) over the longer term but with a deviation of around 10% for several years. 

The twin-listed ADRs of Royal Dutch Shell (NYSE tickers RDS-A and RDS-B) 

The Royal Dutch Shell Group was created in 1907 when the Royal Dutch Petroleum 

Company (N.V. Koninklijke Nederlandsche Petroleum Maatschappij) merged with the 

"Shell"13 Transport and Trading Company Ltd of the United Kingdom. They created a 

                                                 
12 Unilever split its Dutch ordinary shares and American depositary receipts 3-to-1 on 22 June 2006 as per 
http://www.unilever.com/mediacentre/pressreleases/2006/UnileverNVstockspliteffectivetoday.aspx 
13 The quotation marks in "Shell" were part of the original legal name in 1907 and remained in The 
"Shell" Transport and Trading Company, p.l.c. until its delisting on 19 July 2005. 
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dual company structure with two separate holding companies and the earnings split 

60%-40% in favour of the Dutch. Those arrangements continued until 2005 when the 

companies formed a single capital structure with two share classes having equal rights. 

 

Figure 4-7  Single capital structure of Royal Dutch Shell since 2005. The RDSa and RDSb share 
classes are essentially the same except for the way the dividends are paid. The RDSa shares are 
intended to replace the previous Dutch shares while the RDSb shares are intended to replace the 
previous British shares. A Dutch investor is likely to prefer the RDSa shares for tax arrangements 
while a British investor is likely to prefer the RDSb shares. Both shares have ADRs on the NYSE 
which trade at the same times in the same currency and offer the same dividends. The law of one price 
and the dividend discount model of security valuation suggest they should trade at the same price. 

The new single parent company Royal Dutch Shell plc is listed on the London Stock 

Exchange and began trading on 20 July 2005 with twin tickers RDSa and RDSb 

corresponding to two classes of shares derived from their Dutch and British origins. The 

shares are essentially the same except for the way the dividends are paid, favouring the 

Dutch and British shareholders respectively (Shell 2011). The twin American 

Depositary Receipts for these shares trade on the NYSE with tickers that vary slightly 

between data providers, for example Yahoo Finance calls them RDS-A and RDS-B 

while Thomson Reuters calls them RDSa and RDSb. 

 

Figure 4-8  Price ratio of the twin ADRs of Royal Dutch Shell from July 2005 to December 2011.  
The price ratio shown is RDS-A to RDS-B calculated from NYSE end-of-day prices. The prices have 
traded within around 5% of each other since the single company structure formed in 2005. 
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Figure 4-8 shows the price ratio of the twin NYSE ADRs of Royal Dutch Shell since 

the formation of the single parent company structure in 2005. The RDSa and RDSb 

prices have traded within a range of about five percent of each other during this period. 

This is the tightest range of all the twin listings considered here and suggests Royal 

Dutch Shell is the most likely candidate for a price equalisation trading strategy or 

arbitrage according to the law of one price. 

Comparison of the selected twin listings 

The four pairs selected here are chosen because they are strong candidates for pairs 

trading. They also have subtly different twin-listed structures that provide a variety of 

tests for the pairs trading detection methodology. The BHP Billiton ADRs have 

underlying securities that trade a hemisphere apart so they may expose traders to more 

overnight risk than Unilever whose underlying securities trade together. Carnival is a 

stock and ADR unlike the other selections which are all pairs of ADRs and this may 

lead to different underlying costs or trading frictions. There is evidence (for example 

Bacidore, Battalio, Galpin and Jennings 2005) that ADRs have less total liquidity, both 

displayed and not displayed, than U.S. stocks. The securities underlying the Royal 

Dutch Shell ADRs are themselves twin-listed and this is the only example here of a 

recursive twin listing. The special characteristics of the pairs are listed in Table 4-2. 

Twin Listing NYSE tickers Special features 

BHP Billiton BHP and BBL Twin-listed ADRs of a dual-listed Australian-
British structure whose time zones are half a 
world apart so the underlying securities never 
trade at the same time, unlike the other pairs 
here where the underlying hours overlap. 

Carnival Corporation 
and plc 

CCL and CUK Twin-listed stock and ADR, unlike the others 
which are all pairs of ADRs, and these may 
exhibit different kinds of trading frictions if 
ADRs trade differently to ordinary stocks. 

Unilever UN and UL Twin-listed ADRs of a dual-listed Dutch-British 
structure that has endured relatively unchanged 
since the 1930s, the longest example here. 

Royal Dutch Shell RDS-A and 
RDS-B 

Twin-listed ADRs of twin-listed shares in a 
single British company that evolved from a 
previous dual-listed Dutch-British structure, and 
the only example here of a recursive twin 
listing. 

 
Table 4-2  Special characteristics of the four twin listings selected for testing the pairs trading 
methodology. The four pairs are selected because they are likely candidates for pairs trading as twin 
listings. They also have individual characteristics that provide a variety of environments for testing. 

While each of the four selected pairs is expected to exhibit pairs trading, the methods 

developed here for inferring pairs trading cannot determine this by analysing those pairs 
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alone. They need to compare the selected pairs with other pairs that are unlikely to 

exhibit pairs trading. 

4.1.2 Comparison sets of pseudo-random pairs 

Applying the pairs trading detection methodology from chapter 3 to a pair of closely 

related securities is not enough by itself to indicate the presence of pairs trading. The 

indicator values have little meaning for a single pair in isolation. The way to infer pairs 

trading is to compare the indicator levels of several security pairs to see which are the 

highest. This leads to an experimental design involving each selected closely-related 

pair and a number of pseudo-randomly chosen pairs which are all compared with one 

another. The idea is that if the indicators work, they should cause the selected pair to 

stand out from the other pairs. 

The choice of pairs for comparison may be as important for experimental success as the 

choice of the closely-related pairs. The comparison pairs should provide a fair test by 

being as similar as possible to the selected pair but without having any relationships 

known a priori between any of them. There should be no relationships expected beyond 

the probability of finding one by chance. 

The measures of similarity used for building the comparison sets will be the numbers of 

trades, the share volume traded, and the dollar volume traded. These each seem random 

and independent of any fundamental relations. Stocks that happen to be similar to BBL 

and BHP in trading volume are unlikely to be related to each other in the same way that 

BBL and BHP are. 

Each set of pairs is constructed by ranking all NYSE-listed securities by trades, share 

volume and dollar value, picking the four nearest ranked securities in each category to 

the closely-related securities (the two closest above and the two closest below), and 

pairing them up. The four nearest ranked securities in each of the three categories 

provide up to 12 comparison securities in each set besides the original security. This 

leads to a product set of up to 169 security pairs (13 x 13) including the selected pair. 

There may be fewer than 169 if there are duplicates found in the closest matches. 

Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 show the security sets built around BHP and BBL respectively 

in 2009. This example demonstrates the way duplicates can occur and be discarded. The 

closest codes to BHP by trades in 2009 were ADM, AES, XRX, and HES. The closest 

by share volume were AXL, KBH, DRE and HES. The closest by dollar value were 
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HES, MET, UNP, and HIG. The set around BHP then comprises 11 securities (ADM, 

AES, HES, MET, AXL, KBH, BHP, DRE, UNP, HIG, and XRX) because HES 

appeared three times and its duplicates were removed. Similarly the set for BBL 

comprises 12 securities because GR appeared twice. 

Code Trades
Rank 

Trades 
(millions) 

Vol. 
Rank 

Volume
(millions) 

Doll. 
Rank 

Dollar Vol. 
($millions) 

ADM 170 7.463 182 1514.6 142 42480 

AES 171 7.413 131 1911.0 319 20058 

HES* *174 7.307 *239 1234.7 81 69198 

MET 76 12.259 96 2402.7 82 68661 

AXL 374 3.830 235 1248.3 785 5458 

KBH 203 6.507 236 1245.6 360 18002 

BHP 172 7.391 237 1239.7 83 68108 

DRE 243 5.712 238 1239.7 499 11587 

HES* *174 7.307 239 1234.7 *81 69198 

UNP 156 7.996 215 1329.8 84 68042 

HIG 22 19.141 33 4622.6 85 67712 

XRX 173 7.319 87 2583.8 340 18942 

HES* 174 7.307 *239 1234.7 *81 69198 

 
Table 4-3  NYSE securities closest to BHP in 2009 by trades, share volume, and dollar volume. 
After ranking all NYSE securities by each of the three criteria, the four securities closest to BHP by 
each characteristic are selected, being the two above and two below as highlighted by the bold text. If 
there are no duplicates, this approach will render a set of 13 securities including the original. In this 
example the security HES appears three times because it was close to BHP in all three criteria in 2009, 
indicated by asterisks (*). After removal of duplicates the resulting set contains 11 securities. 

The securities come from a wide range of industries from banking to chemicals and they 

exhibit a wide range of trading counts, volumes, and dollar volumes. Their only known 

relationship is the securities in the group with BHP have much greater trade frequency, 

traded volume, dollar volume, or some combination thereof, than the securities in the 

group with BBL. There is no a priori expectation of an intrinsic relationship between 

any securities in the BHP and BBL sets other than the dual-listed structure known to 

underlie BHP and BBL. 

This example of BHP and BBL in 2009 also demonstrates a situation where a code is 

duplicated across both sets. Of the roughly 3000 securities on NYSE it happens that 

XRX had a similar number of trades in 2009 to BHP and a similar dollar volume to 

BBL. As a result the final set contains 131 security pairs formed by pairing each of the 

11 codes of the BHP set with each of the 12 in the BBL set except for one pair which 

would have been XRX paired with itself. 
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Code Trades 
Rank 

Trades 
(millions) 

Vol. 
Rank 

Volume
(millions) 

Doll. 
Rank 

Dollar Vol. 
($millions) 

AEE 540 2.522 558 466.4 488 11960 

PCP 541 2.520 666 363.8 226 28287 

LEN 136 8.626 140 1822.4 337 19111 

ITT 515 2.702 603 419.2 338 19061 

GR* 527 2.620 621 399.2 *341 18906 

IPI 599 2.220 622 399.1 550 10019 

BBL 542 2.519 623 397.8 339 19040 

DB 595 2.234 624 395.5 313 20174 

CYH 575 2.313 625 395.5 577 9587 

XRX 173 7.319 87 2583.8 340 18942 

GR* 527 2.620 *621 399.2 341 18906 

JNY 543 2.507 516 517.1 803 5236 

IM 544 2.496 599 427.2 710 6673 

 
Table 4-4  NYSE securities closest to BBL in 2009 by trades, share volume, and dollar volume. 
After ranking all NYSE securities by each of the three criteria, the four securities closest to BBL by 
each characteristic are selected, being the two above and two below as highlighted by the bold text. If 
there are no duplicates, this approach will render a set of 13 securities including the original. In this 
example the security GR appears twice because it was close to BHP in two criteria in 2009, indicated 
by asterisks (*). After removal of duplicates the resulting set contains 12 securities. 

After constructing sets of pairs around the selected closely-related pairs in each of the 

years 2008, 2009, and 2010, the next step is to test whether the pairs trading detection 

methodology makes the selected pairs stand out relative to the comparison pairs. 

4.1.3 Experimental approach in verifying the closely-related pairs 

Given four selected security pairs likely to be pairs traded, and corresponding pseudo-

random sets of comparison pairs less likely to have been pairs traded, the experimental 

steps are to apply the related trading indicators to the data and examine the results. If the 

methodology is accurate and if there is pairs trading present, the closely related pair in 

each case should stand out from the rest of the pack. This means calculating the 

indicators for every pair and inspecting the shapes of the CDFs and the two-dimensional 

plots of the indicators versus the numbers of trades within the time limit. 

The expected result for each experiment is the selected pair should stand out in each 

case. If any other security pair also appears to stand out it should be investigated for 

fundamental relations to see whether it is also a good candidate for pairs trading. 

The steps in each experiment are: 

1. Select the parameters for the experiment including: 
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 the security pair (BHP Billiton, Carnival, Unilever, or Royal Dutch Shell) 

 the year (2008, 2009, or 2010), and 

 the limiting time lag T between trades (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, or 100 seconds). 

2. For every security pair in the set selected, calculate the four related trading 

indicators RTIDU.CVM, RTIDU.KS, RTICO.S and RTICO.A and count the number of 

products within the limiting time difference. 

3. Plot the CDF deviations from uniform for all pairs superimposed on the same 

scale. Inspect this visually to confirm whether the selected pair stands out. 

4. Generate a two-dimensional scatter plot for each of the four indicators versus the 

numbers of trade products found for each pair. Inspect these visually to confirm 

whether the selected pair stands out for each of the indicators. Identify any other 

pairs that also happen to stand out in any of the plots. 

5. Investigate every pair that stands out in any plot aside from the selected pair to 

confirm whether fundamental reasons exist that can justify pairs trading. 

6. Repeats steps 2 to 5 until all combinations in step 1 have been tested. 

The expected outcome is that the selected closely-related pair will stand out from the 

other pairs in each case for at least one value of T and thereby confirm the indicators 

work. There are several possible interpretations if the closely-related pair does not stand 

out. One possibility is the pair happens not to be traded in practice, perhaps because of 

the limits of arbitrage or perhaps because the market is too inefficient to notice the 

opportunity. Another possibility is the pseudo-random comparison pairs happen to be 

traded as frequently as the selected pair so it disappears amongst them. It might 

alternatively mean the related trading indicators do not work. Fortunately the 

experiments in section 5.1.1 deliver the expected outcomes. 

The experiments must be repeated for several non-overlapping calendar periods to 

ensure the results are not achieved by favourable data in any particular period. The 

methodology must be robust to the choice of calendar period. 

4.1.4 Optimisation of parameters 

The related trading indicators are parameterised by an upper time difference limit T and 

in some cases also a lower time difference limit T0. Suitable values may need to be 
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chosen for the methodology to work. If T is too small it may cause many related trades 

to be missed. If T is too big it may dilute the discrimination between pairs trades and the 

larger number of unrelated trades. The optimal value of T should be as small as possible 

while still capturing the majority of related trades. 

An experiment to optimise the parameters involves observing the behaviour of the 

indicator values as the parameters are varied. When T is reduced from an initially large 

value the indicator values should strengthen until T captures the optimal number of 

trades then reduce as T is reduced further. The safest value for T would be slightly 

larger than the value causing the peak so the distributions capture slightly more rather 

than slightly fewer trades. This experiment should be repeated for all selected pairs, all 

comparison pairs, and all years to find the best value of T overall. 

The approach for optimising T0 will be an inspection of the relative frequencies of the 

time differences between trades to determine a boundary between those likely to have 

arisen from simultaneous orders and those likely to have arisen from a reaction to one of 

the securities having traded. Again this must be repeated for all selected pairs, all 

comparison pairs, and all years to find the best value of T0 overall. 

It is likely the optimal values of T and T0 will reduce from year to year as trading 

technology gets faster, in which case the largest value should be chosen from the years 

under consideration. 

4.1.5 Aggressive and passive pairs trading indicators 

The aggressive pairs trading indicators (APTIs) and passive pairs trading indicators 

(PPTIs) need to be tested in the same way as the related trading indicators (RTIs) to 

verify the methodology continues to work when incorporating price information. The 

method of testing should be the same as in section 4.1.3 with the choices of T and T0 

determined from section 4.1.4. 

4.1.6 Robustness to the locations of trades 

The Securities and Exchanges Act of 1934 contains a provision called “unlisted trading 

privileges” (UTP) that permits securities listed on any national securities exchange in 

the U.S. to be traded by other such exchanges. This means it is very likely trades in the 

selected pairs and their comparison pairs will occur on more than one exchange. More 

importantly the two legs in a pair may be traded on different exchanges. 
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Table 4-5 lists the exchanges in the Thomson Reuters Tick History that recorded trades 

in BHP or BBL in 2009 with the numbers of trades reported for each. More than 96% of 

the trades in 2009 occurred on the top five exchanges: NYSE Arca (PSE), NYSE 

(NYS), NASDAQ Third Market (THM), BATS Trading Inc (BAT), and the Alternate 

Display Facility (ADF). 

Reuters 
Exchange 

Code 
Exchange 

BHP trades
in 2009 

BBL trades 
in 2009 

PSE NYSE Arca (formally Pacific Stock Exchange) 2 161 333 745 524 

NYS New York Stock Exchange (floor traded) 1 389 713 479 225 

THM NASDAQ’s Third Market 1 355 490 431 653 

BAT BATS Trading Inc 1 247 796 592 874 

ADF NASD / FINRA Alternative Display Facility 976 410 203 720 

BOS Boston Stock Exchange 121 127 34 190 

ISS International Securities Exchange 94 862 23 527 

CIN National Stock Exchange (formally Cincinnati) 39 480 7 395 

WCB Chicago Board Options Exchange 2 152 38 

MID Chicago Stock Exchange 1 773 258 

 
Table 4-5  The U.S. exchanges on which the BHP and BBL ADRs traded in 2009 and the 
numbers of trades reported by each exchange. Trades in BHP and BBL were conducted on at least 
ten U.S. exchanges in 2009 but more than 96% of these occurred at the top five exchanges: PSE, NYS, 
THM, BAT, and ADF. 

The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) is a floor-traded exchange with a history dating 

back to 1792 (NYSE 2011). NYSE Arca (PSE)14 is an electronic communication 

network (ECN) hosted at NYSE as a result of a merger in 2006 between Archipelago 

Holdings and NYSE. Floor trading involves a human trader and continuous auction 

process while an ECN such as NYSE Arca (PSE) allows thousands of buy and sell 

orders to be matched rapidly without human intervention. 

Pairs traders are likely to conduct many of their pairs trades on electronic exchanges, 

not only because of the increasing presence of such exchanges, but also because they 

may offer better prices and lower trading costs. There is documented evidence such as 

Jain (2005) that electronic trading increases liquidity and reduces barriers to market-

making activity (passive pairs trading is an example). Electronic exchanges allow 

individuals to compete with brokers trading on the floor. Some of the trades however 

may still occur on the NYSE floor because a pairs trader’s first priority is to make a 

profit and this will entail executing a trade on whichever exchange happens to offer the 

                                                 
14 The exchange code PSE derives from Archipelago Exchange’s former name Pacific Stock Exchange. 
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best price at the time, whether floor traded or electronic. By the same argument it is also 

inevitable there will be many pairs trades conducted where each leg of the pair occurs at 

a different exchange. 

Trading on the NYSE floor is likely to have substantially different trade reporting 

characteristics to trading the electronic communication networks. Any difference in the 

reporting delays, even potentially small differences between electronic communication 

networks, could change the observed time differences as predicted by section 3.7.2. This 

could distort the results. The pairs trading methodology must be demonstrated to be 

robust to the various possible locations of trades. 

This experiment should summarise the numbers of trades occurring on the various pairs 

of exchanges and repeat the experiments from sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.5 for partitions of 

the trading data for each combination of exchanges. If the methodology continues to 

identify the selected pairs in every case, it can be said to be robust to the locations of 

trade. If not, each counterexample will need further investigation. 

4.2 Exploring index sets for frequently-traded security pairs 

The second stage of investigation is to test the related trading indicators on large sets of 

security pairs where the most actively traded pairs are not known in advance. The 

results will be verified both by manual searches and algorithmic correlations. Table 4-8 

(page 140) summarises the experiments in this stage. The tests begin with a blind 

exploration of pairs formed amongst constituents of broad market indices and proceed 

to the verification of the results and re-optimisation of the parameters. 

4.2.1 Sets of security pairs 

An ideal investigation of pairs trading would test every possible pair of securities from 

all exchanges trading in similar time zones. In practice this is too massive a set to test in 

this project. Instead the approach will be to examine several large sets of securities.  

Six sets of securities are constructed by using the constituents of six broad equity 

market indices. The indices are summarised in Table 4-6. Three are from the USA and 

three are from outside the USA. Within the USA the sets are chosen for large 

capitalisation, medium capitalisation, and primary listings on a single exchange. The 

non-US sets represent large-cap companies listed in the UK, Germany, and Australia. 
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Index Location Reason for inclusion 

S&P 500 U.S.A. Broadest set of 500 stocks covering 75% of U.S. equity 
market capitalisation. 

S&P MidCap 400 U.S.A. Broad set of 400 U.S. stocks covering just 7% of U.S. 
equity capitalisation and no overlap with the S&P 500. 

NASDAQ 100 U.S.A. Set of 100 stocks all with primary listings on a single 
U.S. exchange. 

FTSE 100 UK Set of 100 stocks covering 84% of UK equity market 
capitalisation. 

HDAX Germany Set of 110 stocks covering 95% of German equity 
market capitalisation. 

ASX 200 Australia Set of 200 stocks covering 78% of Australian equity 
market capitalisation. 

 
Table 4-6  The six stock indices selected for drawing sets of constituent securities. The pairs 
trading detection methodology will be tested on the products of the constituent securities of these 
indices. 

The S&P 500®15 index is selected for its breadth and depth of the U.S. equities market. 

Any major study of pairs trading should consider the companies in this index. The index 

includes 500 leading companies in leading industries of the U.S. economy and covers 

around 75% of the combined value U.S. equities. The S&P 500 index has been 

calculated by Standard and Poor’s in its present form since 1957 and it is widely 

regarded as the best single gauge of the large cap U.S. equities market (Standard & 

Poor’s 2011a). 

The S&P MidCap 400®16 index is selected because it offers a broad group of mid-sized 

U.S. companies which do not overlap the S&P 500 constituents. The index covers 

around 7% of the U.S. equity market (Standard & Poor’s 2011b). The S&P 500 and 

S&P MidCap 400 indices together offer a snapshot of 900 securities and 204 550 pairs 

which will form the bulk of the calculations in this thesis. 

A potential problem with the S&P 500 and S&P MidCap 400 for pairs trading research 

is the constituents can have primary listings on a number of U.S. exchanges. There is a 

risk of the results being skewed if the trade reporting delays are affected by the location 

of the primary listing, in addition to the exchange on which a trade occurs. To ensure at 

least one of the tests is free of this risk, another set is added with its constituents having 

their primary listings on a single U.S. exchange. 

                                                 
15 S&P 500 is a registered trademark of Standard & Poor’s Corporation filed on 22 July 1987 with 
claimed date of first use of 31 December 1940 (17 years before the index was constructed in its present 
form). 
16 S&P MidCap 400 is a registered trademark of Standard & Poor's Financial Services Limited Liability 
Company filed on 28 April 2009 with claimed date of first use in 1994. 
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The NASDAQ-100®17 index is selected because it comprises 100 securities with 

primary listings on a single U.S. exchange namely the Nasdaq National Market. The 

index was launched by Nasdaq in 1985 and includes 100 of the largest domestic and 

international non-financial securities that meet the listing rule and screening tests for 

liquidity and capitalisation. The index reflects companies across major industry groups 

including computer hardware and software, telecommunications, retail trade, wholesale 

trade and biotechnology, but excludes financial companies including investment 

companies (Nasdaq 2011). 

The S&P 500, S&P MidCap 400, and NASDAQ-100 are all U.S.-based indices with 

U.S.-based constituents. The pairs trading detection methodology should also be tested 

on non-U.S. securities. Three non-U.S. indices are chosen to provide further broad sets 

of constituents. 

The FTSE®18 100 index of the Financial Times and London Stock Exchange (FTSE) 

comprises 100 of the largest UK listed blue chip companies that pass screening tests for 

size and liquidity. The index represents approximately 84.35% of the UK’s equity 

market capitalisation and 8.02% of the world’s equity market capitalisation as at June 

2011 (FTSE 2011). The constituents are traded on the London Stock Exchange’s SETS 

trading system. 

The HDAX®19 or Hundert Deutscher Aktienindex is a German stock market index 

calculated by Deutsche Börse AG comprising 110 of the most highly capitalised stocks 

traded on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. The HDAX represents over 95% of German 

equity market capitalisation (Deutsche Börse Group 2011a). Originally composed of 

100 stocks when established on 11 April 1994, it was reorganised on 24 March 2003 to 

comprise 110 stocks although it has retained the H prefix in its name for “Hundred”. 

The 110 stocks include the member companies from the DAX index being the top 30 

stocks, the MDAX index being the next 50 stocks excluding technology stocks, and the 

TecDAX index being the top 30 technology stocks (Deutsche Börse 2011b). The 

HDAX stocks trade most frequently on the electronic trading system Xetra and can also 

trade at regional German exchanges such as Frankfurt, Stuttgart, and Hamburg. 

                                                 
17 NASDAQ-100 is a registered trademark of the National Association of Securities Dealers Inc. filed on 
22 March 1985 with claimed first use 20 March 1985. 
18 FTSE is a registered trademark of the London Stock Exchange plc and Financial Times Limited with 
application date 13 January 2001 and is used by FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”) under licence. 
19 HDAX is registered European trademark of Deutsche Börse AG filed on 17 December 2002. Its 
registered use is limited to Europe because HDAX also happens to be a trademark lubricating oil for 
natural gas engines registered in the U.S. to Chevron Corporation and filed 11 years earlier. 
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The S&P ASX 200 is a market-capitalization weighted and float-adjusted stock market 

index of stocks listed on the Australian Securities Exchange or ASX®20. The index 

covers approximately 78% of Australian equity market capitalization. Index constituents 

are drawn from eligible companies characterized by sufficient size and liquidity 

(Standard and Poor’s 2011c). In 2010 the constituents were traded on a single electronic 

exchange, the ASX. 

Together these six indices provide 1 410 securities and 240 345 products at any time. In 

any period of analysis there may be additions and deletions to the indices, resulting in 

additional pairs being formed. The decision here is to analyse all such pairs for the 

entire period, regardless of the days each security was in the index. A security will be 

analysed for the whole period if it belonged to the index on any day during the period. 

4.2.2 Method of exploring large sets of pairs 

The experimental approach with the large sets of security pairs is to inspect the two-

dimensional plots of inferred pairs trading with all pairs superimposed and separately 

the rankings of the pairs, then verify whether the top pairs found seem reasonable 

candidates for pairs trading. The ranking needs to control for the numbers of trade 

products found within the limiting time difference. The two-dimensional plots shall 

generate the ranks in the manner described in section 3.3.4. 

Manual verification of accuracy 

The top ten stock pairs ranked by the pairs trading detection methodology shall be 

inspected manually for fundamental relations. Perhaps the stocks are in the same 

industry. Perhaps the stocks are involved in takeover or merger activity. If fundamental 

relations are found, the stocks can be confirmed as good candidates for pairs trading 

which verifies the rankings. 

4.2.3 Automated verification of accuracy 

The number of combinations and permutations of security pairs makes it impossible to 

check any significant portion by hand. The 500 constituents of the S&P 500 index form 

124 750 pairs. It is practical to check perhaps 0.01% of these manually for possible 

fundamental relationships. If testing is to proceed beyond the top few pairs, it must be 

                                                 
20 ASX is a registered trademark of ASX Operations Pty Limited of 20 Bridge Street, Sydney Exchange 
Centre, Australia filed on 14 December 1998 with claimed first use April 1987. 
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automated. The challenge is to find an algorithmic way of checking whether two 

securities are related. 

One solution is to use the web search results algorithm developed by Google. The 

Google Finance web site21 provides quotes for equities around the world, and for each 

company it lists up to ten related companies. Figure 4-9 shows an example. The 

interesting feature of Google’s approach is there is no human reviewer. The lists are 

generated algorithmically from the results of web searches and electronic articles such 

as news items. 

Google Finance describes its proprietary algorithm as: 

“The related companies feature shows you which companies have been 
associated with each other in the past, based on our web search results, news 
items, and other sources. These results are algorithmically determined, not 
selected by a human reviewer. This feature can tell you that companies are 
somehow connected, but it can't tell you how they're connected; they could 
be adversaries, partners, or anything else. We encourage you to search the 
web and other resources to learn more about the relationships between 
companies listed in the related companies feature.” (Google Finance 2011) 

The example in Figure 4-9 is for ticker LON:BLT being BHP Billiton Plc on the 

London Stock Exchange. BLT is one of the dual-listed companies forming the world’s 

largest diversified resources group BHP Billiton as described in section 4.1.1. The ten 

companies that Google Finance lists as connected to LON:BLT include Xstrata, Vale, 

BHP (the other half of BHP Billiton), Rio Tinto, and other resources companies. These 

results seem accurate in having picked other large resources companies. 

The precise specification of Google’s algorithm is not public knowledge but its results 

are freely available. The results can be used as a benchmark or cross check for the pairs 

trading methodology developed here, regardless of exactly how the connections are 

determined. Perhaps some traders are even selecting their pairs based on the Google 

Finance algorithm. 

An automated process based on the Google Finance connections will enable many more 

pairs to be verified than could reasonably be investigated by hand. The method of 

employing the Google Finance results here is to see whether the pairs with high 

indications of pairs trading are more frequently reported connected by Google than 

other pairs. This means ranking the pairs and determining the frequency of Google 

Finance connections amongst the ranked pairs. If the pairs trading detection 
                                                 
21 The address is http://finance.google.com 
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methodology is working well, the Google Finance connections should be distributed 

amongst the highest ranked pairs. 

 

Figure 4-9  Example of ten companies listed by Google Finance as connected to LON:BLT on 4 
Jan 2012. Google Finance lists the companies connected to each other according to a proprietary 
algorithm based on web search results, news items, and other electronic sources. There is no human 
reviewer. This image is a screenshot from the web site http://www.google.com/finance?q=lon%3Ablt. 

The downside risk of using the Google Finance relations is the possible lack of 

precision. Some stocks with strong fundamental relations may happen not to be 

connected by web search results, while unrelated stocks may happen to be found 

together in web pages such as alphabetical listings. The accuracy may vary from stock 

to stock, and from exchange to exchange. 

Confidence in the Google Finance comparison approach comes from the large numbers 

of security pairs tested. With at least 124 750 and 79 800 pairs to be tested in the S&P 

500 and S&P MidCap 400 sets respectively, any small number of false positives and 

negatives from the Google Finance web search results should vanish through statistical 

insignificance. 

4.2.4 Re-optimisation of parameter T from index explorations 

Section 4.1.4 describes an experimental approach for optimising T from inferred pairs 

trading in the closely-related pairs and comparison sets. It should also be possible to 

optimise T from the index sets. The approach is to use the Google Finance connections 

as a measure of how well the pairs trading methodology ranks the index pairs for 

different values of T. 

This experiment should repeat the experiments in section 4.2.3 for each index and for 

several trial values of T to see which values produce optimal Google connections. 
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4.2.5 Comparison of the hypotheses and the measures 

The final experiment in this stage is to compare the results from the distance-to-uniform 

(DU) and central-to-outer (CO) hypotheses to see whether they are producing 

equivalent results or whether they seem affected by noise. Each comparison can be 

made by visual inspection of a scatter plot of one indicator versus another. The 

alternative measures used to implement each hypothesis shall also be compared in the 

same way.  

4.3 Searching for dominant trading strategies 

The third stage experiments attempt to infer the dominant trading strategies in the 

selected twin-listed security pairs. Table 4-9 (page 141) summarises the experiments in 

this stage. The experimental approach involves testing the empirical trades against 

several trial strategies to see whether any of them are compatible with the inferred 

trading behaviour. 

4.3.1 Trial strategies 

Four trading strategies will be trialled: 

• price equalisation or mean-reversion to price parity; 

• mean-reversion to a 100 000-trade moving average of the price difference; 

• mean-reversion to a 10 000-trade moving average of the price difference; and 

• mean-reversion to a 1 000-trade moving average of the price difference. 

In the price equalisation strategy the incentive to enter a pairs trade is proportional to 

the difference in price between the two securities. In the moving average strategies the 

incentive is proportional to the difference from the moving average. In each case the 

price difference will be used rather than the price ratio because this is more 

representative of the profit the pairs trader can make per share after transaction costs. 

The calculation of each moving average should be made whenever there is a trade in the 

less-frequently traded stock. The trades in the less-frequently traded stock are a proxy 

for the maximum number of pairs trades that can occur because each pairs trade 

involves a trade in each stock. The 100 000-, 10 000- and 1 000-trade moving averages 

therefore refer to the numbers of trades occurring in the less-frequently traded stock. 
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It could be beneficial to trial more candidate strategies such as price ratio rather than 

price difference and moving averages based on time rather than trades. These may 

improve the precision of the resulting strategy chosen, but this is not the aim here. 

Accuracy must come before precision. It should be sufficient to demonstrate the 

approach works by finding any strategy that matches the inferred trading well and beats 

all the competing strategies. 

4.3.2 Comparing strategies 

The test for each strategy involves partitioning the trades into sets corresponding to the 

entry incentive for the strategy at the trade time. These partitions are constructed so the 

periods of likely entry and exit order pairs are separated. If the strategy is practised 

frequently, the sets relevant to the entry and exit orders should show more empirical 

trading in the price directions corresponding to the anticipated entries and exits. 

The trading data will be partitioned into five sets based on (K=5)-quantiles, or quintiles, 

with respect to each strategy’s entry incentive. Five sets should be sufficient to 

demonstrate the process without cluttering the visualisation. It may be possible to 

improve the results by testing different numbers of sets but this would shift the focus 

from accuracy to precision. It should be sufficient to demonstrate accuracy with any 

number of sets that works. 

The experiment shall test each of the four trial strategies on each of the four closely-

related pairs BHP Billiton, Carnival, Unilever, and Royal Dutch Shell for each of the 

years 2008, 2009 and 2010 to see if a compatible trading strategy can be found for the 

empirical data in each case. The results will be decided visually by inspection of the 

differences between the CDFs with numerical confirmation from the K-quantile 

ordering scores (KQOSs). In this case as K=5 the KQOSs shall be renamed quintile 

ordering scores (QOSs). 

4.4 Data Source 

Any investigation of high-frequency trading requires a good data set. The trading data 

used here is sourced from the Thomson Reuters Tick History (TRTH) through the 

Securities Industry Research Centre of Asia-Pacific (SIRCA), a partnership with 

member universities and financial market participants providing commercial grade 

technology to access the world’s largest integrated source of global market data (SIRCA 

2011). The data is time-stamped to the millisecond up to mid 2011 and the microsecond 
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from mid 2011 onwards. The common time resolution between exchanges is the 

millisecond so the time quantum is 001.0=τ  for the purposes of section 3.2.4. 

Timestamps received in microsecond resolution will be truncated here to the 

millisecond. 

The trading logs from TRTH contain trades, quotes, and corrections. Corrections can be 

discarded without any likely effect on accuracy because the number of trade products to 

be analysed is massively large compared with the number of corrections. 

There is a risk of time synchronisation errors between the trade and quote series, but 

these cannot affect the related trading indicators from section 3.3 because the RTIs rely 

on the trade series alone. The occasions when trade price is considered is when trade 

sets are partitioned by inferred directions of aggression as in sections 3.4 and 3.5 for 

aggressive and passive pairs trading respectively. 

The classification of trades as aggressive buys or sells may be incorrect if the trade price 

and prevailing quote are not synchronised. While any problem in alignment should 

cancel on average (because half the errors will involve the midpoint of the quote rising 

and half should involve it falling) it may reduce the effectiveness of the aggressive and 

passive pairs trading indicators compared with the related trading indicators. If there is a 

significant problem it should be observable as a reduction in performance by the 

indicators that need the price series. 

4.5 Summary of experimental sequence 

The following tables summarise the three stages of experiments described in this 

chapter. Chapter 5 then presents the results of the first two stages to verify the methods 

work, and Chapter 6 proceeds with the final stage of inferring trading strategies. 
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Question Knowledge and assumptions Experiment 

1a Does the related 
trading methodology 
work on closely 
related pairs? 

Pairs trading can be expected to 
occur between closely related 
securities such as twin listings. It 
is likely to occur more frequently 
between these than between other 
randomly chosen pairs. 

Calculate RTIDU.CVM for four 
selected NYSE twin listings and 
pseudo-random comparison sets 
to see if the selected pairs stand 
out. Repeat this for different 
years of data to ensure the result 
is robust to calendar period. 

1b Can suitable T and T0 
be determined by 
testing the closely 
related pairs? 

An optimal choice of T should 
cause the related trading 
indicators to give the strongest 
results. 

Find the value of T that causes 
the related trading indicators to 
peak. Find a value of T0 that 
eliminates the central spike on 
the relative frequency diagrams. 

1c Do the aggressive and 
passive pairs trading 
indicators work? 

Time synchronisation between the 
reported trades and quotes could 
prevent these from working. 

Repeat experiment 1a for the 
APTI and PPTI indicators. 

 

1d Is the methodology 
robust to the location 
of trade? 

Different security exchanges may 
have different reporting delays 
and these may affect the results as 
predicted in section 3.7.2. 

Partition the trade sets into pairs 
of the top five exchanges and 
repeat the tests of 1a and 1c on 
each partitioned set. 

 
Table 4-7  Summary of experiments for verification testing of the pairs trading detection 
methodology using closely-related pairs with anticipated pairs trading. 

 

Question Knowledge and assumptions Experiment 

2a Does the pairs trading 
methodology find 
index constituent 
pairs that can be 
confirmed as related 
fundamentally? 

Constituents from market indices 
can be paired to build large sets of 
security pairs for testing. 

Apply APTI to pairs of index 
constituents and observe which 
pairs stand out by rank after 
controlling for trading 
frequency. Use fundamental 
analysis to inspect the top pairs. 

2b Is the ranking of pairs 
by the aggressive 
pairs trading method 
consistent with the 
algorithmic 
connections of 
Google Finance? 

Google Finance has computer-
generated lists of securities 
related to others by web search 
results, news items, and other 
electronic sources. This can 
capture the market’s perceptions 
of connections between 
companies without constraining 
the way they are connected, for 
example they may be partners or 
adversaries. 

Investigate whether the Google 
Finance connections are 
distributed towards the higher 
ranked pairs from experiment 
2a. Inspect the shape of the 
distribution of Google Finance 
connections across the range of 
rankings. 

2c Can suitable T be 
determined from 
index explorations? 

An optimal choice of T should 
cause the Google Finance 
connections to be distributed the 
most towards the highest rankings 
of the pairs trading indicators.  

Apply the Google Finance 
comparison test with different 
values of T to find the optimal 
results, and compare this with 
the choice of T from 1b. 

2d Do the DU and CO 
methods produce 
equivalent results, 
and the CVM & KS 
and S & A methods 
too? 

If working correctly, the different 
methodologies should produce 
similar but not identical rankings. 

Inspect scatter plots of the 
indicator versus each other to 
see whether they are correlated 
and the appearance of outliers. 

 
Table 4-8  Summary of experiments for exploring for pairs trading in large sets of securities. 
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Question Knowledge and assumptions Experiment 

3a Can trading 
strategies be inferred 
for BHP Billiton, 
Carnival, Unilever, 
and Royal Dutch 
Shell? 

The price ratio of BHP to BBL 
has averaged around 1.2 which 
suggests price equalisation is an 
unlikely strategy. The securities 
of Royal Dutch Shell are the most 
identical of the four sets (being 
different classes of share in the 
same single company) and 
therefore the best candidate for a 
price equalisation strategy. 

Compute each-way CDFs for 
five partitions of buy-sell and 
sell-buy trade pairs to see 
whether an excess in directional 
trades corresponds to the 
incentives to enter each of the 
four trial strategies. Inspect the 
differences in the CDFs and 
check the quintile ordering 
scores. 

3b Do any strategies 
show a preference for 
trading one stock 
before the other? 

Trading strategies may prefer the 
less- or more-frequently traded 
stock to be traded first, or may 
trade in alphabetical order. 

Inspect whether one way of the 
each-way CDFs is a better 
match than the other. Check the 
quintile ordering scores for each 
side. 

 
Table 4-9  Summary of experiments for inferring dominant trading strategies between the 
selected closely-related pairs. 
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5 Empirical verification of 
methodology 

 

 

It is a mistake to aim at an unattainable precision. It is better to be vaguely 
right than exactly wrong. 
 
 – Carveth Read (1848-1931) in Logic Deductive and Inductive (1920) 

 

This chapter tests the pairs trading detection methodology to ensure it works according 

to the first two stages of experiments designed in Chapter 4. The first stage verifies the 

methodology works on closely-related pairs then the second stage explores broad index 

sets. With success here, Chapter 6 can then proceed with the task of inferring the 

dominant trading strategies being used by traders. 

5.1 Validation testing on closely related pairs 

The experiments begin by investigating pairs trading in closely-related pairs that are 

expected to be traded. These are the twin listings of BHP Billiton, Carnival, Unilever, 

and Royal Dutch Shell. The experiments follow the sequence outlined in section 4.1. 

5.1.1 Does the related trading methodology work on closely-related pairs? 

The four closely-related pairs will be tested here in turn. 

Trades between the twin-listed ADRs of BHP Billiton 

The first of the four closely related pairs comprises the twin NYSE-listed ADRs of BHP 

Billiton with tickers BHP and BBL. Figure 5-1 shows the deviations from uniform 

distributions of the empirical CDFs of the time differences between trades constructed 

in the manner of Figure 3-3 of section 3.3.2. Panels (a), (b), and (c) are for 2008, 2009, 

and 2010 respectively. The result in each year is the BHP Billiton pair stands out 

significantly from all the pseudo-randomly chosen comparison pairs. 
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Figure 5-1  Deviation from uniform distribution of the empirical CDFs of time differences 
between BBL and BHP trades compared with up to 168 other pairs in 2008, 2009, and 2010.  In 
all three years the BHP Billiton twin ADR curves show greater deviation from uniform and therefore 
greater inferred related trading than the pseudo-random comparison pairs. 
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Figure 5-2 shows the two-dimensional plot of the 169 pairs in 2008 by related trading 

indicator RTIDU.CVM and number of trade products found within limiting time difference 

T=10 seconds. The plot is constructed as per section 3.3.4. The one pair that stands out 

the most and by a wide margin is BBL-BHP. This is the predicted result and confirms 

the methodology has inferred trading activity in that closely related pair. 

 

Figure 5-2  Inferring related trading in 169 pairs selected around BBL and BHP in 2008. Pairs 
are positioned by indicator RTIDU.CVM and the number of trades within 10 seconds of each other. The 
main pair to stand out is BBL-BHP as predicted for this strong candidate for pairs trading. A second 
pair that stands out by a lesser extent is BLL-DD. BLL is Ball Corporation and DD is Du Pont. One of 
Du Pont’s subsidiary companies Liqui-Box Corporation competed with Ball Corporation. 

A second pair that stands out to a lesser extent is BLL-DD. This deserves further 

investigation to see if there is a fundamental link. BLL is Ball Corporation, a leading 

supplier of rigid metal and plastic packaging products and services primarily to the 

beverage and food industries. DD is E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, a science-

based products and services company. One of Du Pont’s subsidiaries, the Du Pont 

Liqui-Box Corporation, is a leading manufacturer of dispensing packaging systems and 

plastic bottles for the food, meat, dairy, and healthcare industries, competing with Ball 
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Corporation. Du Pont sold the Liqui-Box Corporation in 2011 and may have been 

quietly looking for a purchaser in 2008. The relation between BLL and DD is more than 

coincidental but may be too tenuous to justify pairs trading. The more reliable message 

in Figure 5-2 is that the pair of BBL and BHP stands out as predicted. 

Figure 5-3 shows the plot for 2009 with 131 pairs including BBL-BHP. Once again 

BBL and BHP stand out by a wide margin as predicted. Two other pairs also stand out 

to a lesser extent: AEE-AES and LEN-KBH. It turns out these both have fundamental 

relations. AEE and AES are electricity generation and distribution businesses (Ameren 

Corporation and the AES Corporation) while LEN and KBH are both home builders 

(Lennar Corporation and KB Home). All three pairs standing out in Figure 5-3 are 

confirmed as reasonable candidates for pairs trading. 

 

Figure 5-3  Inferring related trading in 131 pairs selected around BBL and BHP in 2009. Pairs 
are positioned by indicator RTIDU:CVM and the number of trades within 10 seconds of each other. The 
main pair to stand out is BBL-BHP as predicted for this strong candidate for pairs trading. Pairs AEE-
AES and LEN-KBH also stand out to a lesser extent. It turns out these have strong fundamental 
relations. AEE and AES are energy producers in the electricity generation business, while LEN and 
KBH are both home builders. All three pairs that stand out are good candidates for pairs trading. 
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Figure 5-4  Inferring related trading in 169 pairs selected around BBL and BHP in 2010. Pairs 
are positioned by indicator RTIDU.CVM and the number of trades within 10 seconds of each other. The 
single pair that stands out is BBL-BHP as predicted for this strong candidate for pairs trading. 

Figure 5-4 shows the plot for 2010 with 169 pairs including BBL-BHP. There is a 

single pair that stands out and once again it is BBL-BHP. Overall the BHP Billiton 

ADRs have been the most prominent pair in the tests of all three years, which is the 

predicted result and confirms the methodology is working. 

The results shown here are for indicator RTIDU.CVM. The other three related trading 

indicators produce equivalent results with BBL-BHP standing out in each year. 

Trades between the twin-listed stock and ADR of Carnival 

The second closely related pair to be tested is the NYSE-listed stock and ADR of 

Carnival Corporation with tickers CCL and CUK respectively. Figure 5-5 shows the 

deviation from uniform distribution of the empirical cumulative density functions of the 

time differences between trades. Panels (a), (b), and (c) are for 2008, 2009, and 2010 

respectively. In each year the Carnival pair stands out from the pseudo-randomly chosen 

comparison pairs. 
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Figure 5-5  Deviation from uniform distribution of the empirical CDFs of time differences 
between CUK and CCL trades compared with up to 168 other pairs in 2008, 2009, and 2010.  In 
all three years the Carnival Corporation twin listing curves show greater deviation and therefore 
greater inferred related trading than the pseudo-random comparison pairs. 
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Figure 5-6 shows the two-dimensional plot of the 169 pairs in 2008 by related trading 

indicator RTIDU.CVM and number of trade products found within 10 seconds, constructed 

as per 3.3.4. The pair that stands out the most and by a wide margin is CUK-CCL. This 

is the predicted result and confirms the inferred trading activity between CUK and CCL. 

 

Figure 5-6  Inferring related trading in 169 pairs selected around CUK and CCL in 2008. Pairs 
are positioned by indicator RTIDU.CVM and the number of trades within 10 seconds of each other. The 
single pair that stands out is CUK-CCL as predicted for this strong candidate for pairs trading. 

The plots for 2009 and 2010 are very similar to 2008 with one pair that stands out from 

the others and it is CUK-CCL in all cases. The plots for the other three related trading 

indicators are also very similar with CUK-CCL standing out in all cases. 

Trades between the twin-listed ADRs of Unilever 

The third closely related pair to be tested comprises UL and UN, the twin NYSE-listed 

ADRs for Unilever. Figure 5-7 shows the deviation from uniform distribution for 2008, 

2009, and 2010. In all years the Unilever pair stands out strongly from the pseudo-

randomly chosen comparison pairs. 
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Figure 5-7  Deviation from uniform distribution of the empirical CDFs of time differences 
between UL and UN trades compared with up to 168 other pairs in 2008, 2009, and 2010.  In all 
three years the Unilever UL-UN twin listing curves show greater deviation and therefore greater 
inferred related trading than the pseudo-random comparison pairs. 
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Figure 5-8 shows the two-dimensional plot of the 169 pairs in 2008 by related trading 

indicator and number of trade products found, constructed as per section 3.3.4. The pair 

that stands out the most and by a wide margin is UL-UN. This is the predicted result and 

confirms the methodology has inferred trading activity between UL and UN. 

 

Figure 5-8  Inferring related trading in 169 pairs selected around UL and UN in 2008. Pairs are 
positioned by indicator RTIDU.CVM and the number of trades within 10 seconds of each other. The 
single pair that stands out is UL-UN as predicted for this strong candidate for pairs trading. 

The plots for 2009 and 2010 are substantially similar to 2008 with one pair standing out 

significantly and it is UL-UN in each case. In 2009 another pair stands out by a smaller 

amount as seen in Figure 5-9. This second pair is SWK and BDK being respectively the 

Stanley Works Company and Black & Decker. Both companies were manufacturers of 

tools and hardware and their relation as competitors would be sufficient to make them a 

candidate for pairs trading. The more interesting feature is that these two companies 

merged on 12 March 2010 to become the Stanley Black & Decker Corporation. The 

stock price activity during a take-over or merger is another good reason for pairs 

trading. The pairs trading here has been inferred between the pre-merger securities in 
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the calendar year prior to the merger. The unanticipated prominence of SWK-BDK 

amongst the pseudo-randomly chosen set is further evidence that the methodology 

appears to be working. 

 

Figure 5-9  Inferring related trading in 169 pairs selected around UL and UN in 2009. Pairs are 
positioned by indicator RTIDU.CVM and the number of trades within 10 seconds of each other. The pair 
that stands out the most is UL-UN as predicted for this strong candidate for pairs trading. A second 
pair that stands out to a smaller extent is SWK-BDK, being Stanley Works and Black & Decker. These 
competing manufacturers of tools and hardware merged on 12 March 2010 to form the Stanley Black 
and Decker Corporation. The related trading activity between the pre-merger securities has been 
inferred here in the calendar year prior to their merger. 

The plots displayed here are for RTIUD.CVM. The plots for the other three related trading 

indicators are similar with UL-UN standing out in all cases and years. 

Trades between the twin-listed ADRs of Royal Dutch Shell 

The fourth and final closely-related pair to be tested comprises RDS-A and RDS-B, the 

twin NYSE-listed ADRs of Royal Dutch Shell plc. Figure 5-10 shows the deviations 

from uniform distributions in 2008, 2009, and 2010. In each year the RDS pair stands 

out strongly from the pseudo-randomly chosen comparison pairs. 
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Figure 5-10  Deviation from uniform distribution of the empirical CDFs of time differences 
between RDS-B and RDS-A trades compared with up to 168 other pairs in 2008, 2009, and 2010.  
In all three years the Royal Dutch Shell twin ADR curves show greater deviation and therefore greater 
inferred related trading than the pseudo-random comparison pairs. 
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Figure 5-11  Inferring related trading in 169 pairs selected around RDSb and RDSa in 2008. 
Pairs are positioned by indicator RTIDU.CVM and the number of trades within 10 seconds of each other. 
The single pair that stands out is RDSb-RDSa as predicted for this strong candidate for pairs trading. 

Figure 5-11 shows the two-dimensional plot of of the 169 pairs in 2008 by related 

trading indicator and number of trade products found, constructed as per section 3.3.4. 

The pair that stands out the most and by a wide margin is RDSb-RDSa. This is the 

predicted result and confirms the methodology has inferred trading activity in this pair.  

The plots for 2009 and 2010 are substantially similar to 2008 with one pair standing out 

significantly and it is RDSb-RDSa in each case. The results for the other three related 

trading indicators are also similar to RTIDU.CVM. 

Summary 

The related trading methodology has identified the closely-related pairs from 

comparison sets of 130 to 168 other pairs for each of the selected closely-related pairs in 

each of the years 2008, 2009, and 2010 and by each of the four indicators. It is unlikely 

this happened by chance. The interpretation of these results is that the related trading 
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methodology is detecting related trading. Given the fundamental relations between the 

four closely-related pairs, it seems very likely their excesses of inferred related trading 

compared with the comparison set are caused by pairs trading. The conclusion is the 

pairs trading detection methodology works correctly for these closely-related pairs. 

5.1.2 Can suitable T and T0 be determined by testing the closely-related 
pairs? 

The related trading indicators and aggressive pairs trading indicators are parametric 

with T defining the time difference limit between trades. The passive pairs trading 

indicators are parameterised both by T and a second parameter T0 which defines the 

minimum time difference needed to avoid simultaneous orders. 

Determining a suitable time difference limit T 

Figure 5-12 shows the effect of varying parameter T on the aggressive pairs trading 

indicators (APTIs) of the distance-to-uniform (DU) methodology. 

The figure is a composite of eight panels. The left column comprises panels for the 

closely-related pairs of BHP Billiton, Carnival, Unilever, and Royal Dutch Shell in the 

rows from top to bottom respectively. The averages for the comparison corresponding 

sets are in the right column, so the left column shows the effect on closely-related pairs 

while the right shows the average effect on pairs that are not expected to be related. 

The aggressive pairs trading indicators are chosen to avoid interference from other kinds 

of trading such as index trades that could be picked up by the related trading indicators. 

Figure 5-13 comprises a similar set of panels for the central-to-outer (CO) methodology. 

Both figures show the indicators tending to increase as T is reduced from a large value 

of 100 seconds until they peak and then deteriorate. The initial increase is interpreted to 

be a strengthening in the indicator values as T is reduced from an initial excessively 

large value. The deterioration beyond the peak is interpreted to mean some of the 

related trades are being excluded from the computation when T is reduced too far. The 

optimal value for T is expected to be at the peak, and a practical choice of T is to be on 

the larger side to incorporate a margin of safety. 
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Figure 5-12  Behaviour of the APTI.DU indicators as parameter T is varied. The rows correspond 
to BBL-BHP, CUK-CCL, UL-UN, and RDSb-RDSa respectively. The left column shows indicator 
values for the twin-listed pairs while the right shows the average for the comparison pairs. The 
smallest choice for T that can safely avoid the peak in the indicators appears to be between 5 and 10 
seconds. The graphs also show as time progresses from 2008 to 2010 the indicator levels seem to be 
trending higher and their peak seems to be trending towards a progressively shorter time difference.  
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Figure 5-13  Behaviour of the APTI.CO indicators as parameter T is varied. This figure is 
constructed the same way as Figure 5-12 except that it applies to the CO methodology instead of the 
DU methodology. The results are similar to Figure 5-12. The smallest choice for T that can safely 
avoid the peak in the indicators appears to be between 5 and 10 seconds. The graphs also show as time 
progresses from 2008 to 2010 the indicator levels seem to be trending higher and their peak seems to 
be trending towards a progressively shorter time difference. 
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In 2008 the peak seems to occur when T is between two and five seconds. In 2009 it 

looks like 2 seconds or less. In 2010 it appears less than 1 second as the peak is not yet 

visible in several curves. In these curves there must ultimately be a peak because as T 

reduces towards zero the number of trades will reduce towards the number occurring at 

identical times, and the CDF for this extreme case is identical to a single point uniform 

distribution, so the indicators must ultimately drop back towards zero. 

The worst case of the peak is around 5 seconds, suggesting a safer (higher) value such 

as T=10 seconds should capture the vast majority of related trades in the U.S. markets. 

Determining a minimum time difference T0 for detecting passive pairs trading 

Deciding a value for T0 entails looking at the empirical measures rather than the CDFs. 

The intention of T0 is to distinguish the passive pairs trades from the index trades. This 

suggests examining the shape of the empirical measure to decide a suitable threshold. 

Figure 5-14 shows the empirical measures of trade time differences for trades having 

the same directions of aggression (such as passive pairs trades and index trades) in the 

four selected twin listings and their unrelated comparison sets. Each panel shows the 

central one-second |Δt|≤1 region of the empirical measure(s) calculated using a limiting 

time difference T of 10 seconds. The left column panels (a), (c), (e) and (g) show the 

single empirical measures for the BHP Billiton, Carnival, Unilever and Royal Dutch 

Shell twin listings respectively. The right column panels (b), (d), (f) and (h) overlay the 

empirical measures for the hundred or more security pairs in their corresponding 

comparison sets that do not involve either of the selected twin-listed securities. 

Restricting the comparison sets in this way should ensure there is no influence of the 

selected twin listed securities in the empirical measures in the right column. 

Figure 5-15 is constructed the same way as Figure 5-14 but for opposite directions of 

aggression (aggressive pairs trading). These can be contrasted with the corresponding 

graphs in Figure 5-14, particularly in respect of the bandwidths of the central peaks. The 

empirical measures in the right column of Figure 5-15 have much narrower peaks than 

the corresponding measures in Figure 5-14 where the bases are more spread out. This is 

consistent with the prediction that aggressive pairs trading is likely to be executed by 

simultaneous orders while passive pairs trading should involve orders executed a longer 

time apart. 
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The contrast between the right columns of Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15 demonstrates 

the central spike can be unrelated to the broadening around its sides, consistent with the 

theory that the spike corresponds to simultaneous orders for pair trades (Figure 5-15) or 

index trades (Figure 5-14) while the broadening at the base corresponds to passive pairs 

trades (in Figure 5-14). There is much less broadening at the bases in Figure 5-15. 

 

 

Figure 5-14  Empirical measures of trade time differences for trades having the same directions 
of aggression (such as passive pairs trades and index trades) in the four selected twin listings and 
their unrelated comparison sets. Each panel shows the central |Δt|≤1 second region of empirical 
measure(s) calculated for T=10 seconds. The left column panels (a), (c), (e) and (g) show the empirical 
measures for the BHP Billiton, Carnival, Unilever and Royal Dutch Shell twin listings respectively. 
The right column panels (b), (d), (f) and (h) show the empirical measures for the security pairs in their 
respective comparison sets that do not involve either of the selected twin-listed securities. 

 

The right column of Figure 5-14 suggests a minimum time difference T0 of around 0.05 

seconds to eliminate the central spike while retaining most of the broadening around its 

base. There is nothing in Figure 5-15 to contradict this. The left columns show broader 
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peaks than the right columns in both figures, with central bandwidths of around 0.1 

seconds measured a third of the way up the height. This is consistent with a choice of 

one-sided bandwidth T0 being around 0.05 seconds. 

 

 

Figure 5-15  Empirical measures of trade time differences for trades having the opposite 
directions of aggression (such as aggressive pairs trading) in the four selected twin listings and 
their unrelated comparison sets. This figure is constructed in the same way as Figure 5-14 but for 
aggressive pairs trading rather than passive pairs and index trading. The spikes in the right column 
here show less broadening around their bases than in Figure 5-14. 

 

The choices for T and T0 will always be arbitrary. The message from these results is 10 

seconds and 0.05 seconds respectively are suitable choices for the U.S. markets. 

5.1.3 Do the aggressive and passive trading indicators work? 

Having decided suitable values for T and T0 the next step is to verify the aggressive 

pairs trading indicators (APTIs) and passive pairs trading indicators (PPTIs) work. The 

approach is similar to the tests of the related trading indicators (RTIs) in section 5.1.1. 
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Figure 5-16  Two-dimensional plots of aggressive pairs trading indicators APTIDU.CVM versus the 
numbers of trade products within 10 seconds in 2009. Panel (a) is for the twin listings of BHP 
Billiton and 130 comparison pairs. Panel (b) is for Carnival and 143 comparison pairs. Each panel is 
constructed the same way as Figure 5-3 but using the aggressive pairs trading indicator (APTI) instead 
of the related trading indicator (RTI). In each panel the selected twin listing stands out a long way 
from all of the comparison pairs as predicted, confirming the APTI methodology is working. 
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Figure 5-17  Two-dimensional plots of aggressive pairs trading indicators APTIDU.CVM versus the 
numbers of trade products within 10 seconds in 2009. Panel (a) is for the twin listings of Unilever 
and 168 comparison pairs. Panel (b) is for Royal Dutch Shell and 155 comparison pairs. Each panel is 
constructed the same way as Figure 5-9 but using the aggressive pairs trading indicator (APTI) instead 
of the related trading indicator (RTI). In each panel the selected twin listing stands out a long way 
from all of the comparison pairs as predicted, confirming the APTI methodology is working. 
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Figure 5-18  Two-dimensional plots of passive pairs trading indicators PPTIDU.CVM versus the 
numbers of trade products in 2009 for T=10 and T0=0.05 seconds. Panel (a) is for the twin listings 
of BHP Billiton and 130 comparison pairs. Panel (b) is for Carnival and 143 comparison pairs. Each 
panel is constructed the same way as Figure 5-3 but using the passive pairs trading indicator (PPTI) 
instead of the related trading indicator (RTI). In each panel the selected twin listing stands out a long 
way from all of the comparison pairs as predicted, confirming the PPTI methodology is working. 
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Figure 5-19  Two-dimensional plots of passive pairs trading indicators PPTIDU.CVM versus the 
numbers of trade products in 2009 for T=10 and T0=0.05 seconds. Panel (a) is for the twin listings 
of Unilever and 168 comparison pairs. Panel (b) is for Royal Dutch Shell and 155 comparison pairs. 
Each panel is constructed the same way as Figure 5-9 but using the passive pairs trading indicator 
(PPTI) instead of the related trading indicator (RTI). In each panel the selected twin listing stands out a 
long way from all of the comparison pairs as predicted, confirming the PPTI methodology is working. 
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Figure 5-16 (page 161) shows the composite results of the APTI methodology applied 

to the twin listings of BHP Billiton and Carnival with their respective sets of pseudo-

random comparison pairs in 2009 using T=10 seconds. Figure 5-17 (page 162) shows 

the results for Unilever and Royal Dutch Shell. In all four cases the methodology 

correctly identifies the selected twin listing by a wide margin. Investigations of the 2008 

and 2010 data also find the same outcomes. 

Figure 5-18 (page 163) and Figure 5-19 (page 164) show the equivalent tests for the 

PPTI methodology in 2009 with T=10 and T0=0.05 seconds. The results show similar 

discrimination. Investigations of the 2008 and 2010 data also find the same outcomes. 

The conclusion overall is the APTI and PPTI methodologies are working as expected. 

The results also suggest pairs trading is being undertaken by both types of approaches: 

aggressive and passive. 

5.1.4 Is the methodology robust to the location of trade? 

Security exchanges are anticipated to have different delays in their reporting of trades, 

and the pairs trading detection methodologies must be robust to these differences. The 

analysis here will use the top five exchanges where BHP and BBL traded in 2009 

according to Table 4-5 (page 130). The exchanges are NYSE Arca (PSE), NYSE 

(NYS), NASDAQ’s Third Market (THM), BATS Trading Inc (BAT), and the 

Alternative Display Facility (ADF). These five exchanges handled more than 96% of 

the trades in BHP and BBL in 2009 which means they can be expected to have handled 

more than 92% (96% x 96%) of the trade pairs.  

In a pairs trade between BBL and BHP the exchange where BBL is traded is selected 

independently from the exchange where BHP is traded, so the total number of exchange 

pair combinations is 25. These 25 will include 5 cases where both stocks are traded on 

the same exchange and 20 where the trades occur on different exchanges. 

Locations and orientations of inferred pairs trades 

The first step in inspecting the related trading indications between exchanges is to count 

the trades occurring within a time limit of each other for all possible pairings of 

exchanges. Figure 5-20 (page 166) shows the results for a limiting time difference of 

100 seconds for 2008, 2009 and 2010 in panels (a), (b) and (c) respectively. It seems the 

trading activity in 2009 was distributed more evenly among more exchanges than in 

2008 or 2010. 
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Figure 5-20  Numbers of BBL and BHP trades occurring within 100 seconds of each other, 
arranged by the pair of exchanges on which they are traded. Panels (a), (b) and (c) show the 
occurrences in 2008, 2009 and 2010 respectively. Numbers beside the exchange circles are the 
frequencies for both trades occurring on the same exchange. Numbers along the connecting lines are 
the frequencies where the trades occurred on the connected exchanges, in either orientation. 
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Figure 5-21  Number of trades in BBL and BHP within 100 seconds of each other, by pair of 
exchange, counted by the exchange on which the BBL trade occurred. Panels (a), (b), and (c) 
show the counts for 2008, 2009, and 2010 respectively. Numbers beside the exchanges are the 
frequencies where both trades occurred on the same exchange. Numbers along the connecting lines 
near an exchange are the frequencies where the BBL trade occurred at that exchange and the BHP 
trade occurred at the exchange at the far end. While the numbers change a lot from year to year, there 
are a few statistics that seem unlikely to have occurred purely by chance, such as the trading of 
BBL@BAT-BHP@ADF being nearly three times more frequent than BHP@BAT-BBL@ADF in all 
years and with tens of millions of samples. 
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The second aspect to investigate is the orientation of the trades between the exchanges 

to see whether there is a bias towards trading particular stocks at particular exchanges. 

Figure 5-21 (page 167) shows the numbers of trades in BBL and BHP within 100 

seconds labelled next to the exchange on which the BBL trade occurred. The sum along 

each connecting line should equal the corresponding value from Figure 5-20. Some of 

the exchange pairings seem well-balanced such as PSE-NYS where about half of the 

100 million BBL-BHP trades occurred with BBL at PSE. Other pairings seem 

somewhat unbalanced such as ADF-BAT where it was nearly three times more likely 

for the BHP trade to have occurred on ADF than on BAT. Whenever the ADF exchange 

was paired with any of the other four exchanges in any of the years 2008 to 2010, it was 

more likely to have hosted the BHP trade than the BBL trade. The reverse occurred for 

the BAT exchange in 2009 and 2010 where it was more likely to have hosted the BBL 

trade than any exchange it paired with. While the relative frequencies have changed a 

lot from year to year, the large discrepancies between certain combinations of 

exchanges seem unlikely to have occurred by chance. 

These summary statistics open opportunities for further investigation, but the focus here 

must remain on testing the robustness of the detection methodologies. The reason for 

including the summary statistics is to determine which sets of exchange pairs deserve 

the closest examination. It seems the ADF pairs are unusual in their preference for 

trading BHP at ADF. At the other extreme the PSE is the most frequently paired 

exchange and handles a balanced portion of each security. A third exchange that should 

be considered is the NYS because it is floor-traded while the others are electronic. The 

following analysis will consider the five exchanges individually and then show the 

pairings with ADF, PSE, and NYS. 

Inferred trading partitioned by exchange pair 

Figure 5-22 shows the each-way CDF deviations from uniform for BBL-BHP and the 

pseudo-random comparison set of 130 other pairs when both trades occur on the same 

exchange, for each of the five exchanges individually. Panel (a) shows the empirical 

results when both trades occur on NYS. Panel (b) shows the results for PSE. Panels (c), 

(d) and (e) show results for THM, BAT and ADF respectively. The graphs all lead to 

the same conclusion that BBL-BHP stands in each case. This result holds even for the 

NYSE which is floor-traded and can be expected to exhibit a wider range of reporting 

delays than the other exchanges. 
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Figure 5-22  Trades of BHP and BBL in 2009 within 100 seconds on individual exchanges. Panels 
(a) through (e) show exchanges NYSE (NYS), NYSE Arca (PSE), Third Market (THM), BATS 
Trading (BAT), and the Alternative Display Facility (ADF) respectively. The BBL-BHP pair stands 
out from the 130 other pairs on every exchange, as predicted because there should be no difference in 
reporting delays when both trades are on the same exchange. This result even holds strongly for the 
floor-traded NYSE, suggesting the NYSE reporting delays are statistically similar for BHP and BBL. 
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The results in Figure 5-22 are as predicted because there should be no difference in 

reporting delays when both trades execute on the same exchange. The result for NYSE 

means the differences in floor-traded reporting delays also have no impact. 

The more strenuous test for the pairs trading detection methodology is when the two 

trades are executed on different exchanges. 

 

Figure 5-23  Each-way CDF difference graphs for trades of BHP and BBL in 2009 within 100 
seconds with one trade occurring on the Alternative Display Facility (ADF) and one on another 
exchange. The rows correspond to the other exchange being NYS, PSE, THM, and BAT respectively. 
The left column shows the each-way CDF differences from uniform when BBL is traded on ADF and 
the right column when BHP is traded on ADF. In all cases the BBL-BHP pair stands out significantly 
from the 130 pseudo-random pairs. This confirms the pairs trading detection methodology is 
continuing to work despite the possibly different reporting delays between ADF and each other 
exchange. The imbalances in all graphs suggest more trade products occur with the ADF trade second, 
suggesting the reporting delay on the ADF is greater than on each of the other exchanges. 

Figure 5-23 shows trades of BHP and BBL in 2009 within 100 seconds of each other 

with one occurring on ADF (the Alternative Display Facility) and one on another 

exchange. The rows correspond to the four other exchanges, respectively NYS, PSE, 
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THM, and BAT. The left column shows the each-way CDFs arising when BBL is 

traded on ADF and the right column when BHP is traded on ADF. In all combinations 

the BBL-BHP pair stands out from the 130 pseudo-random pairs. This confirms the 

methodology continues to work despite the potentially different reporting delays and the 

summary statistics from Figure 5-21 documenting significantly different frequencies 

between the exchange pairs. 

 

Figure 5-24  Each-way CDF difference graphs for trades of BHP and BBL in 2009 within 100 
seconds with one trade occurring on NYSE Arca (PSE) and one on another exchange. The rows 
correspond to the other exchange being NYS, THM, BAT and ADF respectively. The left column 
shows the each-way CDF differences from uniform when BBL is traded on PSE and the right column 
when BHP is traded on PSE. Panels (g) and (h) for PSE with ADF are the same as panels (d) and (c) 
respectively in Figure 5-23. In all cases the BHP-BBL pair stands out significantly from the 130 
pseudo-random pairs. This confirms the pairs trading detection methodology is continuing to work 
despite the possibly different reporting delays between PSE and each other exchange. The imbalances 
in panels (a) and (b) suggest there is a greater delay in the NYS trades being recorded than the PSE 
trades, while panels (c) and (d) suggest the delay for PSE is in turn greater than for THM. 

Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 5-24 show an excess of trade pairs when NYS is the second 

reported trade, suggesting there is a greater delay in NYS trades being recorded than 
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PSE trades. A similar argument in panels (c) and (d) suggests there is a greater delay in 

the PSE trades being recorded than the THM trades. If these inferences are correct they 

can combine to predict the delay in reporting NYS should be longer than THM and by 

an amount greater than for either NYS-PSE or PSE-THM. This is confirmed by the test 

for the NYS exchange. Figure 5-25 shows the trades in BBL and BHP on NYS paired 

with the other exchanges, with NYS-THM being in the second row panels (c) and (d). 

The deviations of the each-way CDFs are greater when the NYS trade is reported 

second and by an amount greater than NYS-PSE and PSE-THM from Figure 5-24. 

 

Figure 5-25  Each-way CDF difference graphs for trades of BHP and BBL in 2009 within 100 
seconds with one trade occurring on NYSE (NYS) and one on another exchange. The rows 
correspond to the other exchange being PSE, THM, BAT and ADF respectively. The left column 
shows the each-way CDF differences from uniform when BBL is traded on NYS and the right column 
when BHP is traded on NYS. In all cases the BHP-BBL pair stands out significantly from the 130 
pseudo-random pairs. This confirms the pairs trading detection methodology is continuing to work 
despite the possibly different reporting delays between PSE and each other exchange. Panels (c) and 
(d) confirm the difference in the heights of the each-way CDF deviations is greater than the differences 
in panels (a) to (d) of Figure 5-24 which supports the theory these differences are caused by the 
different reporting delays between exchanges. 
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The data underlying the NYS-THM graph in Figure 5-25 and the PSE-NYS and PSE-

THM graphs in Figure 5-24 are all independent of each other because the sets are 

partitioned by the security exchanges. There is no possibility of any of the trade 

products from the PSE-NYS and PSE-THM sets influencing the result for NYS-THM. 

The result is providing independent confirmation of the relationship between the 

inferred reporting delays. This supports the theory these differences in the each-way 

CDFs are being caused by differences in reporting delays between exchanges. 

The logic can be extended to ADF without finding any contradictions. Panels (a) and (b) 

of Figure 5-23 suggest the ADF delay is larger than NYS, so the ADF delay should be 

larger than both the PSE and THM delays and by a greater amount each time. This is 

confirmed by panels (c) to (f) in Figure 5-23. Combing these results infers these four 

exchanges can be ordered by decreasing delay as ADF, NYS, PSE and THM. 

The approach can be extended conclusively to all five exchanges by inspecting all 20 

combinations of the each-way CDF diagrams. Table 5-1 shows the exchange inferred to 

have the greater reporting delays in each pair. The vertical and horizontal margins name 

the exchanges hosting the BBL and BHP trades respectively and each cell identifies the 

exchange with the greater deviation of each-way CDFs when hosting the second 

recorded trade. The table is symmetric about the diagonal which confirms there are no 

internal contradictions. The combined result also has no contradictions in ordering the 

five exchanges by their inferred delay. The exchanges in decreasing order of inferred 

reporting delay for BBL and BHP trades in 2009 are ADF, NYS, PSE, BAT, and THM. 

BBL      BHP ADF BAT NYS PSE THM 

ADF n/a ADF ADF ADF ADF 

BAT ADF n/a NYS PSE BAT 

NYS ADF NYS n/a NYS NYS 

PSE ADF PSE NYS n/a PSE 

THM ADF BAT NYS PSE n/a 

 
Table 5-1  Exchanges inferred to have the greater reporting delays of each pair for BBL-BHP 
trades within 100 seconds of each other in 2009. The margins list five exchanges on which the BBL 
and BHP trades take place. Each cell identifies the exchange exhibiting the greater deviation of each-
way CDFs when hosting the second of the recorded trades. This is equivalent to the exchange being 
inferred to have the greater reporting delay. The table is symmetric about the diagonal which confirms 
there are no internal contradictions. The combined result also has no contradictions in ordering the five 
exchanges by their inferred delay. The exchanges in decreasing order of inferred reporting delay for 
BBL and BHP trades in 2009 are ADF, NYS, PSE, BAT, and THM. 

These results mean the imbalances in sizes of the each-way CDFs in 2009 can be 

explained by an inferred order of trade reporting delays at those exchanges. This is an 
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unanticipated outcome from these tests. It suggests the differences in the heights of the 

each-way CDFs can predict the relative differences between exchange reporting delays. 

The main purpose of this experiment is to test whether the pairs trading detection 

methodology is robust to the exchanges upon which the security pairs are traded. In the 

case of BHP and BBL in 2009 it looks like it is. It seems there are differences in the 

reporting delays between the exchanges but they did not materially affect the inferred 

pairs trading results. The approach also managed to infer the relative sizes of the delays. 

5.2 Explorations of broad index constituent pairs 

This section explores sets of pairs of constituents of the indices selected in section 4.2.1. 

Table 5-2 lists the calendar period analysed for each index, the cumulative numbers of 

codes which were members of the index at any time during the period, and the numbers 

of trade products found in pairs of those codes within 100 seconds of each other during 

the period. The numbers of codes in each period are greater than the sizes of the indices 

because of additions and deletions during the period, and also because a few companies 

have extra codes for different classes of security such as ordinary and non-voting shares. 

The approach here is to include all such codes and pair them all for the entire time 

period regardless of the days each code happened to be a member of the index. 

Index 
Chain 
RIC 22 

Time 
period 

Codes in
period 

Code 
pairs 

Trade products within 
T=100 seconds 

S&P 500 0#.spx 2011 H1  513  131 328 87 529 904 232 756 

S&P MidCap 400 0#.mid 2010  451  101 475 3 637 794 060 531 

NASDAQ 100 0#.ndx 2010  107  5 671 15 127 152 881 204 

FTSE 100 0#.ftse 2010  117  6 786 151 046 067 927 

HDAX 0#.gdaxhi 2010  121  7 260 48 390 304 303 

ASX 200 0#.axjo 2010  237  27 966 310 550 923 197 

  Totals  1 546  280 486 106 804 838 469 918 
 

Table 5-2  The time periods and numbers of codes and products for each index. The time period 
selected is the 12 months of 2010 for all indices except the S&P 500 which is analysed during the first 
six months of 2011. The S&P period was reduced to six months because there are many more trades in 
its constituents than in all the other indices combined, and chosen not to overlap 2010 for robustness. 
The numbers of codes returned has exceeded the number of securities in each index because of 
additions and deletions to the index during the time period and the presence of extra codes for different 
classes of shares. In general for N codes there will be (N2-N)/2 code pairs. 

                                                 
22 RIC means Reuters Instrument Code as used by Thomson Reuters Tick History. A “chain RIC” enables 
a group of securities to be selected simultaneously. The chain RICs shown here return the constituent lists 
of their underlying indices. 
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The time period chosen is the twelve months of 2010 for all indices except for the S&P 

500 which is analysed during the first six months of 2011. The reduction to six months 

reduced its computation time to a manageable level as the number of trades between its 

constituents is huge compared with the other indices. Even after reduction to six months 

its trades exceed the total of all the other indices combined for their whole year. The 

window of 2011H1 provides robustness testing by not overlapping with the windows of 

the other indices being 2010. 

The total number of trade products being analysed here is 106 804 838 469 918. This is 

a very large number despite already having been reduced enormously by the restriction 

to trades occurring within T=100 seconds of each other. Analysing this many products 

can be time consuming. If the rate of analysis is one million trade products per second, 

it would take more than three years to process this data sequentially. Fortunately this 

task is suitable for parallel processing and the software written for this thesis could be 

optimised for multi-threading on a multi-core processor. The resulting speed was around 

20 million trade products per second on an eight-core laptop and this reduced the 

processing time to about two months for all indices combined. 

5.2.1 Does the aggressive pairs trading methodology find index 
constituent pairs that can be confirmed as fundamentally related? 

In this section the aggressive pairs trading methodology is applied to all the constituent 

pairs of each of the six selected index sets to see which pairs are inferred as having the 

most pairs trading. The results for each index set are presented in turn. 

Pairs of S&P 500 constituents in 2011H1 

The S&P 500 data set was obtained from Thomson Reuters Tick History using chain 

0#.spx which returned 513 codes including those added, deleted, and changed during 

the period, as well as any additional codes for distinct classes of shares. 

The total number of trades reported for the first six months of 2011 is 1 450 933 036 

which gives a Cartesian product set of size 1 048 326 510 036 240 846 from 131 328 

security pairs. When partitioned by calendar day this reduces to 8 521 105 701 417 393. 

When the time differences are limited to 100 seconds, the number of trade products to 

analyse is 87 529 904 232 756. This is still a very large number and this set took about a 

month to process on an eight-core laptop. 
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Figure 5-26 shows the two-dimensional plot of the aggressive pairs trading indicator 

APTIDU.CVM versus the number of trades satisfying time difference limit T=10 seconds 

for the S&P 500 pairs in 2011H1 after discarding the lowest 5 per cent. The trades are 

ranked from 1 at the top right corner to 124 761 at the bottom left corner. A few pairs 

such as CTL-Q and AYE-FE stand out by a wide margin and there is a diagonal frontier 

of pairs having above average inferred trading. 

 

Figure 5-26  Two-dimensional plot of aggressive pairs trading indicator APTIDU.CVM for S&P 
500 pairs in 2011H1 with control for the trades satisfying time difference limit T=10 seconds. 
Pairs are ranked from the top right corner to the bottom left corner. CTL-Q, AYE-FE, AMB-PLD and 
DUK-PGN are especially prominent pairs, and there are many pairs along the angled frontier that 
deserve further investigation. 

The top ten pairs of S&P 500 constituents in 2011H1 ranked by the APTIDU.CVM 

methodology are CTL-Q, AYE-FE, JPM-WFC, BAC-WFC, MSFT-ORCL, BAC-JPM, 

AMB-PLD, DUK-PGN, INTC-MSFT, and GE-MSFT. 
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A search for fundamental relations finds explanations for the first nine pairs: 

• CenturyLink Inc (CTL) is an integrated telecommunication company which 

absorbed Qwest Communications International Inc (Q) on 1 April 2011, providing 

merger arbitrage opportunities. 

• FirstEnergy Corp (FE) is an electricity provider which absorbed Allegheny 

Energy Inc (AYE) on 25 February 2011, providing merger arbitrage opportunities. 

• JPMorgan Chase & Co (JPM), Wells Fargo & Company (WFC), and Bank of 

Americal Corporation (BAC) are all financial sector businesses providing 

banking, insurance, investments, and finance. All three of their possible pairings 

feature amongst the top ten rankings. 

• Microsoft (MSFT) and Oracle (ORCL) are two of the world’s leading software 

development companies. 

• AMB Corporation (AMB) and Prologis Inc (PGD) were real estate investment 

trusts (REITs) that merged on 3 June 2011, providing merger arbitrage 

opportunities. 

• Duke Energy Corporation (DUK) and Progress Energy Inc (PGN) are both energy 

companies with electricity generation businesses. 

• Intel Corporation (INTC) is a chip maker that develops platforms for Microsoft 

(MSFT) software. The profits of both companies are related to the number of 

personal computers sold globally each year. 

There seems to be no simple fundamental relationship between General Electric (GE) 

and Microsoft (MSFT) in the 10th ranked position but there may be technical or 

quantitative relations that justify pairs trading as these are both large businesses 

sensitive to the global economy. 

Three out of the top ten rankings have turned out to involve in merger activity. This is a 

much higher proportion than could be expected to be found by chance from random pair 

selection. The lead-up to the mergers of CTL with Q, AYE with FE, and AMB with 

PGD would each have provided strong fundamental relations for pairs trading. The 

presence of pairs trading is supported by the high rankings here despite each merger 

being a transient event. 
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The next ten rankings from the 11th to 20th positions include fundamental parings such 

as U.S. Bancorp (USB) with Wells Fargo (WFC), Cisco (CSCO) with Microsoft 

(MSFT), Intel (INTC) with Oracle (ORCL), and Bank of America (BAC) with Citibank 

(C). The presence of so many fundamentally related pairs amongst the highest rankings 

confirms the APTI methodology is working as predicted. The two-dimensional APTI 

ranking system is inferring pairs trading activity in pairs confirmed a posteriori as 

having been good fundamental candidates for pairs trading. 

This confirmatory analysis has considered only the first 20 pairs, leaving a further 

131 308 pairs to be considered. It is impractical to continue this analysis manually on so 

many pairs. The Google Finance connections provide an algorithmic approach and these 

will be presented in section 5.2.2. Before then, there are five more indices to explore. 

Pairs of S&P MidCap 400 constituents in 2010 

The S&P MidCap 400 data set was obtained from Thomson Reuters Tick History using 

chain 0#.mid which returned 451 codes including those added, deleted, and changed 

during the period, as well as any additional codes for distinct classes of shares. 

The total number of trades reported in 2010 is 239 495 115 which gives a Cartesian 

product set of size 28 552 078 898 175 311 from the 101 475 security pairs. When 

partitioned by calendar day this number reduces to 353 742 270 749 747. When time 

differences are limited to 100 seconds, the number of trade products to analyse is 

3 637 794 060 531. 

Figure 5-27 shows the two-dimensional plot of the aggressive pairs trading indicator 

APTIDU.CVM versus the number of trades satisfying time difference limit T=10 seconds 

for the MidCap 400 pairs in 2010 after discarding the lowest 5 per cent. The trades are 

ranked from 1 at the top right corner to 96 401 at the bottom left. Several pairs stand out 

along the diagonal frontier such as DPL-WR, CMC-STLD, and ACI-STLD. These pairs 

are inferred to have above average pairs trading. 

The top ten pairs of MidCap 400 constituents in 2010 ranked by the APTIDU.CVM 

methodology with T=10 seconds are CMC-STLD, ACI-STLD, DPL-WR, NHP-SNH, 

ORLY-ROST, LRY-NHP, SNH-UDR, RS-STLD, CLF-STLD, and DBD-NCR. 

A search for fundamental relations reveals: 

• The Commercial Metals Company (CMC) and Steel Dynamics Inc (STLD) are 

both steel producers and metals recyclers, exposed to similar industry risks. 
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Figure 5-27  Two-dimensional plot of aggressive pairs trading indicator APTIDU.CVM for S&P 
MidCap 400 pairs in 2010 with control for the trades satisfying time difference limit T=10 
seconds. Pairs are ranked from the top right corner to the bottom left corner. Several pairs stand out 
along the diagonal frontier including DPL-WR, DBD-NCR, CMC-STLD, and ACI-STLD. 

• Arch Coal Inc (ACI) is a coal producer which sells its product to steel producers 

such as Steel Dynamics (STLD). Coal is one of the important raw materials in 

steel-making, so the fortunes of both companies will be affected by the steel 

market. The basic oxygen steelmaking process consumes around 770 kilograms of 

coal for each tonne of steel produced.23 

• DPL Inc (DPL) and Westar Energy Inc (WR) are regional energy companies 

involved in electricity generation, transmission and distribution, exposed to 

similar business risks. 

• Nationwide Health Properties Inc (NHP) was a real estate investment trust (REIT) 

investing in healthcare facilities, while the Senior Housing Properties Trust (SNH) 

                                                 
23 The World Coal Association “Coal & Steel Facts 2011” retrieved 5 February 2012 from 
http://www.worldcoal.org/bin/pdf/original_pdf_file/coal_and_steel_facts_2011(17_08_2011).pdf 
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is a REIT investing in senior citizens’ housing. Ventas Inc, a REIT with a 

portfolio of senior citizens’ housing, purchased Nationwide Health Properties in a 

merger announced on 28 February 2011. The all-stock deal meant the owners of 

NHP prior to the merger became owners of Ventas shares at a discount to their 

market price, so the early market-neutral pairs trade would be a long position in 

NHP and a short position in SNH. The pairs trading inferred here is from 2010 

which is several months before the takeover was announced, suggesting the 

market foresaw the opportunity. 

• O’Reilly Automotive (ORLY) is a retailer of automotive aftermarket parts and 

accessories while Ross Stores (ROST) are retailers of off-price retail apparel and 

home accessories. 

• The Liberty Property Trust (LRY) and UDR Inc (UDR) are both real estate 

investment trusts which can explain their parings with NHP and SNH. 

• Reliance Steel and Aluminium Co (RS) is a metals processor which puts it in the 

same industry as Steel Dynamics (STLD). 

• Cliffs Natural Resources Inc (CLF) produces iron ore pellets and coal which are 

two of the ingredients needed by steel producers such as Steel Dynamics (STLD). 

• Diebold Incorporated (DBD) provides self-service delivery and security solutions 

to financial, commercial, government, and retail markets, while NCR Corporation 

(NCR) provides technology solutions to financial, retail, hospitality and 

healthcare markets. 

Overall the APTI methodology has inferred pairs trading activity in pairs that can be 

confirmed as plausible candidates. The explanations for these top ten pairs are simple 

and intuitive. There are a further 96 391 pairs to consider and this will be left to the 

algorithmic approach in section 5.2.2. 

Pairs of NASDAQ-100 constituents in 2010 

The NASDAQ-100 data set was obtained from Thomson Reuters Tick History using 

chain 0#.ndx which returned 107 codes including those added, deleted, and changed 

during the period, as well as any additional codes for distinct classes of shares. 

The total number of trades reported for 2010 is 842 310 201 giving a Cartesian product 

set of size 348 270 325 188 810 527 from the 5 671 security pairs. When partitioned by 
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calendar day the number of products reduces to 1 455 230 677 621 320. When time 

differences are limited to 100 seconds, the number of trade products to analyse is 

15 127 152 881 204. 

Figure 5-28 shows the two-dimensional plot of the aggressive pairs trading indicator 

APTIDU.CVM versus the number of trades satisfying time difference limit T=10 seconds 

for the NASDAQ-100 pairs in 2010 after discarding the lowest 5 per cent. The trades 

are ranked from 1 at the top right corner to 5 387 at the bottom left corner. Several pairs 

stand out visually along the diagonal frontier such as LLTC-XLNX, ALTR-AMAT, and 

MSFT-ORCL. 

 

Figure 5-28  Two-dimensional plot of aggressive pairs trading indicator APTIDU.CVM for 
NASDAQ-100 pairs in 2010 with control for trades satisfying time difference limit T=10 seconds. 
Pairs are ranked from the top right corner to the bottom left corner. There are several pairs that stand 
out along the diagonal frontier such as LLTC-XLNX, ALTR-AMAT, and MSFT-ORCL. 

The top ten pairs of NASDAQ-100 constituents in 2010 ranked by the APTIDU.CVM 

methodology with T=10 seconds are ALTR-XLNX, ALTR-LLTC, LLTC-XLNX, 
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AMAT-LLTC, AMAT-INTC, ALTR-AMAT, ALTR-INTC, AMAT-XLNX, INTC-

MSFT and CSCO-MSFT. A search for fundamental relations between them reveals: 

• Altera Corporation (ALTR), Xilinx Inc (XLNX), Linear Technology Corporation 

(LLTC) and Intel Corporation (INTC) are all semiconductor companies, which 

can justify the various parings amongst them. 

• Applied Materials Inc (AMAT) provides manufacturing equipment and services to 

the semiconductor industry so its fortunes are intertwined with those of 

semiconductor companies such as ALTR, XLNX, LLTC and INTC. 

• Intel Corporation (INTC) makes the chips upon which the Microsoft (MSFT) 

operating system resides, and Cisco Systems (CSCO) makes and sells network 

communication equipment for computers, so their performances are all linked to 

the sales of new computing equipment. 

Positions 11 to 17 in the NASDAQ rankings continue the relations amongst the 

semiconductor and software firms with the addition of Oracle (ORCL) paired with 

Microsoft and Intel, and a supplier to the semiconductor industry KLA-Tencor (KLAC) 

paired with Linear Technology and Altera. 

The first pair to diverge from the semiconductor and software theme is CMCSA-NWSA 

at rank 18. Comcast Corporation (CMCSA) provides cable-based video, internet and 

phone services to residential and business customers while News Corporation (NWSA) 

is a global media company involved in cable network programming of news, business, 

sports, and general entertainment. These seem a reasonable pair to trade as both their 

fortunes will be dependent on the uptake of cable programming. 

The pair ADP-PAYX stands out visually at the crest of the diagonal frontier although its 

rank is 38. Automatic Data Processing (ADP) and Paychex Inc (PAYX) are business 

outsourcing solution providers that offer payroll processing, tax, benefits, and human 

resource administration. Once again these seem good candidates for pairs trading as 

they are in the same industry and exposed to similar risks. 

Overall the APTI methodology has inferred pairs trading in NASDAQ pairs in the same 

way it has with S&P 500 and MidCap 400 pairs. The reason for including the NASDAQ 

set in spite of its much smaller size was that the primary listings of its constituent 

securities are all on a single exchange, the NASDAQ. The S&P 500 and MidCap 400 

primary listings are spread across the NYSE, NASDAQ, and other exchanges. If there 
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had been a problem with the mix of primary listings in the S&P 500 and MidCap400 

sets, it should have been eliminated in the NASDAQ set. Fortunately it turned out the 

methodology has worked well on all three of U.S. index sets tested. 

This completes the three tests on U.S. indices. The next three tests explore pairs from 

the U.K. FTSE, German HDAX, and Australian ASX. 

Pairs of FTSE 100 constituents in 2010 

The UK FTSE 100 data set was obtained from Thomson Reuters Tick History using 

chain 0#.ftse which returned 117 codes including those added, deleted, and changed 

during the period, as well as additional codes for distinct classes of shares. 

The total number of trades reported in 2010 is 98 081 453 giving a Cartesian product set 

of size 4 729 371 314 173 450 from the 6 786 security pairs. When partitioned by 

calendar day the number of products reduces to 19 801 722 543 028. When time 

differences are limited to 100 seconds, the number of trade products to analyse is 

157 023 343 605. 

Figure 5-29 shows the two-dimensional plot of the aggressive pairs trading indicator 

APTIDU.CVM versus the number of trades satisfying time difference limit T=10 seconds 

for the FTSE 100 pairs in 2010 after discarding the lowest 5 per cent. The trades are 

ranked from 1 at the top right corner to 6 446 at the bottom left corner. Four pairs stand 

out significantly along the diagonal frontier: SDR-SDRt, NG-NGn, RDSa-RDSb, and 

BLT-RIO. Several more stand out behind them such as NG-SSE. The simple 45-degree 

diagonal ranking system does not properly capture the angle of the secondary frontier 

that lies behind the four leading pairs. 

The top ten pairs of FTSE 100 constituents in 2010 ranked by the APTIDU.CVM 

methodology with T=10 seconds are NG-NGn, SDR-SDRt, BLT-RIO, RDSa-RDSb, 

BLT-XTA, BLT-HSBA, RIO-XTA, BLT-BP, BARC-BLT, AAL-BLT. 

A search for fundamental relations reveals: 

• National Grid is an international electricity and gas company with two classes of 

shares listed: voting (NG) and non-voting (NGn). These have an extremely strong 

fundamental relationship and could even be considered identical for the purposes 

of the law of one price. They are excellent candidates for pairs trading. 
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• Schroders plc is an international asset management and private banking group 

with two classes of shares listed: voting (SDR) and non-voting (SDRt). These 

have an extremely strong fundamental relationship and could be considered 

identical for the purposes of the law of one price. They are great candidates for 

pairs trading. 

• BHP Billiton plc (BLT), Rio Tinto plc (RIO), Xstrata plc (XTA) and Anglo 

American plc (AAL) are all diversified natural resources companies engaged in 

international minerals exploration, development, production, and processing. They 

are all exposed to similar risks, and all the pairings amongst them are good 

candidates for pairs trading. 

 

Figure 5-29  Two-dimensional plot of aggressive pairs trading indicator APTIDU.CVM for FTSE 
100 pairs in 2010 with control for the trades satisfying time difference limit T=10 seconds. Pairs 
are ranked from the top right corner to the bottom left corner. Four pairs stand out to form a frontier: 
SDR-SDRt, NG-NGn, RDSa-RDSb, and BLT-RIO. Several more pairs stand out behind them such as 
NG-SSE. The 45-degree diagonal ranking system does not properly capture the angle of the secondary 
frontier that lies behind the four leading pairs. 
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• Royal Dutch Shell an oil and gas company with twin-listed shares RDSa and 

RDSb on the London Stock Exchange. Section 4.1.1 describes its structure. These 

have an extremely strong fundamental relationship and could be considered 

identical for the purposes of the law of one price. They are excellent candidates 

for pairs trading. 

Fundamental relations are not immediately visible between the resources giant BHP 

Billiton plc (BLT) and the global banking and financial services institutions HSBC 

Holdings plc (HSBA) and Barclays plc (BARC). Visual inspection of Figure 5-29 

suggests there are other pairs that may be more deserving of investigation than those 

identified by the 45-degree ranking process. Eight that stand out at a lower angle are 

NG-SSE, NXT-UU, SVT-UU, BT-UU, CNA-SSE, BATS-IMT, AMEC-PFC and CPI-

EXPN. A search for fundamental relationships on these pairs finds: 

• National Grid (NG) and SSE plc (SSE) formerly Scottish and Southern Energy plc 

are involved in both electricity and gas. 

• Severn Trent plc (SVT) and United Utilities Group plc (UU) are water utilities. 

• British American Tobacco (BATS) and Imperial Tobacco Group (IMT) are 

tobacco companies. 

• Centrica plc (CNA) and SSE plc (SSE) are energy companies involved in gas. 

• AMEC (AMEC) provides mining consultancy, design, project and construction 

management services to global mining companies while Petrofac Limited (PFC) 

provides engineering, procurement, construction and project execution services to 

oil and gas producers. The markets are slightly different but the business concepts 

are simlar. 

• Capita plc (CPI) is a service provider of business process outsourcing solutions 

and professional support to organizations across the public and private sectors, 

while Experian plc (EXPN) is service provider of information, data, and analytical 

tools to organizations and consumers internationally, and both companies have a 

similar style of growth through aggressive programmes of acquisitions. 

A weaker fundamental relationship exists between BT Group plc formally British 

Telecom (BT) and United Utilities Group plc (UU) as they are both UK-based utility 

companies but in very different industries. No fundamental relationship is evident 
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between the UK-based retailer of clothing, footwear and accessories Next plc (NXT) 

and United Utilities Group plc (UU) which is a water utility. 

This analysis has confirmed the APTI methodology is working on the constituent pairs 

of the FTSE index. These securities are listed and traded on the London Stock Exchange 

so this shows the methodology is robust to international translation. 

Pairs of HDAX constituents in 2010 

The German HDAX 100 data set was obtained from Thomson Reuters Tick History 

using chain 0#.gdaxhi which returned 121 codes including those added, deleted, and 

changed during the period, as well as any additional codes for distinct classes of shares. 

The total number of trades reported in 2010 is 54 893 519 giving a Cartesian product set 

of size 1 476 301 850 022 252 from the 7 260 security pairs. When partitioned by 

calendar day the number of products reduces to 6 124 737 513 999. When time 

differences are limited to 100 seconds, the number of trade products to analyse is 

48 390 304 303. 

Figure 5-30 shows the two-dimensional plot of the aggressive pairs trading indicator 

APTIDU.CVM versus the number of trades satisfying time difference limit T=10 seconds 

for the HDAX pairs in 2010 after discarding the lowest 5 per cent. The trades are ranked 

from 1 at the top right corner to 6 897 at the bottom left corner. The frontier has a 

different shape compared with the previous index sets. There are no pairs that stand out 

to the same extent as the leading pairs from the S&P 500 and FTSE 100 investigations. 

The top ten pairs of HDAX constituents in 2010 ranked by the 45-degree APTIDU.CVM 

methodology with T=10 seconds are BASFn-MUVGn, MUVGn-SAPG, MUVGn-

RWEGn, BAYGn-MUVGn, MUVGn-SIEGn, ALVG-MUVGn, LING-MUVGn, 

DB1Gn-MUVGn, EONGn-MUVGn, and BASFn-SAPG. The striking feature of this list 

is the first nine pairs all involve MUVGn as one of the securities. 

Muenchener Rueckversicherungs-Gesellschaft AG (MUVGn) or “Munich Re” is a 

Germany-based reinsurance company covering losses arising from natural catastrophes, 

major construction projects, third-party liability cases and personal injuries. It is a 

matter of speculation why this security appears here so frequently. One possible theory 

is that traders were shorting Munich Re relative to a basket of other stocks because 2010 
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happened to be a particularly bad year for insured losses.24 Another possibility is the 

mechanism of pairs trading was disrupted by the German financial regulator BaFin in 

May 2010 by introducing a ban on the short selling of banks and insurers.25 This ban 

would have affected Munich Re and Allianz (ALVG) but not the other stocks. If traders 

had shorted MUVGn relative to the nine other securities including ALVG they may 

have needed to exit their positions swiftly as a result of the short sale ban. 

 

Figure 5-30  Two-dimensional plot of aggressive pairs trading indicator APTIDU.CVM for HDAX 
pairs in 2010 with control for the trades satisfying time difference limit T=10 seconds. Pairs are 
ranked from the top right corner to the bottom left corner. The frontier has a different shape to the 
previous sets. The pair that stands out the most is BASFn-MUVGn but nine of the top ten pairs 
involve MUVGn. 

                                                 
24 Insurance Insight reports 2010 was the sixth worst year for insured losses since 1980 with Munich Re 
handling 950 natural catastrophes including major earthquakes and hurricanes with overall losses of 
$130bn of which approximately $37bn was insured. (URL: www.insuranceinsight.eu/insurance-
insight/news/2085933/munich-re-2010-sixth-worst-insured-losses-1980) 
25 The Telegraph reports the regulator BaFin’s shock move to stop short trading on banks, insurers and 
eurozone bonds in an attempt to stabilise the European markets, but it seemed to have the opposite effect 
(URL: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financialcrisis/7742355/Germanys-desperate-short-ban-
triggers-capital-flight-to-Switzerland.html) 
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Alternative explanations come from possible failures in the APTI approach. The trade 

reporting mechanisms may be different on the German exchanges which might explain 

the different overall shape of the plot and frontier. Another possibility is the choice of T 

of 10 seconds may be unsuitable for the German exchange. It may even be that none of 

the 6 897 pairs happen to be traded much compared with the leading pairs from the 

larger sets from the U.S. and U.K., making the results look somewhat random. 

It would be possible to explore each theory with further testing but such speculation 

shall be left for future research. The message here is the results for Germany are 

inconclusive for indicator APTIDU.CVM with T=10 seconds. Section 5.2.3 explores 

different values of the limiting time difference T and does not find any value of T 

between 1 and 100 seconds that improves this result. A manual inspection of the top 

ranks from T=1 and T=100 seconds also fails to find justifiable pairs. The outcome of 

the experiments on the German HDAX seems to be an inability to infer pairs trading. 

The final index to be explored is the Australian ASX 200 which exhibits some of the 

characteristics of the German HDAX but where the inferred pairs trading can be 

improved by an alternative choice of T. 

Pairs of ASX 200 constituents in 2010 

The Australian ASX 200 data set was obtained from Thomson Reuters Tick History 

using chain 0#.axjo which returned 237 codes including those added, deleted, and 

changed during the period, as well as any additional codes for distinct classes of shares. 

The total number of trades reported is 121 726 969 giving a Cartesian product set of size 

7 340 079 121 492 394 from the 27 966 security pairs. When partitioned by calendar 

day the number of products reduces to 29 077 463 657 747. When time differences are 

limited to 100 seconds, the number of trade products to analyse is 310 550 923 197. 

Figure 5-31 shows the two-dimensional plot of the aggressive pairs trading indicator 

APTIDU.CVM versus the number of trades satisfying time difference limit T=10 seconds 

for the ASX 200 pairs in 2010 after discarding the lowest 5 per cent. The trades are 

ranked from 1 at the top right corner to 23 515 at the bottom left corner. The frontier 

seems to be a straight line. A few security pairs protrude a little such as ABP-TLS, 

ABP-RIO, PNA-RIO, and OZL-RIO, but there are no pairs that stand out to the same 

extent as the leading pairs from the S&P 500 and FTSE 100 trials. 
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Figure 5-31  Two-dimensional plot of aggressive pairs trading indicator APTIDU.CVM for ASX 
200 pairs in 2010 with control for the trades satisfying time difference limit T=10 seconds. Pairs 
are ranked from the top right corner to the bottom left corner. The diagonal frontier seems straight. A 
few security pairs protrude such as ABP-TLS, ABP-RIO, PNA-RIO, and OZL-RIO, but none of these 
stand out as much as the leaders from the U.S. and U.K. exchange sets. 

The top ten pairs of ASX 200 constituents in 2010 ranked by the 45-degree APTIDU.CVM 

methodology with T=10 seconds are ABP-TLS, ANZ-BHP, NAB-RIO, ABP-RIO, 

TLS-WBC, QBE-RIO, NCM-RIO, NAB-QBE, OZL-RIO, and BHP-BSL. Three of 

these make sense, but the rest do not. The fundamental relations found come from: 

• Newcrest Mining (NCM), OzMiner (OZL) and Rio Tinto (RIO) are miners which 

explains two of the relations; and 

• BHP Billiton Ltd (BHP) and Bluescope Steel (BSL) used to be a single company 

but demerged in July 2002 before the BHP Billiton merger in 2005. 

ANZ, NAB, WBC and QBE are three financial institutions and an insurer respectively, 

so it is hard to envisage why they would be paired with miners BHP and RIO and the 

telephone company Telstra (TLS). The situation here is somewhat similar to the 
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German HDAX trial where none of the security pairs seem to stand out as much as a 

few pairs with the U.S. and U.K. indices. 

One possible explanation is an inappropriate choice of T and this is explored in section 

5.2.3 with the conclusion a smaller T would be preferable. The experiment is repeated 

here for T=1 second and indeed the results make more sense, although still imperfect. 

Figure 5-32 shows the two-dimensional plot of the aggressive pairs trading indicator 

APTIDU.CVM versus the number of trades satisfying time difference limit T=1 second for 

the ASX 200 pairs in 2010 after discarding the lowest 5 per cent. The trades are ranked 

from 1 at the top right corner to 23 515 at the bottom left corner. Again there are no 

pairs that stand out to the same extent as the leading pairs from the S&P 500 and FTSE 

100 explorations, but the leading pairs have changed with respect to the previous plot 

for T=10 seconds. 

 

Figure 5-32  Two-dimensional plot of aggressive pairs trading indicator APTIDU.CVM for ASX 
200 pairs in 2010 with control for the trades satisfying time difference limit T=1 second. Pairs are 
ranked from the top right corner to the bottom left corner. The leading pair now is NCM-RIO. 
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The top ten pairs of ASX 200 constituents in 2010 ranked by the 45-degree APTIDU.CVM 

methodology with T=1 second are NCM-RIO, GPT-MQG, IAG-MQG, NCM-OZL, 

TLS-WPL, WES-WPL, AGO-BHP, STO-TLS, CBA-DXF, and NAB-RIO. A search of 

for fundamental relations finds: 

• Newcrest Mining (NCM), Rio Tinto (RIO), OZ Minerals Limited (OZL), and 

Atlas Iron Limited (AGO), and are all mining companies, which can account for 

four of these pairs. 

• Wesfarmers (WES) is a diversified company with an energy division that owns 

gas processing and distribution businesses Kleenheat Gas and Evol LNG while 

Woodside Petroleum Limited (WPL) is an oil and gas producer. This is a 

fundamental relationship but it applies to only part of Wesfarmers. The other 

divisions such as retail foods seem unrelated to Woodside.  

• The GPT Group (GPT) and Dexus Property Group (DXS) are property trusts and 

funds managers, while Insurance Australia Group Limited (IAG) is an insurer and 

Maquarie Group (MQG) is a holding company for banking, financial, advisory, 

investment and funds management services. These all operate in the financial 

sector which may favour pairs trading amongst them but these fundamental 

relations are not as strong as those found in the S&P 500 sets where the industry 

segments of each stock were aligned more precisely. 

There seems to be no fundamental link between telecommunication company Telstra 

(TLS) and energy producers Woodside (WPL) and Santos (STO), nor between National 

Australia Bank (NAB) and miner Rio Tinto (RIO). There may be quantitative and 

technical price relations by virtue of them all being large securities in the ASX index. It 

is not practical to speculate on technical or quantitative relations here. 

The reduction in limiting time difference T from 10 to 1 second has shown an 

improvement by increasing the number of pairs in the top ten identified as having 

fundamental relations, but the fundamental relations found are not as strong as those 

found in the S&P 500, MidCap 400, NASDAQ-100 and FTSE 100 sets. It also looks 

like the simple 45-degree methodology is not picking up the frontier particularly well. 

Many security pairs are close to the frontier instead of standing out by a large distance, 

so the rankings will be noisier and the choice of ranking algorithm will have a bigger 

impact. 
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A visual inspection of the frontier in Figure 5-32 finds pairs such as DXS-MOF, DXS-

MCW, and CSR-MOF stand out despite their rankings being 166, 237, and 948 

respectively. The Dexus Property Group (DXS), the Charter Hall Retail REIT formally 

Macquarie CountryWide Trust (MCW), and the Charter Hall Office REIT formally 

Macquarie Office Trust (MOF) are real estate investment trusts. Charter Hall bought the 

Macquarie trusts in February 2010 and this may have provided pairs trading 

opportunities with other REITs such as Dexus. The third stock CSR Limited (CSR) is a 

supplier of building products with seemingly no fundamental link with MOF. As the 

ranking placed CSR-MOF a very long way behind DXS-MOF and DXS-MCW, perhaps 

this third pair would also be ranked down by any improved ranking system. 

Comparative summary from the six indices 

The APTI methodology has found several pairs that can be confirmed as being good 

candidates for pairs trading because of fundamental relationships. The results are best 

for the U.S. and U.K. index sets, particularly when a pair stands out from the crowd.  

The next question is whether pairs with the higher rankings are amongst the best 

connected pairs from amongst the entire set. 

5.2.2 Is the ranking of pairs by the aggressive pairs trading methodology 
consistent with the algorithmic connections made by Google Finance? 

The inspections in section 5.2.1 have verified fundamental relations in a small number 

of leading pairs. The task now is to check entire sets using the algorithmic connections 

reported by Google Finance. 

Figure 5-33 shows the frequency of Google Finance connections for APTI-ranked pairs 

from the three U.S. indices. Panels (a), (b) and (c) are for the S&P 500, MidCap 400, 

and NASDAQ-100 ranked pairs respectively. Each chart is constructed with the top 

ranked pairs at the left. A high frequency of Google Finance connections at the left 

indicates a good outcome, and this is visible in all three charts. With 131 238, 101 475, 

and 5 671 pairs in the S&P 500, MidCap 400 and NASDAQ-100 sets respectively, it is 

unlikely that the peaks at the left would have occurred by random chance. The message 

is that the ranking methodology is confirmed by the Google Finance connections. 

Figure 5-34 shows the frequency of connections for the three non-U.S. indices. Panels 

(a), (b) and (c) are for the UK FTSE 100, German HDAX and Australian ASX 200 pairs 

respectively. The FTSE chart has a strong peak at the left and very few connections 
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elsewhere, meaning excellent correspondence between connections and rankings. The 

HDAX chart shows the opposite result with the connections being distributed across the 

rankings in a random way. The ASX result is somewhere in between with a weighting 

observable towards the left third but nothing clear like the FTSE and U.S. results. 

 

Figure 5-33  Frequency of Google Finance connections for ranked security pairs from three 
major U.S. indices using the APTI ranking methodology with T=10 seconds. Panels (a), (b) and (c) 
are for the S&P 500, MidCap 400, and NASDAQ-100 respectively. Each chart is constructed with the 
top rankings at the left and the frequency of Google Finance connections on the vertical axis. A high 
frequency of connections at the left edge confirms the ranking process is finding related securities. All 
three panels show this, confirming the methodology works on security pairs from these U.S. indices. 
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Figure 5-34  Frequency of Google Finance connections for ranked security pairs from the 
non-U.S. indices using the APTI ranking methodology with T=10 seconds. Panels (a), (b) and (c) 
are for the UK FTSE 100, German HDAX, and Australian ASX 200 respectively. Each chart is 
constructed with the top rankings at the left and the frequency of Google Finance connections on the 
vertical axis. A high frequency of connections at the left edge confirms the ranking process is finding 
related securities. The FTSE shows an excellent outcome with the highest ranked pairs having the 
greatest connections. The HDAX result shows no correlation with connections randomly distributed 
amongst the rankings. The ASX shows a weighting towards the left but weaker than for the FTSE set. 

The interpretation overall is the APTI methodology with T=10 seconds has worked well 

on the S&P 500, MidCap 400, NASDAQ-100, and FTSE 100 constituent pairs because 

the distribution of connections is weighted towards the highest rankings, but it has not 
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worked on the German HDAX constituent pairs, and worked only to a small extent on 

the Australian ASX 200 constituent pairs. These findings from the algorithmic Google 

Finance connections are consistent with those from the manual inspections of the top 

ranked pairs in section 5.2.1, after analysing all pairs not just the top ten. 

5.2.3 Can a suitable value for T be determined from index explorations? 

If some values of the limiting time difference T give better results than others, the effect 

should be visible in the histograms of the Google Finance connections. Values of T that 

give good discrimination are identified by a peak of connections amongst the highest 

rankings at the left, while values giving poor discrimination show the connections being 

distributed more uniformly amongst the rankings of inferred pairs trading. 

Figure 5-35 shows the effect of varying T on the APTIDU.CVM and APTICO.S methods of 

ranking pairs of S&P 500 index constituents in the first half of 2011. There are 14 

graphs corresponding to seven values for T being applied to the two methods. The left 

column is for APTIDU.CVM while the right is for APTICO.S. The values of T are arranged 

in rows from top to bottom as 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 seconds respectively. For ease 

of simultaneous interpretation of all 14 graphs, a coloured mark has been placed on each 

graph. A green tick ( ) indicates a good result with a strong peak of connections at the 

left edge being the highest rankings. A red cross ( ) indicates a bad result with 

connections distributed throughout the rankings. A brown question mark ( ) indicates 

an inconclusive result. Figure 5-35 shows all mini-graphs with ticks because all values 

tested for T appear to have worked successfully on the S&P 500 pairs. This is a pleasing 

outcome because it suggests the method is robust to T but it does not give any guidance 

as to what value of T is best. 

Figure 5-36 is constructed the same way as Figure 5-35 to show the effect of varying T 

on pairs of S&P MidCap 400 constituents in 2010. The peak at the left has a steady size 

in the first five rows where T is 1, 2, 5,10, and 20 seconds then drops noticeably in the 

sixth row where T is 50 seconds (visualised also by a corresponding relative thickening 

of the rest of the histogram) and disappears into an inconclusive or poor result in the 

seventh row where T is 100 seconds. The message from the MidCap 400 analysis is T 

should be chosen within the range from 1 to 20 seconds. 

The results for the NASDAQ-100 index (not reproduced here) are good for all values of 

T tested, like the S&P 500, but with slight deterioration from 50 to 100 seconds and also 

from two seconds to one. This supports a value of T in the middle such as 10 seconds. 

?
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Figure 5-35  Connection frequency tests of the rankings of S&P 500 constituent pairs in 2011H1 
by the APTIDU.CVM and APTICO.S methods with T varying from 1 to 100 seconds. Each graph is a 
histogram of Google Finance connections for the APTI-ranked security pairs. The left column shows 
the DU.CVM method. The right column shows the CO.S method. The rows from top to bottom 
correspond to T being 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 seconds respectively. The central row’s left panel 
corresponds to panel (a) of Figure 5-33. All 14 combinations for the S&P 500 show a strong peak at 
the left which confirms the methodology is working well as the Google Finance connections are 
distributed strongly towards the higher rankings. The bottom two charts for time limits of 50 and 100 
seconds show a reduction in the peak (and associated relative thickening of the rest of the 
distributions) suggesting the optimal value for T among those tested is at most 20 seconds. 
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Figure 5-36  Connection frequency tests of the rankings of S&P MidCap 400 constituent pairs in 
2010 by the APTIDU.CVM and APTICO.S methods with T varying from 1 to 100 seconds. Each graph 
is a histogram of Google Finance connections for the APTI-ranked security pairs. The left column 
shows the DU.CVM method. The right column shows the CO.S method. The rows from top to bottom 
correspond to T being 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 seconds respectively. The central row’s left panel 
corresponds to panel (b) of Figure 5-33. The top five rows show a strong peak at the left of each graph 
which confirms the methodology is working as the Google Finance connections are distributed toward 
the higher rankings. The sixth row shows less of a peak and associated relative thickening of the rest 
of the distribution. The seventh row shows no left peak and instead a spread of connections across the 
range of rankings. This suggests values of T from 1 to 20 seconds are good while 50 seconds is less 
effective and 100 seconds is ineffective. 

?
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Figure 5-37  Connection frequency tests of the rankings of German HDAX constituent pairs in 
2010 by the APTIDU.CVM and APTICO.S methods with T varying from 1 to 100 seconds. Each graph 
is a histogram of Google Finance connections for the APTI-ranked security pairs. The left column 
shows the DU.CVM method. The right column shows the CO.S method. The rows from top to bottom 
correspond to T being 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 seconds respectively. The central row’s left panel 
corresponds to panel (b) of Figure 5-34. All 14 combinations show connections distributed randomly 
across the rankings. This suggests these rankings are not providing useful information. A good set of 
rankings would show a large peak at the left edge of the histogram rather than a relatively flat or 
uniformly distributed histogram such as these. 
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Figure 5-38  Connection frequency tests of the rankings of Australian ASX 200 constituent pairs 
in 2010 by the APTIDU.CVM and APTICO.S methods with T varying from 1 to 100 seconds. Each 
graph is a histogram of Google Finance connections for the APTI-ranked security pairs. The left 
column shows the DU.CVM method. The right column shows the CO.S method. The rows from top to 
bottom correspond to T being 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 seconds respectively. The central row’s left 
panel corresponds to panel (c) of Figure 5-34. The results for the first three or four rows seem positive 
with a peak at the left of each chart (although not as strong as those for the S&P 500) but they 
deteriorate through the lower rows by flattening out. This suggests a value of T of at most 10 seconds 
is best for the ASX constituent pairs, and smaller values may be better. 

?
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The results for the FTSE 100 index (not reproduced here) are similar to the S&P 500 

with good results for all values of T tested. Slight deterioration becomes noticeable from 

50 to 100 seconds, suggesting a maximum T of 20 seconds from those values tested. 

Figure 5-37 is constructed the same way as Figure 5-35 to shows the effect of varying T 

on pairs of German HDAX constituents in 2010. All the results seem poor. There is no 

value of T amongst those tested that shifts the Google Finance connections towards the 

highest ranked pairs. 

Figure 5-38 is constructed the same way as Figure 5-35 to shows the effect of varying T 

on pairs of Australian ASX 200 constituents in 2010. The first two rows where T is 1 

and 2 seconds show a peak at the left, although not as strong as for the S&P 500 index 

constituents in Figure 5-35. The third, fourth, and fifth rows show deterioration as T 

increases from 5 to 20 seconds. The sixth and seventh rows where T is 50 and 100 

seconds show poor results. Overall it looks like the smaller values of T from those 

tested are best for the ASX, with the disclaimer that they still do not produce results as 

clear as those from the S&P 500 and FTSE. 

The conclusion from all six indices is that T should not exceed 20 seconds. This is the 

reason why the value of 10 seconds was used in section 5.2.1 aside from the extra test 

on the ASX for 1 second. 

5.2.4 Do the DU and CO methods produce equivalent results? 

The rankings produced by the distance-to-uniform (DU) and central-to-outer (CO) 

methods will be different because they work in different ways. The question is how 

different. There should be similarities because both are designed to be accurate although 

imprecise. Precision refers to the exact ranking of each pair while accuracy refers to 

rankings being reasonably close to the true answer, so if they are working accurately 

they should produce rankings that are similar on average. The concept is similar to 

correlation and the way to visualise it is with scatter plots. 

Figure 5-39 shows scatter plots of the rankings by APTIDU.CVM and APTICO.S with T=10 

seconds for the six sets of index constituent pairs. In each panel the horizontal axis is 

the ranking by the APTICO.S methodology and the vertical axis is the ranking by 

APTIDU.CVM. The axes are plotted with a logarithmic scale for visual discrimination of 

the top rankings at the bottom-left corner. The logarithmic scale is purely for visual 

reasons; there is no physical meaning of a logarithmic rank. 
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Figure 5-39  Scatter plots of rankings by APTIDU.CVM and APTICO.S with T=10 seconds for the six 
sets of index constituent pairs. In each panel the horizontal axis is the ranking by the APTICO.S 
method and the vertical axis is the ranking by APTIDU.CVM. The axes are plotted with a logarithmic 
scale for visual discrimination of the top rankings at the bottom-left corner. Panels (a) to (f) are for the 
S&P 500, FTSE 100, S&P MidCap 400, German HDAX, NASDAQ 100 and ASX 200 constituent 
pairs respectively. The U.S. and European sets show a high degree of correlation with minor 
reordering of the top rankings, for example the MidCap 400 index in panel (c) shows rankings 1 and 3 
swapped. The rankings for the ASX 200 are significantly different, for example the highest ranked pair 
by the DU method is ranked beyond 10 000 by the CO method. 
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Figure 5-40  Scatter-plots of rankings by APTIDU.CVM and APTICO.S with T=1 second for the six 
sets of index constituent pairs. These graphs are constructed the same way as in Figure 5-39 but for 
the limiting time difference T being 1 second instead of 10 seconds. All five U.S. and European sets 
show strong correlations between the DU and CO methods when T is 1 second. The ASX is the 
exception with significant differences in rankings, particularly amongst the higher rankings in the 
lower left quadrant. The ASX results for 1 second seem more diverse than for 10 seconds in Figure 
5-39. 
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Panels (a) to (f) in Figure 5-39 show the scatter plots for the S&P 500, FTSE 100, S&P 

MidCap 400, German HDAX, NASDAQ 100 and ASX 200 constituent pairs 

respectively for T=10 seconds. The five U.S. and European sets show a high degree of 

correlation with minor reordering of the top rankings, for example the MidCap 400 

index in panel (c) shows rankings 1 and 3 swapped. The rankings for the ASX 200 are 

significantly different, for example the highest ranked pair by the DU method is ranked 

beyond 10 000 by the CO method. The ASX 200 results also show wide variations in 

the rankings beyond 1 000 compared with other indices which tend to re-converge. 

Figure 5-40 shows a set of graphs constructed the same way as Figure 5-39 but for the 

time difference limit T being 1 second instead of 10 seconds. Once again the ASX 

results stand out as being different from the five U.S. and European sets, and perhaps 

even more so than in Figure 5-39 when T was 10 seconds. The lower left quadrant of the 

ASX graph shows significant differences in the higher rankings by the DU and CO 

methods when T is 1 second. 

The conclusion is the DU and CO methods develop equivalently good rankings for all 

sets except the ASX security pairs. There is nothing unusual in the appearance of the 

German HDAX scatter plots compared with the U.S. and U.K. plots despite the HDAX 

rankings being found ineffective by the manual inspections in section 5.2.1 and 

algorithmic testing in 5.2.2. The ASX rankings may be inaccurate as well as imprecise. 

5.2.5 Do the DU.CVM & DU.KS indicators and the CO.S & CO.A indicators 
each produce equivalent results? 

The differences between the distance-to-uniform (DU) and central-to-outer (CO) 

methodologies explored in the previous section are likely to be greater than the 

differences between the indicators within each of them. This section explores the 

Cramér-von Mises (CVM) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) rankings within the DU 

methodology, and the symmetric (S) and asymmetric (A) rankings within the CO. 

Figure 5-41 shows the scatter plots of rankings by APTIDU.CVM and APTIDU.KS with 

T=10 seconds for the six sets of index constituent pairs. In each panel the horizontal 

axis is the ranking by APTIDU.KS and the vertical axis is the ranking by APTIDU.CVM. The 

axes are again plotted with a logarithmic scale for visual discrimination of the top 

rankings at the bottom-left corner although there is no physical meaning of a 

logarithmic rank. Panels (a) to (f) show respectively the S&P 500, FTSE 100, S&P 

MidCap 400, German HDAX, NASDAQ 100 and ASX 200 sets. 
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Figure 5-41  Scatter-plots of rankings by APTIDU.CVM and APTIDU.KS with T=10 seconds for the 
six index constituent pair sets. These graphs are constructed the same way as in Figure 5-39 but to 
contrast the Cramér-von Mises (CVM) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) versions of the distance-to-
uniform (DU) methodology. All six sets show the rankings by the CVM and KS approaches are 
strongly correlated. The correlations amongst the top rankings (the lower left corner of each chart) are 
particularly strong for the S&P 500 and FTSE sets. 

 

As predicted the correlations in Figure 5-41 appear generally higher than in Figure 5-39, 

seen by either a tightening of the scatter plots across their whole range of ranks, or a 

reduction in the number of outliers, or both. Two possible regions of exception are the 
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10th to 100th ranks in the HDAX in panel (d) and the top 10 ranks of the NASDAQ-100 

in panel (e). These seem to be more spread out between DU.CVM and DU.KS in Figure 

5-41 than between DU.CVM and CO.S in Figure 5-39. 

 

 

Figure 5-42  Scatter-plots of rankings by APTICO.S and APTICO.A with T=10 seconds for the six 
index constituent pair sets. These graphs are constructed the same way as in Figure 5-39 but to 
contrast the symmetric (S) and asymmetric (A) versions of the central-to-outer (CO) methodology. All 
six sets show the rankings by the S and A approaches are strongly correlated. The correlations 
amongst the top rankings (the lower left corner of each chart) are particularly strong for the S&P 500 
and FTSE sets. 
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Figure 5-42 shows the scatter plots of the rankings by APTICO.S and APTICO.A methods 

for T=10 seconds, constructed the same way as Figure 5-41. Again these generally show 

higher correlations than Figure 5-39 except for the top 1% of ranks of the HDAX and 

NASDAQ sets visible in the lower left quadrants of panels (d) and (e) respectively. 

The upper right portions of the panels in Figure 5-41 exhibit similar thickness but with 

fewer outliers than those in Figure 5-42 which means the DU.CVM rankings are more 

similar to the DU.KS rankings than are the CO.S rankings to the CO.A rankings in the 

region of less significant rankings. These rankings are probably irrelevant for inferring 

pairs trading because only the top rankings are likely to be of interest. 

The overall conclusion is that the DU.CVM and DU.KS methods are producing 

equivalent rankings for the U.S. and European sets, as are the CO.S and CO.A methods, 

although there is imprecision in all of them. 

 

5.3 Summary 

The results in this chapter confirm the pairs trading methodology works as predicted. It 

is shown to be capable of inferring pairs trading in the selected twin listed securities of 

BHP Billiton, Carnival, Unilever, and Royal Dutch Shell. It is also shown to be capable 

of identifying security pairs within major U.S. and U.K. indices that appear to be pairs 

traded. The results for the securities tested on the German and Australian stocks are 

inconclusive. 

The pairs found amongst the S&P 500, S&P MidCap 400, NASDAQ 100, and FTSE 

100 securities include pairs with fundamental equity relations and pairs involved in 

mergers and acquisitions. All of these are good candidates for pairs trading according to 

the literature reviewed in Chapter 2, and this chapter provides evidence confirming they 

are indeed traded in reality. 

Having demonstrated the methodology works on the U.S. securities, it can be applied 

now to investigate the dominant strategies of pairs trading among selected pairs. 
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6 Investigation of trading strategies 

 

It always seems impossible until it is done. 
 – Nelson Mandela 

 

This final set of experiments infers the dominant trading strategies in the twin listings of 

BHP Billiton, Carnival, Unilever, and Royal Dutch Shell. This addresses the core 

question of whether pairs trading can behave like price-enforcement arbitrage trading in 

these closely related securities. 

The approach involves testing whether the empirical trading records for each pair are 

consistent with various potential trading strategies as described in section 3.6. 

6.1 Inferring a dominant strategy for trades in BHP Billiton 

Figure 6-1 shows the differences between the each-way CDFs for buy-sell and sell-buy 

trades in BBL and BHP in 2009 for four candidate trading strategies. Trades are 

partitioned into five groups in each panel based on quintiles of the entry signal levels of 

the panel’s trading strategy. Panel (a) is for reversion to equal prices, the strategy 

predicted by the law of one price for these seemingly identical securities on the NYSE. 

Panel (b) is for mean-reversion to a 100 000-trade moving average. Panel (c) is for 

mean-reversion to a 10 000-trade moving average. Panel (d) is for mean-reversion to a 

1 000-trade moving average. There were 2 519 351 trades reported for BBL in 2009 and 

7 391 080 for BHP so the 100 000-, 10 000- and 1 000-trade moving averages 

correspond to periods of approximately 10 days, 1 day, and 40 minutes respectively. 

When the empirically-inferred trading is consistent with a strategy, the trades observed 

should act to increase the price ratio when it is relatively low and decrease the price 

ratio when it is relatively high. This means the thinnest curve (the quintile set where the 

BBL price is relatively low) should be at the top (meaning an excess of BBL purchases 

and BHP sales) while the thickest curve (the quintile set where the BBL price is 

relatively high) should be at the bottom (meaning an excess of BBL sales and BHP 
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Figure 6-1  Differences between each-way CDFs for buy-sell and sell-buy trades in BBL and 
BHP in 2009 by quintiles of four trading strategies. Trades are partitioned into quintile sets based 
on the entry signal levels for each trading strategy. Panel (a) is for the strategy of price equalisation. 
Panels (b), (c) and (d) are for mean-reversion to 100 000-trade, 10 000-trade, and 1 000-trade moving 
averages of the price difference. When empirically inferred trading is consistent with a candidate 
strategy, the thinnest curve (for the quintile set where the BBL price is relatively low) should be at the 
top (meaning an excess of buy BBL sell BHP trades) and the thickest curve (for the quintile set where 
the BBL price is high) should be at the bottom (meaning an excess of sell BBL buy BHP trades). The 
quintile ordering scores (QOS) are shown in the lower corners for trading each way. There is one panel 
with a good match, panel (d) which is for mean-reversion to a 1 000-trade moving average. 

?
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 purchases). Ideally the other three curves will be arranged between these in sequence 

from thinnest to thickest. The overall pattern of ordering is measured by the quintile 

ordering scores (QOS) shown in the lower corners for trading each way, calculated as 

per section 3.6.2 with K=5. The left side is when BHP is traded first and the right side 

when BBL is first. 

For ease of visual identification the strategies have been marked according to the quality 

of their match with the empirical data. A green tick ( ) indicates a good match with 

curves arranged in sequence and correspondingly high quintile ordering scores. A red 

cross ( ) indicates a poor result with curves crossing over each other and low quintile 

ordering scores. A brown question mark ( ) indicates a result which deserves a rating 

between a tick and a cross. 

The strategies in panels (a) and (b) in Figure 6-1 appear to be poor matches to the 

empirical trading data. This means the idea of trading to enforce price equality is 

rejected, as is reversion to a 10-day moving average. The empirical evidence against 

price equalisation is particularly strong. In panel (a) of Figure 6-1 the thin curves 

represent occasions where the BBL price is relatively low compared with BHP. Given 

the BHP price is greater than the BBL price throughout the period of study as shown in 

Figure 4-2 on page 119, this means the BHP premium is greatest at those times. Instead 

of seeing an excess of BBL purchases paired with BHP sales, the curves show there is 

an excess of BBL sales paired with BHP purchases. These trades are pushing the prices 

apart rather than bringing them together. Why would traders be purchasing BHP and 

selling BBL when the BHP price is high compared with BBL? Perhaps they are 

following a trend in the price difference instead of attempting to restore price equality. 

The strategy in panel (c) looks more plausible because its ordering is improved, and 

panel (d) looks like a good match. In panel (d) the curves for the quintile sets appear in 

a neatly ordered pattern with purchases of BBL paired with sales of BHP when the 

BBL-BHP price difference is relatively low (the thin curves) and sales of BBL paired 

with purchases of BHP when the BBL-BHP price difference is relatively high (the thick 

curves). The ordering is confirmed by the high quintile ordering scores (QOSs) of 0.98 

when BHP trades first and 0.88 when BBL trades first. 

Panel (d) is reversion to a 1 000-trade (or roughly 40-minute) moving average, so this 

result suggests pairs traders are practising strategies similar to a 40-minute moving 

average. Candidate strategies might include 30-minute and 45-minute moving averages, 

 

?
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and perhaps averages based on a price ratio rather than price difference. The exact 

strategies employed will vary between traders but in aggregate they are sufficiently 

similar to cause these results. While it is impossible to determine traders’ strategies 

precisely, it seems reasonable to conclude the dominant pairs trading strategies in the 

BHP Billiton ADRs are closer to a 40-minute moving average than a 1-day or 10-day 

moving average. 

The thick curves in Figure 6-1 (d) provide further insight to the trading behaviour. 

These curves represent occasions where the BBL price is at its highest compared with 

BHP relative to the 40-minute moving average, but still below BHP because BHP 

remains higher throughout the period of study as shown in Figure 4-2 on page 119. The 

actions of traders at these times are significant because they represent decisions when 

the price ratio is between unity and a recent moving average. The law of one price 

argument for restoring price equality between the NYSE ADRs would predict sales of 

BHP paired with purchases of BBL. In practice the thick curves in panel (d) show the 

opposite. There is an excess of sales of BBL paired with purchases of BHP at these 

times, acting to push the price difference apart rather than restore price equality. The 

trading behaviour is more consistent with enforcement of a 40-minute moving average 

than of price equality. 

The conclusion for BHP Billiton is pairs trading strategies similar to the 1 000-trade or 

roughly 40-minute moving average appear to be used in practice, and these activities 

dominate any attempts to restore price equality. This seems plausible because the price 

ratio for BHP to BBL had not been at parity since 2004, and the BHP price has hovered 

20% above BBL during the period of these experiments, so a price equalisation strategy 

would not have worked. There are plausible rational explanations for a price difference 

which will be discussed in chapter 8. The empirically-inferred trading confirms a 

strategy of mean-reversion to a moving average market price ratio appears more 

successful than a price equalisation strategy. 

6.2 Inferring a dominant strategy for trades in Carnival 

Figure 6-2 (page 211) tests the compatibility of the four strategies with the trades 

reported in the twin-listed stock and ADR of Carnival Corporation. There were 310 219 

trades in CUK in 2009 and 7 765 313 in CCL, so the 100 000-, 10 000- and 1 000-trade 

moving averages correspond to around 80 days, 8 days, and 5 hours respectively. 
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Figure 6-2  Differences between each-way CDFs for buy-sell and sell-buy trades in CUK and 
CCL in 2009 by quintiles of four trading strategies. Trades are partitioned into quintile sets based 
on the entry signal levels for each trading strategy. Panel (a) is for the strategy of price equalisation. 
Panels (b), (c) and (d) are for mean-reversion to 100 000-trade, 10 000-trade, and 1 000-trade moving 
averages of the price difference. When empirically inferred trading is consistent with a candidate 
strategy, the thinnest curve (for the quintile set where the CUK price is relatively low) should be at the 
top (meaning an excess of buy CUK sell CCL trades) and the thickest curve (for the quintile set where 
the CUK price is high) should be at the bottom (meaning an excess of sell CUK buy CCL trades). The 
quintile ordering scores (QOS) are shown in the lower corners for trading each way. It seems none of 
these four strategies matches the empirical data well. The best candidate is panel (c). 

?
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Figure 6-3  Differences between each-way CDFs for buy-sell and sell-buy trades in UL and UN 
in 2009 by quintiles of four trading strategies. Trades are partitioned into quintile sets based on the 
entry signal levels for each trading strategy. Panel (a) is for the strategy of price equalisation. Panels 
(b), (c) and (d) are for mean-reversion to 100 000-trade, 10 000-trade, and 1 000-trade moving 
averages of the price difference. When empirically inferred trading is consistent with a candidate 
strategy, the thinnest curve (for the quintile set where the UL price is relatively low) should be at the 
top (meaning an excess of buy UL sell UN trades) and the thickest curve (for the quintile set where the 
UL price is high) should be at the bottom (meaning an excess of sell UL buy UN trades). The quintile 
ordering scores (QOS) are shown in the lower corners for trading each way. There is one panel with a 
good match, panel (c) which is for mean-reversion to a 10 000-trade moving average. 

?
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Figure 6-4  Differences between each-way CDFs for buy-sell and sell-buy trades in RDSb and 
RDSa in 2009 by quintiles of four trading strategies. Trades are partitioned into quintile sets based 
on the entry signal levels for each trading strategy. Panel (a) is for the strategy of price equalisation. 
Panels (b), (c) and (d) are for mean-reversion to 100 000-trade, 10 000-trade, and 1 000-trade moving 
averages of the price difference. When empirically inferred trading is consistent with a candidate 
strategy, the thinnest curve (for the quintile set where the RDSb price is relatively low) should be at 
the top (meaning an excess of buy RDSb sell RDSa trades) and the thickest curve (for the quintile set 
where the RDSb price is high) should be at the bottom (meaning an excess of sell RDSb buy RDSa 
trades). The quintile ordering scores (QOS) are shown in the lower corners for trading each way. The 
price equalisation strategy in panel (a) shows a good match with RDS-B being traded before RDS-A. 
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Panel (a) of Figure 6-2 shows the price equalisation strategy in is incompatible with the 

observed trading. The strategy most compatible with the trading is mean-reversion to 

the 8-day moving average in panel (c) although the result is not as strong as observed 

for BHP Billiton. It may be possible to optimise the result by adjusting the strategies 

tested. 

The conclusion from the four strategies tested is the dominant strategy for Carnival 

appears to be mean-reversion to a moving average rather than to price equality, and the 

period of the moving average is likely to be in the range of a few days to a few weeks. 

6.3 Inferring a dominant strategy for trades in Unilever 

Figure 6-3 (page 212) tests the compatibility of the four strategies with the trades 

reported in the twin-listed ADRs of Unilever. There were 1 745 971 trades in UL in 

2009 and 3 488 252 in UN, so the 100 000-, 10 000- and 1 000-trade moving averages 

correspond to around 14 days, 1.4 days, and 1 hour respectively. 

The price equalisation strategy in panel (a) is incompatible with trading evidence, as is 

the 14-day moving average in panel (b). The 10 000-trade or 1.4 day moving average in 

panel (c) is a good match and better than the 1 hour average in panel (d). The conclusion 

for Unilever is the dominant strategy appears to be mean-reversion to a moving average 

with a period of a day or so, rather than price equalisation. 

6.4 Inferring a dominant strategy for trades in Royal Dutch 
Shell 

Figure 6-4 (page 213) tests the compatibility of the four strategies with the trades 

reported in the twin-listed ADRs of Royal Dutch Shell. There were 729 093 trades 

reported in RDS-B in 2009 and 2 871 295 in RDS-A, so the 100 000-, 10 000- and 

1 000-trade moving averages correspond to around 34 days, 3.4 days, and 2 hours 

respectively. 

The results for Royal Dutch Shell show a strong match for the price equalisation 

strategy, the only twin listing with this outcome, and it occurs only when RDS-B is 

traded first. The moving averages also show a slight match when RDS-B is traded first. 

The empirical evidence is incompatible with the RDS-A share being traded first in any 

of the strategies. 
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The conclusion for Royal Dutch Shell is the dominant strategy is price equalisation with 

the orders being placed first in the less-traded share RDS-B. The price equalisation 

strategy makes sense because the securities of Royal Dutch Shell are the most identical 

of the four twin listings, being two classes of share in a single company. Their price 

ratio in Figure 4-8 (page 123) shows an average of one with a smaller range of deviation 

than the other twin listings. These fundamental and technical observations confirm the 

price equalisation strategy is reasonable for Royal Dutch Shell. 

6.5 Summary 

These results show it is possible to infer the dominant pairs trading strategies in closely 

related securities despite the obstacle that the trading logs are anonymous. 

The dominant trading strategies in the twin ADRs of BHP Billiton appear to revert to a 

short-term moving average of the price difference. The evidence is strongly opposed to 

any strategy of maintaining price equality, which makes sense as the price difference 

between BHP and BBL has hovered around 20% for considerable time. 

By contrast the dominant strategy in Royal Dutch Shell appears to enforce price 

equality. This makes sense as these are dual-class shares with the same equity interests 

and voting rights. 

These results offer empirical evidence to support the theoretical literature and 

simulations reviewed in Chapter 2. While the methodology is imprecise, the results 

appear accurate because they are consistent with the observable fundamental and 

technical relations of the twin securities. Of the four sets of twins studied, BHP Billiton 

has the greatest and most persistent price disparity and was found to be traded with 

short-term mean reversion. Royal Dutch Shell has the greatest reason to follow the law 

of one price and was found to be traded accordingly. 

This chapter provides evidence that pairs trading in the twin ADRs of BHP Billiton can 

behave like arbitrage trading but by enforcing a market price ratio instead of price 

equality. Figure 6-1(d) shows traders act to reduce the price ratio when it becomes 

unusually high compared with a recent average, and they act to increase it when it 

becomes unusually low. Significantly, it shows traders are pushing the prices apart 

when the ratio moves closer to unity than the target ratio, instead of the classic view 

they should continue to drive the ratio towards unity. This answers the core question of 

this thesis. Pairs trading can behave in a manner similar to arbitrage trading in a 
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situation where a fundamental valuation ratio cannot be calculated. Pairs trading can 

enforce a proxy for the fundamental valuation ratio instead of price equality. 

The empirical results in Chapters 5 and 6 also raise many questions and opportunities 

for further research. The next chapter discusses these. 
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7 Review of results and 
opportunities for further research 

 

 

The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds new 
discoveries, is not “Eureka I found it!” but “That's funny ...” 
 
 – Isaac Asimov (1920-1992) 

 

Much of this thesis is devoted to developing and testing a methodology for detecting 

pairs trading before applying it to infer the dominant trading strategies in the security 

pairs of interest. The testing process has produced results that raise several questions for 

further research in addition to those arising from the core thesis. This chapter reviews 

the results of Chapters 5 and 6 and considers opportunities for further research. 

The opportunities are categorised into four avenues of research: 

• Exploring other stock trading strategies using the same methodology; 

• Gaining a better understanding of the methodology itself; 

• Using aspects of the methodology for other empirical investigations; and 

• Expanding the methodology to handle other kinds of trading. 

These are considered in turn. 

7.1 Exploring other strategies using the same methodology 

This thesis focuses on pairs trading, a mean reversion strategy, but there are other 

trading strategies that also involve simultaneous trades in two securities. In this case, the 

related trading indicators (RTIs) may be able to detect them. Indeed there is evidence in 

the results that this is occurring. 
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7.1.1 Merger arbitrage 

Merger arbitrage is a trading strategy in which the stocks of two merging companies are 

simultaneously bought and sold to create an expected profit. Due to the uncertainty 

whether the merger deal will close, the target company’s stock will typically trade at a 

discount to the price the combined company will have when the merger is closed, and 

this difference is the trader’s profit. The trade is entered short on the bidding company’s 

stock and long on the target company’s stock. 

It is possible the literature on merger arbitrage has faced a similar challenge to that of 

the law of one price in having plenty of theoretical papers and simulations of paper 

trading, but little evidence of the trades themselves. The related trading indicators 

(RTIs) developed here could help explore such a gap. There is evidence in Chapter 5 the 

RTIs are capable of doing this, and these results deserve further investigation. 

Figure 5-9 on page 152 shows an unexpectedly strong relation between the trading in 

SWK (the Stanley Works) and BDK (Black & Decker). These competing manufacturers 

of tools and hardware merged on 10 March 2010 to form the Stanley Black and Decker 

Corporation. It was by luck that a merging pair of securities was present in the pseudo 

random set of pairs chosen in the experiment surrounding Unilever. This result shows 

the methodology can identify pairs involved in merger arbitrage trading. 

A more subtle feature of Figure 5-9 is the SWK-BDK pair was inferred from the 2009 

trading data, which was the calendar year prior to the merger. This suggests the RTIs 

can detect merger trading activity a significant time prior to the merger. It would be 

interesting to partition the time periods further to investigate whether merger arbitrage 

activity can be detected prior to the merger announcement. This could be a way of 

detecting insider trading without needing the traders’ identities. 

The related trading indicators (RTIs) also highlighted merger arbitrage amongst the 

combinations of S&P 500 constituents in the first half of 2011. Figure 5-26 on page 176 

shows the pair of CTL (Century Link Inc) and Q (Qwest Communications International 

Inc) to be the most prominent amongst more than 125,000 candidate pairs. These 

communication companies merged on 1 April 2011 in the middle of the study period. 

The second most prominent pair is FE (First Energy Corp) and AYE (Allegheny Energy 

Inc) which is also merger arbitrage as First Energy absorbed Allegheny on 25 February 

2011, about a third of the time into the study period. In seventh place is AMB (AMB 

Corporation) and PLD (Prologis Inc) which were real estate investment trusts that 
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merged on 3 June 2011, towards the end of the study period. Overall, three of the top 

ten pairs from a field of more than 125,000 combinations turn out to be involved in a 

merger with each other. 

The results provide empirical evidence of merger arbitrage and confirm the related 

trading indicators are capable of detecting it. If the RTIs are applied to trade sets 

partitioned by event dates, it may be possible to investigate how the timing of merger 

arbitrage compares with the timing of market announcements. This could provide 

insights into the timing and prevalence of insider trading, as well as how the amount of 

merger arbitrage varies in the weeks and months leading up to a merger. 

7.1.2 Break-out strategies 

A break-out strategy is the opposite of a mean-reversion strategy. Instead of attempting 

to reduce a deviation when a price difference becomes unusually large, a break-out 

strategy acts to trade in the same direction as the difference in the hope it will grow 

even larger. Break-out strategies can be particularly relevant after decisions are released 

such as whether a government introduces a resources tax or whether a company wins a 

court battle. 

Detecting break-out strategies is a similar task to detecting pairs trading strategies, 

although the mean reversion strategies may dominate. One way to isolate break-out 

strategies would be to analyse the trades occurring after the particular decision events. 

7.1.3 Broader research questions 

The pairs trading detection methodology could be applied to help investigate broader 

research questions such as: 

• How has the amount of pairs trading changed over time? 

• Has the incidence of pairs trading matched the growth in algorithmic trading? 

• Is more pairs trading conducted during financial downturns? 

• Are frequently traded pairs more profitable than less frequently traded pairs? 

• What proportion of daily price movements is linked to pairs trading? 

• What types of entry and exit rules are being employed? 
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It could also be applied to markets other than stocks to help investigate questions such 

as whether pairs trading more intense in futures markets than in the underlying markets 

as predicted by lower transaction costs in futures markets. 

7.2 Understanding the methodology better 

A second avenue for further research is to investigate the methodology further. The 

methodology for detecting pairs trading was designed here for one purpose: to enable 

investigation of the pairs trading or arbitrage in twin securities. The methods developed 

will inevitably have characteristics, capabilities and limitations that go beyond those 

relevant to the task required here. This section considers such possibilities. 

7.2.1 German and Australian securities 

Section 5.2.1 finds the methodology works poorly on pairs constructed amongst 

German and Australian index constituents compared with those from the USA and UK. 

Why would this be? One possible explanation is there happen to be no pairs traded 

significantly amongst the 5,000 or so candidate pairs from each of these indices, while 

there was more chance finding pairs amongst the 125,000 or so candidate pairs from 

S&P 500 constituents and 80,000 or so candidate pairs from the MIDCAP 400. Another 

possible explanation is there is a substantial difference in the ways the underlying 

security exchanges execute and report trades. 

It would be interesting to explore specific pairs where there is likely to be a relationship 

in the type of business even if not a direct equity relationship. In Germany for example, 

ADS (Adidas) and PUM (Puma) are major manufacturers of sporting gear. In Australia 

BHP (BHP Billiton Ltd) and RIO (Rio Tinto Ltd) are major miners. A detailed study of 

the way the pairs trading is detected between these pairs on the German and Australian 

exchanges could help establish whether there are differences from equivalent pairs 

trading on the NYSE and LSE. 

7.2.2 Shape of the frontier 

The shape of the frontier of the highest ranked pairs shown conceptually in Figure 3-6 

appears a straight line in Figure 5-26 on page 176 and Figure 5-31 on page 189 (from 

the US and Australian exchanges respectively) but a substantially different curve in 

Figure 5-30 on page 187 (for German pairs). Some frontiers appear straight, while some 

appear convex and others concave. 
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It would be interesting to know what causes the various shapes of the frontier and the 

gaps or concavities in the frontier in the German case. Perhaps the frontier arises from 

luck in the characteristics of the index constituent pairs, or perhaps the shape is 

influenced by the underlying processes in the exchanges that execute and report trades. 

A greater understanding of this phenomenon may lead to improvements in the two-

dimensional ranking methodology of section 3.3.4. 

7.2.3 High-frequency or short-period artefacts 

The central one-second region of the empirical measures shown in Figure 5-14 on page 

159 and Figure 5-15 on page 160 appear to show noise in the data. On closer 

examination this noise appears as a periodic ripple of period about 10ms. While such 

ripple has too short a period to affect the pairs trading inferred in this thesis, it would 

nonetheless be interesting to investigate its cause. Such investigation would be more 

than merely academic, as its effect may become more significant as trading speeds 

increase further and the trading delays enter the millisecond region. 

An initial investigation, not reported in detail here, found also the times of reported 

trades are not distributed uniformly within each calendar second. The trades tend to be 

bunched together around particular times, and with different distributions for different 

exchanges. The consequence, given the pairs trading detection involves calculating 

differences between reported trade times, is the differences are also somewhat clumped. 

This in turn affects the shapes of the CDFs, although currently at a period much shorter 

than would influence the results. These intra-second effects may reduce over time as the 

trade matching and reporting technologies of the stock exchanges improve, but it would 

nonetheless be interesting to investigate them further to understand their interrelation 

with the related trade detection methodology. 

7.3 Other empirical studies 

Aspects of the related trading indicators may be able to help with more empirical 

investigations than those focussed on trading strategies. They may be able to help infer 

the trading speed and the characteristics of different exchanges. 

7.3.1 Inferences of trading speed 

Figure 5-12 on page 156 and Figure 5-13 on page 157 suggest the time difference 

parameter T at which the detected trading peaked has reduced over time. In 2008 the 
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peak appears between 2 and 5 seconds. In 2009 it is closer to 2 seconds. In 2010 it is 

perhaps 1 second or less. 

Intuitively the reducing T could arise from improvements in trading technologies and 

associated reductions in trading times. This deserves further investigation. Does the 

trend continue backwards in earlier years and continue to reduce in subsequent years? 

This is potentially providing a measure of trading speed that might not otherwise be 

readily observed. 

7.3.2 Characteristic reporting delays of security exchanges 

Section 5.1.4 shows the trade reporting delays vary between exchanges, leading to 

Table 5-1 which ranks the exchanges according to their inferred delays. In 2009 the 

exchanges were ranked from greatest delay (slowest) to lowest delay (fastest) as ADF, 

NYS, PSE, BAT, and THM for pairs trades in BHP and BBL. It was sufficient for 

Section 5.1.4 to show these differences had no significant effect on the accuracy of the 

related trading indicators, but they remain a feature in themselves worthy of further 

investigation. 

It may be possible to estimate or measure the time differences, rather than merely 

ranking them. One numerical method might be by introducing a reverse delay into the 

observed trade times of one security and adjusting this until the each-way CDFs in 

Figure 5-23, Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-25 appear equalised. This approach could find an 

optimal estimate independently of equation (35) and the theory in Section 3.7.2. 

7.3.3 Stock-specific reporting delays 

The reporting delays may vary between securities in addition to varying between 

exchanges. It would be interesting to test this by looking for asymmetries between 

trading within each pair, in other words whether one security in the pair tends to be 

traded before the other, and then whether that security also tends to be traded first when 

paired with other securities. The approach can be similar to that of sections 3.7.2 and 

7.3.3 but arranged by stock rather than by exchange. 

7.4 Extensions to the methodology 

A fourth avenue for further research is to extend the related trading detection approach. 

Extensions could include corrections for exchange delays, incorporation of trading 
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volume, detection of related orders, application to basket trading and index arbitrage, 

and application in currency and derivative markets. 

7.4.1 Corrections of exchange delays 

If the differences in reporting delays between exchanges can be estimated as discussed 

in Section 7.3.2, it may also be possible to modify the pairs trading methodology to 

account for these differences. The reported times of trades could be adjusted back to a 

common reference, and the adjusted times used in the subsequent related trading 

analysis. This may produce a more precise result given Section 5.1.4 has shown such 

differences do not appear to reduce the accuracy of the process. 

7.4.2 Incorporation of trading volume 

Table 4-3 on page 126 and Table 4-4 on page 127 show volume of the BHP ADR traded 

in 2009 was roughly three times that of the BBL ADR, in addition to its price being an 

average of around 15% higher according to Figure 4-2. It seems the market trades the 

BHP ADR much more frequently than the BBL ADR as well as valuing it more highly. 

The law of one price from the NYSE perspective suggests that these two securities 

should trade at the same price. In practice they do not, and from a global perspective 

this can be justified as discussed in Chapter 8. The excess trading volume in the BHP is 

more of a puzzle because it is specific to the NYSE rather than being influenced by 

either the Australian or British underlying stocks. An investor trading at the NYSE can 

choose whether to purchase BHP or BBL. There is no “law of one volume” and it would 

seem the BBL share should be more attractive on price, so why is there so much more 

trading of the BHP ADR? 

It may be possible to improve the pairs trading detection methodology by incorporating 

information on traded volume. Pairs trades may have predetermined volume ratios 

based on the inverse of the market price ratio so their dollar exposures are matched. In 

practice the matching may be difficult because the traders’ orders may be split into two 

or more trades when matched on an exchange, meaning the volumes reported in the 

trades in two securities may have no relation to the expected ratio. Nonetheless, aligning 

the volume when analysing pairs trades could further restrict the pairs for analysis and 

may improve the accuracy or precision of the results. 

An alternate way to incorporate volume information would be to weight the CDFs by 

volume so the larger-volume pairs trades have more influence than the smaller ones. 
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This concept is similar to that of the volume-weighted average price (VWAP). This 

would effectively create a volume-weighted related trading indicator (VWRTI). 

7.4.3 Detection of related orders 

This thesis has focussed on detecting trading, which means the actions of traders, but 

there is a distinction between a trader’s orders and the resulting trades. Trading occurs 

as a result of traders placing orders. The trades are observable, albeit anonymously, but 

the orders are generally not. The importance of considering the orders is they contain 

the traders’ intentions. 

It would be interesting to develop a detection methodology for orders rather than trades 

in situations where an order book is available. When an order book is not available it 

may be possible to reconstruct orders to some extent from the observed trades. An order 

can be split into several trades when matched on an exchange, and it may be executed in 

whole or in part or not at all. It may be impossible to reconstruct orders where no part is 

executed, and difficult to reconstruct only part is executed, but it may be possible to 

merge multiple trades having the same time stamp to construct a proxy for completed 

orders. This approach would add complexity to the methodology, but could nonetheless 

provide additional insight into the behaviour of traders. It could result in a set of related 

order indicators (ROIs) equivalent to the related trading indicators (RTIs). 

7.4.4 Iterative ranking 

Section 3.3.4 describes a methodology for ranking pairs using a 45-degree angled pass 

across two-dimensional plots as shown conceptually in Figure 3-6. The approach as 

implemented here is static in the sense the plot is prepared once and then all rankings 

are read off. The plots in practice show there are often a few pairs standing out from the 

main frontier, as in Figure 5-26 for the S&P 500 constituent pairs and even more so in 

Figure 5-29 for the FTSE 100 pairs. These individual pairs may cause the main frontier 

to be skewed in the plot in ways it would not be if those individual pairs were removed. 

The ranking methodology could potentially be improved by iterative removal of the 

highest ranked pair in a two-dimensional plot and recalculation of the remaining frontier 

before removing the next highest ranked pair and so on. This process is iterative and can 

be imagined visually on Figure 5-29. In this case the result is likely to improve the 

ranking for a pair such as NG-SSE which appears visually to stand out but was ranked 

relatively low at 166 by the single fixed 45-degree pass. 
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7.4.5 Basket trading and index arbitrage 

A basket trade arises from an order to buy or sell a group of securities simultaneously. 

Institutional investors such as investment funds often need to trade baskets when 

maintaining a large number of securities in certain proportions. Index arbitrage is a 

trading strategy that attempts to profit from differences between actual and theoretical 

prices of the same stock index. This is done by simultaneously buying (or selling) a 

stock index future while selling (or buying) the stocks in that index. Index arbitrage 

trades effectively combine a futures trade with a basket trade. 

In both basket trading and index arbitrage there is a need to search for three or more 

simultaneous trades rather than just the two trades in a pairs trade. This will require the 

related trading indicator (RTI) theory of sections 3.2 and 3.3 to be extended to handle 

three or more related trades. 

7.4.6 Currency and derivative markets 

Arbitrage in currency markets tends to be three-way or triangular. One trade converts 

the first currency into the second, another converts the second currency into a third, and 

a third trade converts the third currency back into the first. The three trades are ordered 

simultaneously. It may be possible to study triangular arbitrage empirically by 

extending the related trading indicator (RTI) methodology of sections 3.2 and 3.3 to 

handle three or more related trades, rather than the two trades required for pairs trading. 

Derivatives markets are another arena where arbitrage may involve three or more trades. 

It is possible to synthesise a stock holding by holding a call option and writing a put 

option with the same strike price. It follows it is possible to construct a market neutral 

or fully hedged position with a long stock, long call, and short put, or equivalently a 

short stock, short call, and long put. The entry or exit of such a position will involve 

ordering three trades simultaneously. This kind of option arbitrage may be studied if the 

related trading indicator (RTI) methodology is extended to handle three or more trades. 

7.5 Summary 

There are many foreseeable ways the pairs trading detection methodology could be 

improved and expanded to perform tasks beyond those needed for this thesis. Examples 

include investigations of merger arbitrage, break-out strategies, trading speeds, basket 

trades, index arbitrage, and triangular currency arbitrage. There is a lack of literature 

focussed on trades, and much work still needs to be done. 
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8 Speculating a reason for the BHP 
premium 

 

 

The Market Can Stay Irrational Longer Than You Can Stay Solvent. 
 
 – John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946) 

 

Figure 4-2 on page 119 shows the Australian stock BHP Billiton Ltd (ticker BHP on the 

ASX with ADR BHP on the NYSE) has traded at an economically significant premium 

to its twin the British stock BHP Billiton Plc (ticker BLT on the LSE with ADR BBL on 

the NYSE) for many years. Is this irrational? Or can this be considered normal? This 

chapter looks at a rational explanation. 

Froot and Dabora (1999) discuss several possible reasons for price differences in the 

twin pairs in Royal Dutch Shell, Unilever, and Smith Kline Beecham. They consider the 

mechanics of splitting cash flows, differences in parent company expenditures, 

shareholder voting rights, dividend currencies, ex-dividend dates, and tax-induced 

investor heterogeneity. They speculate the latter is the most promising explanation if the 

tax treatment of one twin relative to the other is be different for at least some investor 

classes, although it might not account for the entire price deviation. 

The following sections develop a mathematical model for tax-induced investor 

heterogeneity and show it can contribute to explaining the long-term price ratio 

observed between the twins of BHP Billiton. 

8.1 Model for tax-induced valuation heterogeneity 

Suppose rational investors in a tax-free environment value the price of stock XYZ to be 

XYZP . An investor whose expected tax rate is T  after considering all income taxes on 

expected dividends and expected capital gains taxes on growth may value the stock at 
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)1(XYZ TP − . The tax rate T  can be different between investors for a variety of reasons 

including their tax jurisdiction and their total taxable income. 

The heterogeneity of tax rates among investors makes the overall market valuation 

difficult to predict. In the longer term, the valuation should depend on the average 

numbers of shareholders in each tax group. In the shorter term, the price may be more 

dependent on the numbers of shareholders from each group who are trading. 

The longer-term valuation can be modelled as a weighted average of the valuations by 

all the shareholders. If stock XYZ comprises N  shares and the expected tax rate of the 

shareholder owning the i-th share is iT  then the weighted average value of the stock is: 
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The shorter-term valuation when shareholders holding shares in the set Ψ∈i  are 

trading might take the form: 
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Under this model the long-term price should tend towards XYZP  while the short-term 

price may vary faster with )(XYZ ΨP . Both of these valuations change continuously as 

the shareholders change, but XYZP  changes more slowly than )(XYZ ΨP . 

A difficulty in evaluating XYZP  (besides the perennial challenge of valuing XYZP  in 

the first place) is estimating the numbers of shareholders in each category of tax rate. 

This information is not readily available. It is possible however to make broad estimates 

and speculate whether this can explain the price differences observed in pairs such as 

BHP Billiton. 

8.2 Model for the BHP premium 

The dual-listed company structure of BHP Billiton comprises two stocks: BHP on the 

Australian Stock Exchange and BLT on the London Stock Exchange as described in 

Section 4.1.1 and Figure 4-1. From an Australian investor’s perspective there is an 

important tax difference between the two. An Australian tax resident can claim 
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imputation tax credits on franked dividends received from the Australian stock while 

there is no such benefit from owning the British stock. The dividends from BHP may be 

approximately tax-free to an Australian corporate investor, while for individuals on low 

incomes the Australian Tax Office may even return the franking credits as cash 

(Australian Taxation Office 2008). This can result in a cash payment of up to 42.8% on 

top of dividend received for dividends franked at 30%, which is effectively a negative 

rate of tax. An Australian investor in BLT, a British investor in either security, or an 

American investor in either ADR may have to pay tax on the dividends received. 

Modelling the price difference begins with an assumption that the twins BHP and BLT 

would have the same value in a tax-free environment in a common currency ceteris 

paribus: 

BLTBHP PP =  

From the model of equation (36) the prices observed should then follow the rule: 
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An Australian investor is more likely to invest in BHP than BLT because of the tax 

benefits, so the weighted average effective tax rate of the shareholders in BHP should 

be lower than that of BLT. If the average effective tax rate of BLT investors is say 30% 

and the average effective tax rate of BHP investors is 15%, which are plausible figures 

although difficult to measure in practice, the relationship between the prices would be 
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A premium of 21% for BHP is in the region of that observed in the market. Although 

these figures are picked somewhat arbitrarily and the model is sensitive to the values 

chosen, the result may help explain the long-term price difference between the BHP 

Billiton twins. It would be interesting to explore the concept further both in accuracy 

and precision. 

8.3 Information from tax shocks 

An obstacle to both the accuracy and precision of this approach is the lack of available 

information about the relative sizes of the shareholder groups. This means it is difficult 

to calculate the expected price ratio even under stable conditions. Further insight may be 

possible by observing changes in the price ratio around shocks in the tax regimes. 

Studies of information flow such as Alaganar and Bhar (2002) show the short-term 

price transmission for cross-listed Australian stocks is unilaterally from the US market 

to Australia, but the tax heterogeneity argument could add pricing forces in either 

direction. If tax-induced investor heterogeneity can help explain the long-term price 

ratio, the effects of tax shocks may be observable in both directions according to the 

sources of shock. 

Unfortunately there were no significant changes to either the Australian or British tax 

laws during the period of interest, so this aspect is left for future research. 

8.4 Summary and implications 

The calculations here show the tax-induced investor heterogeneity can go a long way 

toward explaining the price differences between BHP and BLT. 

The implication for this thesis is the law of one price cannot be expected to work on the 

prima facie difference in prices between the twin ADRs on the NYSE, but rather on a 

non-unity ratio of their prices. The expected or fundamental price ratio cannot be 

calculated in practice, but may instead be proxied by the market price ratio. When pairs 

trading is acting to enforce that market price ratio, it is equivalent to arbitrage trading 

enforcing the law of one price. 
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9 Conclusions 

 

 

“No amount of experimentation can ever prove me right; 
                                 a single experiment can prove me wrong.” 
 
 – Albert Einstein (1879-1955) 

 

 

This thesis shows the pairs trading occurring between closely-related securities can act 

in the same way as arbitrage to enforce the law of one price. 

Any empirical study of pairs trading is difficult because the identities of traders are not 

reported. It is impossible for researchers to associate trades precisely and any statistical 

proxy is inevitably imprecise. There is also an inherent contradiction in any claim of a 

pairs trading detection methodology being accurate. Traders’ anonymity is both the 

motivation for needing such a methodology and the obstacle preventing its proof. This 

is Einstein’s dilemma: no amount of experimentation can prove the system, yet it may 

be possible to design experiments to show a detector fails to identify particular trades. 

Three chapters are spent developing and testing a methodology for detecting pairs 

trading. The methodology works by examining the differences in distributions of time 

lags between trades in two securities because this requires no assumptions about the 

shapes of the distributions themselves. It generates a set of four numbers called related 

trading indicators (RTIs) representing the amount of related trading between two 

securities without classifying the style or direction of trading. Price information is 

incorporated by partitioning trades according to the inferred directions of aggression 

and calculating the RTIs on the subsets. This leads to sets of aggressive pairs trading 

indicators (APTIs) representing market orders executed immediately, and passive pairs 

trading indicators (PPTIs) for trades executed in two steps as a limit order in one 

security followed by a market order in the other. 
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Constructing pseudo-random sets of security pairs around selected closely-related pairs 

enables empirical testing to verify the methodology works. The RTIs distinguish the 

intended pairs from their surrounding comparison pairs in every situation tested. This 

also confirms the presence of pairs trading in the closely-related pairs as predicted. 

Applying the detection methodology to the many security pairs formed by combining 

index constituents enables empirical testing of whether the methodology can find likely 

candidates for pairs trading among hundreds of thousands of pair combinations. 

Inspection of the ten or so top ranked pairs from UK and US markets confirms the 

methodology can find plausible candidates for pairs trading, and comparison with 

Google Finance’s company-related searches provides further evidence the entire sets of 

pairs are being ranked logically. 

With confidence the pairs trading detection methodology works, it can be applied to the 

task of inferring pairs trading in particular pairs such as the twin ADRs of BHP Billiton. 

The empirical results show traders act to reduce the price difference between the BHP 

Billiton twins when it rises above a moving average of around 40 minutes and increase 

it when it falls below. It is pleasing to confirm traders act to reduce a high ratio as this is 

predicted in any mean-reversion algorithm, but the increase of the low ratio has greater 

consequence. This evidence helps distinguish a pairs trading strategy from one restoring 

price equality. The BHP premium is positive throughout the experiment, meaning the 

ratio is greater than unity even when at its lowest, so the traders are pushing the prices 

apart on these occasions rather than pulling them together. The dominant trading 

strategy in the twin ADRs of BHP Billiton acts to enforce a recent market price ratio 

rather than restore price equality. 

Pairs trading in BHP Billiton appears to enforce the market price ratio in the same way 

arbitrage would be expected to enforce the law of one price. These perspectives can be 

unified if the market price ratio targeted by pairs trading is a proxy for the unobservable 

fundamental valuation ratio underlying the law of one price. Market efficiency suggests 

the market knows best in pricing securities accurately, and it is a short conceptual step 

to suggest arbitrageurs also know best by trading to the equilibrium price ratio. 

The trades support an underlying fundamental valuation ratio between the twin ADRs of 

BHP Billiton that is not unity despite their seemingly identical nature on the NYSE. 
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Glossary of acronyms 

 

ADF Alternative Display Facility of NASD and FINRA 

ADR American Depositary Receipt (instrument relating to a depositary share) 

ADS American Depositary Share (a share that underlies a depositary receipt) 

APTI Aggressive Pairs Trading Indicator (introduced in this thesis) 

ASIC Australian Securities and Investments Commission (government regulator) 

ASX Australian Securities Exchange 

BAT BATS Trading Inc 

CDF Cumulative Density Function or Cumulative Distribution Function 

CEF Closed-End Fund 

CO Central-to-outer method (introduced in this thesis) 

CVM Cramér von Mises 

DDM Dividend Discount Model of security valuation (or Gordon model) 

DF Distribution Function 

DLC Dual-Listed Company 

DU Distance-from-uniform distribution method (introduced in this thesis) 

ECN Electronic Communication Network 

EDR European Depositary Receipt 

ETF Exchange-Traded Fund 

FINRA Financial Industry Regulatory Authority 

FTSE FTSE International Limited (joint venture by Financial Times Limited and 

London Stock Exchange plc) 

GRS Global Registered Shares (U.S. listed shares that are also registered on one 

or more non-U.S. exchanges) 
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HDAX Hundert Deutscher Aktienindex (a German stock index) 

IDR International Depositary Receipt 

KQOS K-Quantile Ordering Score (introduced in this thesis) 

KS Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

LOOP Law of One Price 

LSE London Stock Exchange 

NASD National Association of Securities Dealers 

NASDAQ National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation 

NV Naamloze vennootschap (Dutch for public limited liability company) 

NYS Reuters exchange code for the NYSE 

NYSE New York Stock Exchange 

PPP Purchasing Power Parity 

PPTI Passive pairs trading indicator (introduced in this thesis) 

PSE Reuters exchange code for the NYSE Arca Exchange which was formerly 

the Pacific Stock Exchange 

QOS Quintile Ordering Score (a KQOS with K=5) 

RTI Related Trading Indicator (introduced in this thesis) 

S&P Standard & Poor’s 

SIRCA Securities Industry Research Centre of Asia-Pacific 

REIT Real estate investment trust 

T Upper limit of time difference between trades (introduced in this thesis) 

THM Reuters exchange code for NASDAQ’s Third Market Stock Exchange 

TRTH Thomson Reuters Tick History 

UTP Unlisted trading privileges from the Securities and Exchanges Act 1934 
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